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LOCAL AFFAIRS

Carlton K. Donnell, in the Peters block,

NKW A DVKRTI8RM KNT8 THIS WKKK.

Austin H. Joy and wife, with daughter
Marion and son Walter, left yesterday for
Presque Isle to be present at the wedding
of their son, Albert A., and Miss Lura
Smith, which ta’kes place to-day.

BURRILL NATIONAL
of Ellsworth

BANK,

This Bank Will Pay You
check account if $500 or
We will

Rive

just

2%

on

your

over.

efficient service as you
get elsewhere—the same service that has increased our deposits nearly fourfold in four
years. Two-thirds of our home merchants bank
here. Why not your account? Think it over.
you

as

N E Tel A Tel Co.

Legislative notice*—Judiciary
Inland fisheries and
Legislative notices
—

Legislative notice—Sea and Shore Fisheries.
Notice of Foreclosure—John W Conners.
Notice of Foreclosure—Hattie J Lelaud.
Bankruptcy—J Andrew Wood.
Notice—Geo R Fuller.
Writ of attachment.
Insurance statement—Loyal Protective Ins.
Co.
A E Crabtree-Motocycle.
O W Tapley—Safe for sale.
Ins. statement—Agricultural Ins Co.
Wftuted— Foxes.
—Printer.
—Salesmen.
—Tree agent.
SCHEDUL

OF MAILS

AT RLI.SWORTH POSTOPPICB.

In

effect Sept. 30, 1912.

Call

23 Main St.

or

Write for Particulars.

MAIL CLOSES AT

m.

Going West—10.30, 11.30 a m; 5.1ft,
Going East—6.4ft a m; 3.45, 6 pm.

Sunday mail.
Registered mail should be
an hour before mail closes.

9

pm.

postoffice half

Miss Mary A. Leighton is spending this

EasternTrust & Banking Co.
of Bangor, Maine.

«—■

week in Bar Harbor.

chapter, O. E. S., will hold a
regular meeting next Friday evening.
E. W. Ellsworth, of Portsmouth, fepent

days

few

week

last

with

friends in

Ellsworth.
Katherine Hale, of Hancock Point,
guest of Mrs. R. E. Mason during

Miss

Free Bank Books Going!

Lota of
of

our

men

and

women

was

It's a booklet YOU will appreciate, if you have money to handle by
check, or to lay by. On request, we’ll gladly send you a copy of the
booklet, and any other banking information you desire.
Branohes

at

Old

Town.

Machias,

Dexter.

Thursday club

chapel

of the

meet at the

Congregational

at 2 p.

morrow

will

church

to-

m.

The many friends of George Gould in
Ellsworth and elsewhere regret to know
of his serious illness.

Ex-Chief*Justice Emery left yesterday
spend a few weeks in Boston, Providence and New Haven.
to

Miss Georgie Ellis, of Brewer, who has
been the guest of L. F. Higgins and wife,
has returned to her home.

or

75c per

Senator
for

bag*, 1-8 bbl.

Goods We Have On Hand:
Corn, Meal, Cracked Corn, Oats,
Beef Scraps, Bran, Brown MidCot-

Seed Meal, Gluten, Mixed
Feed, Rock Salt, Lime, Cement.

ton
C.

GRIN DAL,

w.

a

Hale hose company is arranging

concert and ball at Hancock hall

wV,r.rw?^5?.-t*

on

Easter Monday, March 24.
Howard H. Adams, of Boston, made a
short visit to his parents, Capt. John Q.
Adams and

dlings, Flour, Daisy Flour,

and

them

for

wife,

last week.

Harry L., the two-months-old son of Mr.
Harry Pio, died Friday. The parents have the sympathy of friends.
and Mrs.

D.

bor,

Shirley Norris and
Mrs.

visited

Newman and

w

Norris’

wife,

few

a

ife, of Bar Harparents, G. F.

days

last week.

Maddox, who has been visiting his father, Capt. Addison Maddox,
for tho past two weeks, left Monday for
Austin L.

Norwood,
The

Mass.
club

literature

Tuesday

will

meet

because
because
Because
because

with

next

Miss

WHY ?
offer absolute safety.
are careful, liberal, prompt

we
we

and considerate.
you cun do no better.
we want your business, and all of our patrons recommend

us.

Why Open
helps your

It
It
It
It
It
It

discourages extravagance.
creates good business habits.
furnishes best receipts for money paid.
keeps your business straight.
makes the hank your Inend and adviser.

We want every professional man, every teacher, every farmer, every
business man, every clerk, in fact, every wage-earner, whether
male or female, to carry an account with us. Lf you are not a
customer of this bank, let this be your invitation to become one.

a

Lovers of

forget

the

good music

urged

are

not to

concert this

evening at the
Congregational church by the choir of the
First parish church and H. Everett Hall,
organist, of Bangor. It is to be regretted
that the program

was

not received in

DESPERATE ATTEMPT TO BREAK
COUNTY

FROM

including

choir

several

solos,

THET

GOODWIN,

Sheriff

SORRY

j

MURDERER,

bride arrived
Mrs.

in

Monday

Ellsworth

to

the

present week with his mother,
H. L. D. Woodruff.
Eliswrorth

congratulations.

friends extend
tion

A recep-

was

Edwin Goodwin, the Surry boy held for
murder of (Japt. Harry C. Young on
Oct. 29 last, and Harris Leavitt, committed last week for breaking into the
Havey store at Tunk pond, made a vicious
assault on Deputy-Sheriff G. F. Newman
in the jail corridor last Saturday afterThe atnoon in an attempt to escape.
mind

opening

iron door

Bring the Great
Other Artists.
Who’s Giordano?
Weil, those who
heard him at Bangor and Portland at the

Mr.

Chapman

to

Tenor and

music festivals

they

will

know;
undoubtedly

ask

them.

And

tell you that he is
the greatest tenor and the most magnetic
singer ever heard in Maine, and for popu-

larity among Maine folks is in the same
class as Campanari, the baritone, Schumann-Heink, the contralto, and Nordica,
the soprano.
That this remarkable singer is to come
to Ellsworth

is

due to the

regard

which

Director-in-Chief Chapman has for Ellsworth and its festival chorus, for on an
ordinarily business basis, with hope or expectation ot linaneial

gain,

a

group of
be booked

jail

this door is

side

been

greatly

They

are

The Indian

Motocycle

A. E. CRABTREE, Agent,
Hancock, Me.

bend for

Descriptive Catalogue

governor’s reception and ball Tuesday.
At the regular meeting of Wivurna encampment next Monday evening there
will be exaltation to the royal pnrple.
Refreshments will

be

served

after the

work.

ALONG
R. F. D.

Everybody
little

can save a

Financial

at a

time.

jail

by a heavy
jail office. In-

—

ROUTES

is

Character stronger than
any Temptation

food fair visitors last

Goods may be ordered by mail
and will go out by next carrier,
or cau

be

telephoned

for and will

catch the first trip of the carrier.

spend.

to

Hancock Co. Savings

Friday.

G. Herbert Coleman, who has been employed in Everard L. Moore’s barber-shop
for the

past year, has taken the shop of

2Uffimi*ciiunt&

Parcher’s Drug Store,
Lilsworth, Me.

Maine

Commenced Business
May 1.1873.

Money
Improved,

Productive Real Estate;
Collateral and Commercial Paper
ALSO

Municipal
of approved

on

Tobacco,

C. C. Burrill & Son
8Tate STREET.

ELLSWORTH. ME

$1.25

:

3 cuts 25c

paying for 4$.. $1.75; » Js
$3.40; G». $4.50; 6*1. $5.
We

and Other Bonds

legality and ascertained

ours

Boys’ Sweaters BS®*f

DEALERS IN

strength.

“

Men’s $18 Suits, to close $15
“Her Majesty” Corsets,

to Loan Keg. price $1.50;
ON

THE

LAW COURT,

New Trial Sustained in
Woodbury vs. Maine Central.
The motion of defendants for a new
trial in the ease of Webster Woodbury, of
EliBworth, vs. the Maine Central Railroad
Co., has been sustained by the law court.

unlocking the cage door, and is a preagainst escape by a sudden attack
The
the person opening the door.

fore

on

outer iron door locks

outside,

from the

are

H. P. CARTER,
Ellsworth
38 Main Bt„
of performance to every
pound of promise in the advertisements
of THE AMERICAN.
Sixteen

ouncee

The case was tried
October term, the jury returning a verdict for plaintiff for f400.61. D.
E. Hurley appeared for plaintiff aud Hale
& Hamlin for defendant.
The rescript from the law cpurt, by
Judge Savage, is as follows:
concrete work.

Gold Fish Offerl
With a 25c bottle of ltexall
Cherry ISark, we will give
Fish and one
two Gold
Aquarium. Only one to a
customer.
We have only 50 outfits left.
Call or send for them, as we
cannot deliver.

All Other Goods Sent Any*
where by Parcel Post.

Moore’s

Drug

Store,

The REXALL Store,
Ellsworth

A railroad company is bound to use reasonable care to maintain (he passage-ways to its
trains iu such a reasonably safe aud suitable
condition that passengers who are themselves
in the ejxercise of ordinary care can walk
over them safely. This is the extent of its

duty.
The court are of opinion that under the cir*
cumstances of this case the defendant used
reasonable care so far as the plaintiff was
concerned;
also, that the
plaintiff was
guilty of such inattention as constituted
negligence which contributed to his injury.
Motion for a new trial sustained.

a

which

hardwood

for several years.

hall

It cannot be opened
snap lock.
from inside, and even the turnkey, if he

with

a

EVENTS.

behind him, must be released by
The keys to the cage
someone outside.
door he carries with him.
It has been the practice for the officers
closes it

in

entering the jiil for

calling

the

jail

incon-

Florence Anderson Otis,
soprano; Miss
Sue Winchell, ’cellist; Mr. Chapman at
the piano.

someone

have hai the freedom of

ridors

short time at

a

jail

the

Monday, March 24,
ball by

concert and

cor-

meal-times each dny.

sight,

As he

the dinner dishes.

remove

jail, only

tered the

prisoner

one

BOSTON.

at the table

and he sat

tance from the entrance.
Mr. Newman unlocked

some

Tuesday evening, Feb. 18,

200 Huntington avenue,
reunion.

en-

—

dis-

reunion.

the cage door

partially turned to
relock it, Leavitt stepped quickly and
silently from a near-by cell and dealt him
a blow over the head, just back of the
and

stepped

tirely

As he

in.

consciousness.

lose

help,

call for

Silsby

which

in another

was

JOHN A. LORD
IS STILL SELLING

the Best Kerosene Oil
IN

He gave one
heard by Mrs.

2 doors below

FOR KEYS.

heard

the

following articles:
HORSE.$75
Peddler’s Cart, new, suitable
for milk or peddling,
$(SO

and

the

Galvanized Iron O bbl. Oil
Tank, pump and syphon, $15
2 new dewing Machines, each $1G
2 new Parlor Clocks, each
$4
2 new Office Clocks, with calendar, each
$5
200 lb». Formosa Oolong Tea; lot
of Silverware, and many other
articles at bargain prices.

flrst call,

Silsby
however, and rushing to the jail office,
The slamming of
shut the outer door.
the door

was

signal

the

prisoners

to the

that the game was up. At the same time
the three other prisoners in jail—John W.

Smith, John Crowell and Arthur Huntley—
came to the officer’s assistance, and Goodwin and JLeavitt retired to their cells, and

Protect Your

keys were turned on them.
this happened in less time than it
takes to tell .it. The depositions of the
the

three

prisioners

—

Crowell—were taken

Graham

Monday.

Smith, Huntley and
by County-Attorney
According to their
officer’s assist-

him and bear him to the

floor.

prisoners, who
further corridor,

Mutual Life Insurance
Co., of New York.

were

in

ceil

and

they

in

the

FRED L. KENT, Special Agent,

He called

the two others

Family

Create a sinking fund for yourself and family for a time in
life when you may need it.
Protect your family from any
chance of pauperism,

went to the

story, they

Bakery.

Mr. Lord also offers, for sale the

got one Anger in his mouth,
officer shut bis teeth upon it.
had

TOWN, AT

Stuart Store, Water St.,

part of the house.

STRUGGLE

Mrs.

at Court hall,
Boston—Bluehill

Friday, March 28, at Paul Kevere hall,
Mechanics building, Boston
Ellsworth
Tickets, 60 cents.

in

was

at Hancock hallSenator Hale hose

company.

Saturday, shortly after 1 o’clock,
Deputy-Sheriff Newman entered the jail
to

at Odd

—

to open it,
locking the cage door behind them as tb *y
entered. The five prisoners now in the
venience of

12,

Feb.

-Foresters ball. Tickets (including dancing and refreshments), 50
cents; extra ladies, 10 cents.
Saturday, March 16, at Hancock hall
Concert under auspices Ellsworth festival
chorus, and direction W. K. Chapman.
Artists: Salvatore Giordano, tenor; Mrs.

j

moment to leivp

a

open to avoid

the outer door

Dance.

Wednesday evening,

Fellows hall

ance at the flrst call for help.
Woodbury sued to recover damages
Huntley, who was nearest the scene of
received
injuries
by a fall on the the attack, says he heard the blow and
station
iu
Bangor in June last, looked up in time to see the officer
platform
[
| by tripping over boards laid to protect stagger back and Goodwin pounce upon
new

was

Thursday evening, Feb. 6, at Grand
Army hall—Supper by relief corps at 6
o’clock; 15 cents.
Saturday evening, Feb. 8, at Society

caution

Mr.

at the last

that

—

All

Motion for

depositions

all say in their

COMING

for

==Bank=
Ellsworth,

FROM

the attack.
of the cor-

shape of a quarter-circle, forming a cage,
ELLSWORTH.
from which one entering the jail can view j
Wednesday evening, Feb. 5
Congregaa large part of the corridor before enter- j tional
church, Musicale by quartet choir
ing. This arrangement allows the turn- j of First parish church, Bangor; H. Everett
key to close the iron door behind him be- Hall, organist. Tickets, 25 cents.

A struggle for the keys ensued. In putBoston, who played so successfully in
ting his hand over the officer’s mouth to
and
New*
and
will
be
the
Chicago
York,
stifle further calls for assistance, Goodwin

soloist with the Rubinstein club in New
The offices of Dr. Harvard Greely have I York on Saturday afternoon, Feb. 15.
Mr. Chapman himself will preside at
been thoroughly renovated, repainted and tne
piano, and this means the highest
1|
hardwood
floors
will
he
possible artistic results. The tickets will
papered. Later,
at
be
popular prices, and will go on sale
laid, and before another winter a heating
one week before the concert.
Bystem will be put in.
It will be well to bear in mind the date
Mrs. A. J. Qott, of Bar Harbor, with of this concert
Saturday, Mar. b 15, at
Hancock hall
and to secure seats early,
her sister, Mrs. Orlando Ash, of Bar Haras there is danger of “getting left”, as
bor, and her daughter, Mrs. Hattie R. many did in other cities when this comMurphy, of Bass Harbor, were among the pany toured Maine last December.

curtailed since

club with

struck

in

—

simply a
matter of
to
sticking your staving plan—making your
success

Mme. Nordica at the Ocean Grove festival last season, together with Miss Sue
Winchell, the finest ’cello player that
Maine has produced. She was the solo
’cellist with the ladies’ Fadette orchestra

free-

the blow was
stick about two
feet long and one and one-half inches in
diameter, the handle of a plunger used to
flush out the closet in the jail which had
been out of order. It had been about the
The

the last Maine festival, and scored the
Martha Barron and her niece,
success of any artist during the
right ear, with a club. At the same moGaspar, of West Ellsworth, spent greatest
sixteen years of the festival. And with ment Goodwin pounced upon him and
food fair week with her brother, A. K.
him the brilliant artistic soprano, Mrs. bore him to the floor.
Barron, at his home on High street.
Florence Anderson Otis, who shared honThe officer was stunned by the blow and
Mrs. John A. Peters, Mrs. R. E. Mason, ors with Mme.
Bchumann-Heink and suddenness of the attack, but did not enMiss

busi-

involved has

allowed the freedom

door of bar iron in the

a

prisoners

on

The

yet”.

him

is

from the

out of town

was

Leavett and Goodwin have declared
since the assault that they would “get

wife.

The entrance to the

in

both

was frustrated by the presence of
and prompt action of Sheriff F. O.

Silsby’s

right

all

time of the attack.

the two

prisoners

the

tempt

he shut down

was

but a short time daily when two
officers are present, and have been enjoying a diet of bread and water. The other

Arthur

spend

Huger, he

ridor

INVOLVED.

I. Studor and Miss Florence M.
Rogers, of Brooklyn, N. Y., were married
Saturday at the parsonage of the Unoin
Court Baptist church, Brooklyn, by Rev.
John P. Donaldson. Mr. Studor and his

tooth where

Silsby

at the

dom of

AND A FELLOW-PRISONER

by the organist.

missing

few hours.

ness

JAIL.

_

and five

a

Goodwin’s

on
a

see-

for publication in this issue. It -will
consist of twelve members
seven by the

and

ASSAULT OFFICER

Martha

Mrs. A. K. Cushman and Charles Peters
went to Augusta Monday to attend the

Account?

an

credit.

few weeks.

evening,
11,
such artists could not possibly
Bernice Giles, instead of on Monday
for a city the size of Ellsworth.
as
announced.
evening
it happeus that Saturday, March 15, is
Wm. H. H. Rice relief corps will serve an “off
night with the Chapman Cousupper in Grand Army hall to-morrow I cert Co., which will tour Maine in March,
evening at 6 o’clock. All members are re- i and Mr. Chapman has offered to bring his
quested to furnish food.
; artists here, and the offer has been acMiss Blanche Hopkins, of Bangor, and cepted; the concert will be given under
M/s. William Campbell, of Cherryfield, the auspices of and for the benefit of the
were guests of Mrs. George S. Foster for a
Ellsworth festival chorus.
it was just by an eyelash of good forfew days of food fair week.
At the meeting of the city government tune, that Mr. Chapman has been able to
last evening, the hours for keeping open arrange again to bring to Maine the
Salvatore
Giordano, a
the polls for the municipal election March world-famous
second Caruso, who was the sensation of
3 were fixed as 9 a. ra. to 5 p. m.
Feb.

business;

We are still reaching out for more

of sir knights may be invited.
Mrs. Ellen O’Brien and Mrs.
Helen
Mullen, of Springfield, Mass., who came
to Ellsworth to attend the funeral of Mrs.
Bertholomew Hayes, left last Friday for
their home in Springfield, Mass. They
were accompanied by Miss Margaret H.
who will remain with

#200.000

$1,.‘100,000

about

ONE OF THE STRONGEST AND LARGEST BANKS IN EASTERN "'AINE.

minor

given them at the home of Dr.
Mrs. Max Abram and son James, of' and Mrs. Woodruff last eveneng.
Bluehill, were guests of David Friend and
(ilOKI)ANO COMING.
wife a few days last week.

Pillsbury’s Best Flour
$5.75 per bbl.

daughters

unmarried

—

YOUR town have written us for copies
tells how to hank with us safely by mail.

DEPOSITS,

son

food fair week.

in

free booklet which

the

The

CAPITAL, SUBPLUS and PROFITS, about

Miss Margaret Monaghan, who is employed in Houlton, and who has been
visiting her sister, Mrs. Edmon Eno in
Searsport, is with her family here. She
will remain until the opening of the spring
millinery season.
Officers of
Blanquefort commandery,
K. T., will be installed next Monday

Hayes,

Irene

a

OF ELLSWORTH.

Narramissic lodge of Foresters will give
ball at Odd Fellows hall Wednesday
“An old-time good
evening, Feb. 12.
time” is promised.
Music will be by
Campbell’s orchestra of four pieces.

sons

No

at

UNION TRUST CO.

a

Wives,

POSTOPFICB

orrtiPfnmus.

r,

in business for himself.

is

evening by Past Grand Commander Arno
W. King. There will be a banquet at 0.30,
installation at 8, followed by dancing.

MAILS RECEIVED.

From West—7.13 am: 4.14,6.25pm.
From East—11.06, 11.57 a m; 5.47,10.52 p

and

ELLSWORTH, ME.

a

hurried to the officer’s assistance.

-Cl RONE’S

Crowell, according to their story,
stepped between Goodwin and the officer
as the former, who had taken possession
of the club, was about to hit Mr. New-

--rp

ESTAURAN
is

1

again
Open to the Public.
man as he lay upon the floor.
Then the
BOARD and ROOMS, Regular or Transient.
outer door slammed and Leavitt and
! Cor. Main and Hancock Sts.,
Ellsworth
Goodwin backed off.
SUMMONED ASSISTANCE.

Fu R

After shutting the door, Mrs. Silsby
called for outside assistance, and
Mr.
Newrman was released. He was still dazed
from the blow

on

and mouth

were

Except

a

for

the

head,

and his

scratched and

very

sore

head,

a

scars

new

CO ATS

line just received at

DAVID FRIEND’S

face

bleeding.
few

Large

I

All kinds of Repairing
promptly done.

Green Mountain Pomona. Tbe lecof
presented a program constating
and
reading by Sisters Florence Estey
other
Kemick, and reading and stories by
There will be work in the
members.
third and fourth degrees at the next meeting, Feb. 5.

KDITBD BY

CHRISTIAN ENDEAVOR.
Prayor Meeting Topic For Week Beginning Feb. 9. 1913.
His
Topic.—The ideal Chrletian.—II.
seal. —II Cor vl. 1-10
(Consecration meetH.
Rev.
Sherman
.Doyle,
Edited
by
ing.)
D. D.

its adherents. It calls upon us for the full
surrender of ourselves to Christ and
the consecration of all our abilities
It is
and powers to His service.

Christianity demands seal

in

therefore only by being zealous that
we can perform the duties and obligations that rest upon us as Christians.
Nothing less than a passionate ardor
in the service of Christ will make us
But while the deIdeal Christians.
mands made upon ns by Christianity
are great they are entirely reasonable.
Christ la worthy of our moat devoted
aerrlee. Zeal can be manifested In no
Men
cause so worthy ss Christianity.
have been sealous in patriotism, in

seeking wealth, in pursuing pleasure,
In attaining knowledge. But does even
the best of these compare in value to
the service of God and humanity in
the way and for the purpose that Is
Involved in the service of Christ? In
Christian service eternal as well as
temporal Interests are involved, spiritual aa well as neutral and physical,
and what cause can so reasonably demand the utmost zeal as that In which
the eternal destiny of human souls is

*

involved?
Christ Is the ideal of all Christians.
In Himself and in His life He exemplified all that He expects His followIn zeal, as in
ers to be and to do.
He
other things. He is our example.
kept before Him the fact that "the
night cometh when no man can work.”
and therefore He worked the works
of Him that sent Him while It was
dhy. Zeal in the service of God and
of humanity consumed Him. He was
so passionate in fulfilling His mission
that It was said of Him, “He is beside
The world has frequently
Himself.”
charged Him with being a favorite.
Tbe great Christian leaders in all the
centuries have been like Christ in this
as in other respects.
They have had a
passion for souls that has Inspired
them to endure all things for Christ’s
sake and in His name. The long roll
of Christian martyrs and of those who
have hazarded their lives for Christ’s
sake bears ample testimony to the zeal
of Christ’s followers.
They are the
world’s ideal Christians, and to be
like Him and them we also must be
filled with a holy passion in the service of our Lord and Master.
Zeal should be manifested in every
phase of our Christian life. Like the
Corinthians, we should be ’’zealous of
spiritual gifts," aiming to excel In the
virtues and graces that come through
the indwelling of the Holy Spirit.
We should also be “zealous of good
works." as becomes those who are in
the service of the king of Kings and
lord of Lords.
But above all we
should have a zeal, a passion, for souls.
Soul winning is our supreme mission
in the world as Christians.
It is not
enough that we busy ourselves with
the temporal affairs of the church;
that we do all we can to feed the hunThese
gry and clothe tbe destitute.
things should not be left undone, but
they are no substitute for our greatest
work—tbe leading of souls to Jesus.
Christians must avoid certain kinds
of zeal—zeal without tact, mistaken
zeal and zeal without knowledge. Tactless zeal often does Incalculable harm.
False zeal leads to many costly blunders. The Jews, having zeal for God
without knowledge, crucified the Son
of God.
Let us cultivate more and
more a true Christian zeal, a passion
in the proper service of Christ that
will produce results and that will inspire others to follow our example, foi
few things are more contagious than
seal.

BIBLE READING8.
I Kings xvlil. 25-29; Isa. Ixil.
1-5: Eccl. lx. 8; Matt xvlil. 10-14:
John 1L 13-17; lx, 4: Acts it, 25.
2(5; xvlil. 24-28; I Cor. lx. 18-23:
11 Cor. xi, 18-28; Col. lv. 12, 13;
Tit ii. 11-14.

Wanted—-Leaders.
The biggest thing In a country district, or in any district Is not huge
crops or large factories, bnt good men.
There are great tracts of this country that are down at the heels for want
of pnblic spirited men. Farms are deserted. fences are broken down, roads
are poor, people are unambitious, social
life is dead, because there is not a man
In the community that will stand
up
and lead.
And it’s easy to lead, although It calls
for patience. A single public spirited
Individual can change tbe whole face
of the land.
He can begin by starting a Sunday
school, for In such districts one Is rarely found. He can establish a preaching service occasionally. He can organize a Christian Endeavor society.
He can start a corn club if be lives
among farmers that raise corn. He can
enlist tbe whole neighborhood to give
a day’s work to beautify tbe school
property and grounds. He can organize neighborhood picnics. And by the
time he lias done half of this he will
find bimself surrounded by others that
are eager to help and suggest new
things to do.
There are hundreds of Christian Endeavorers, Mving in outlying districts,
who are pining for the opportunities of
tbe city
Give over! The greatest opportunities are at hand.—Hippie In
Christian Endeavor World.

*44UNT MADGK”.

The purposes of thl* column are succinctly
stated In the title and motto—It Is for the mutual
benefit, and alms to be helpful and hopeful
Being for the common good. It Is for the com
mou use—a public servant, a puiveyor of Information and suggestion, a medium for the Interchange of Ideas In this capacity It solicits
ideations, and Its success depends largely
the support given It In this respect. Communications must be signed, but the name of
writer will not be printed except by p< rmlsslon.
Communications will be subject to approval or
rejection by the editor of the column, but none
will be rejected without good reason- Address
to

Tub American.
hll'Worih, Me.

It la made of the stoutest of willow;
It is deep and capactousand wide;
Yet the Gulf stream that flows through 1U
borders
Seems always to stand at flood tide.

“Worth mountains of gold,” says one woman. Another
says, “I would not give Lydia E. Pinkham’s Vegetable
Compound for all the other medicines for women in the
world.” Still another writes, I should like to have the
merits of Lydia E. Pinkham’s Vegetable Compound thrown
on the sky with a searchlight so that all suffering women could
read and be convinced that there is a remedy for their ills.”

And the garments lie heaped on each other;
I look at them often and sigh.
Shall I ever be able to grapple
With a pile that has grown two feet high?
There’s a top layer, always, of stockings;
These arrive and depart every day;
And the things that are playing “buttonbutton”
Also lesve without any delay.

We could fill a newspaper ten times the size of this with such quotations taken from the letters we have received from grateful women
whose health has been restored and suffering banished by Lydia E.
Pinkham’s Vegetable Compound.
Why has Lydia E- Pinknam’s Vegetable Compound accomplished
such a universal success ? Why has it lived and thrived and kept on
doing its glorious work among the sick women of the world for more
than 30 years ?
Simply and surely because of its sterling worth. The reason no
other medicine has ever approached its success is plainly and simply because there is no other medicine so good for women's ills.
Here are two letters that just came to the writer’s desk—only two
of thousands, but both tell a comforting story to every suffering woman who will read them—and be guided by them.

But, ah. unde rneath there are strata.
Buried deep as the earth's eocene;
Things put there the first of the autumn.
Still there when the trees have grown

There are things to be ripped and made over;
There are things that gave out in their
There are intricate tasks—all awaiting
One magical hour of “spare time''.
Will it come? Shall I ever possess it?
I start with fresh hope every day.
Like a will-o’-tbe-wisp it allures me;
Like a will-o’-the-wisp fades away.

FROM MRS. I>. H. BROWN.
Iola. Kansas.—“During the Change
of Life I was sick for two years. Before I took your medicine I could
not bear the weight of my clothes
and was bloated very badly.
I doctored with three doctors but they
did me no good. They said nature
must have its way.
My sister advised me to take Lydia E. Pi lkham's
and
I purchased
Vegetable Compound
a bottle.
Before it was gone the
bloating left me and I was not so
sore.
I continued taking it until I
had taken 12 bottles. Now I am
stronger than I have been for years
and can do all my work, even the
washing. Your medicine is worth
its weight in gold. 1 cannot praise
it enough. If more women would
take your medicine there would be
Yon may use
more healthy women.
this letter for the good of others.”—
Mrs. D. H. Brown, 809 North Walnut
Street, Iola, Kan.

For the basket has never been empt>.
During all of its burdened career.
But once, for a few fleeting moments—
When the baby upset it, last year.
—Bennie Chandler.
Selected by Alexia.

Dear M. B Readers and Friends:
So generous and full of excellent sugges-

the faithful M.
has

been

no

supply
B.s, that for
the

furnished

by

months there

of interesting material

lack

help you all
each week. You ready helpers certainly
deserve a little vacation, and this week a
variety column awaits you.
One month of the “Happy New Year”
with which we greeted each other so short
with which to entertain and

a

ago, has

time

we

come

learn in any line

to

an

end.

What did

that has left

experience, in usefulness, in
knowledge? Sometimes we hear a person I
spoken of as the man or woman who

richer in

“knows it
without

a

all”.

Often

thought

the term

of the

sarcasm

is

used

anyone

knows

having

a

these times which are filled with
“modern improvements”, it is a wise
In

to be trained in

do, and how to do,

knowing

j

m cases

of

j

what to

emergency, j

There is where the Red Cross and the

Boy

Scouts are prepared and preparing for
good and helpful work. In the schools,
too, much of this practical work can be
Education means a great deal
taught.

to

yourself, instead of

was

Bsnt

by

B.

j^s’ LAUGHIN’.
Miss Willard by

E. 8:

BY

sent

a

devoted

friend.)

It’s curious whut a sight o’ good a little thing
will do:
How ye kin stop the fiercest storm when it
begins to brew.
An’ take the sting from whut commenced to
rankle when ’twas spoke.
By keepin' still and treatin’ it as if it wus a

By Jes’ laughin’.

An’ like ez not a
from decay.

kingdom hez been rescued

By jes’ laughin’.
MISTAKEN

regular
order by

was

peculiar

three

|

ings;

solo,

cornet
Muriel

duet,

Arthur

Linscott

Eaton; vocal
lecturer;

and

events, and topic, “Best methods
Music and
canning strawberries.”
games were enjoyed at recess.

current

ISLE, 296.

|

Isle grange held a regular meeting
Jan. 27. The officers for 1913 were in-

|

stalled in

Deer

pleasing

a

manner

by Deputy

Foss, ashisted by Mrs. Foss and Miss
ljena Dowe. The installation was public.

A. I.

ufifty

present.

All

patrons and visitors were
report a pleasant evening.

Mariaville grange met Saturday evening
with the usual attendance. It was sug-

gested that all the members bring some
for refreshments next Satur-

sweet food

day evening. During
played. The literary
rendered.

It

waa

recess

games

were

program was well
voted to have officers’

Geo. A.

March 8.

j night Saturday,

waa

She had a
Whry thin and delicate.
bad cough so that I became very much
She was
alarmed about her health.
nervous and did not sleep well, had
very little appetite and doctors did
not help her. Having beard so much
about Vlnol, I decided to give it a
trial. It has helped her wonderfully.
She can sleep all night now without
coughing once; In fact, her cough Is
Her appetite Is greatly imgone.
proved and she has gained in weight.
Vlnol Is a wonderful medicine, and 1
I
will always keep it In the house
wish every mother knew what Vlnol
Mrs;
will do for delicate children."
Wm. Archer. 223 Broadway, Long
Branch, N. J.
This decisions cod liver and iron
preparation without oil Is a wonderful
body-builder and strength-creator for
We promise
both young hnd old.
to give back your money in every
does not
such case where Vlnol
benefit. This shows our faith In Vinol
P. S.
If you have Eciema try our
Saxo Salve. We guarantee It

called

the worthy master, with
officers absent.
Plans were made
for town-meeting dinner. The lecturer
presented the following progam: Read-

to

About

Parcher, Druggist, Ellsworth

Me.

376, AMHERST.
Will grange held ita regular meeting Saturday evening with its usual atGOOD WILL,

of

Good

Hancock
1

Brooklin grange.

OCEAN

VIEW, 808, CENTEB.
grange held its regular
(
Jan.
23.
On account of the ;
meeting
storm, only twenty patrons were present.
Tbe first and second degrees were con
ferred. The lecturer presented a
program
of readings, recitations,etc. Brother John
Carter, of Mt. View gra.ige, favored the
patrons with a fine recitation, and Bister
Ocean

\

lew

Harper

Their

KINDNESS.

Sahf’g

j

a

ligbl Thursday
Albert J. Gage, of Standisb, entered

—

Mae

The servants were abed and the doctor answered the bell himseif. A colored man stood
on the porch holding a large package.
The moment any suggestion is made that
•*I» Miss Matildah, the cook, at home
children’s tastes should be consulted in ar- *
asked the man.
ranging their diet, the conclusion is instantly
“Yes, but she has retired,’’ returned the
leaped to that their favorite foods, upon
doctor.
which they would subsist to the exclusion of i
“Can I leab this for her, sah?”
all others, are chewing-gum, shoe-buttons*
“Certainly”, said the doctor, who took the
candy, blacking and green apples, and that if
the little folks were turned loose in a well- bundle, from which flowers and buds were
stocked pantry, the immediate and inevitable protruding, and after bidding the man goodresult of their freedom would be an attack of night, carefully carried it to the kitchen,
where be deposited it, paper and all, in a pan
colic.
Nobody knows what the great mass of childThe doctor thought nothing more of the
ren would prefer as articles of diet, because
nobody has ever given them a chance to show affair until he heard Matilda’s angry voice
their preferences. We are most of us born raised in conversation with the maid.
into an institution called the family. The less
“If I had the pusson heah,’’ cried the cook
an
unfortunate child likes the particular *'dat put mah new spriug hat in die
yer dishdietary which is imposed upon him, the more pan, I’d scald ’im for sho.”
certain we are it is good for him. Then, when
we have starved
his muscles of sugar, and
CALENDAR THOUGHTS.
robbed bis nerves of fat, and bled hie liver of
Never give up; there are chauces and changes
until
he
is
as
protein,
crazy for all three of
Helping the hopeful, a hundred to one;
these as a colt in a clover pasture is for salt*
And, through the chaos, high wisdom arwe.lift up our hands in horror, and say: “It
would be certainly unsafe to let a child eat all
Ever success, if you’ll only hold on,
the sugar, or all the butter, or all the meat, or !
nuts, or fruit he wants; he would simply !
What a beneficent provision of the Creator
founder himself."
it was to roll our little planet but one sideat
And so he would, perhaps, poor youngster
a time next the sun, that while
one-hall of the
at first; but it would
be our fault, not his! world fretted and stormed and
sinned, the
Every one of those cravings for sugar, or other half might repent and
sleep.
green apples, or butter or cake; yes, even for
dirt and shoe leather, are simply due to his
The test of greatness is the way one meets
having been starved of some element in the the eternal
every day.
unbalanced and inadequate ration on which
we have compelled him to live whether he
liked it or not.
MOUNT DESERT FERRY.
When the child is allowed to grow
up—as a
Schools closed Friday.
few children, thank heaven, are now
begin*
William Oallison was at home over Sunning to be allowed to grow up—with freedom
to indulge his own natural
instincts, it is day.
promptly found that the things which the
Mrs. Curtis, of Bangor, is visiting her
child really likes to eat are meat, and milk,
cousin, Mrs. I. L. Wardweli.
and batter, and sugar, and fruit, and iceWalter Moon and wife are visiting Harcream, aud the clean crusts of brep.d and hard
crackers; in other words, exactly the things vey E. Colby and wife in Bangor.
that he most needs and must have in his
W. W. Jetlison and sou Arthur, who
daily
business of growing up.
have been cutting wood at Tunk pond,
Starches aud cereals are all very well to returned home last week.
grow guinea-pigs and horned cattle, but they
Mrs. W odbury, of Bar Harbor, who has
are not at all the things
needed to raise been visiting at V. M.
Carter’s, returned
humau beings on.
If your child has de- home Saturday, accompanied
by Mrs.
on
Carter’s
two
abnormal
veloped
little girls.
craving for any thiog,
it is because you have starved him, and
Feb.
3.
C.
you

!

paper

to

At recess games were played
Thursday and Friday, Feb. 13 and 14, at tendance.
and a treat of fruit, candy and nuts was
city |ball, Augusta
Orange lecturers’ furnished by the brothers.
A grange
conference.
paper was read by the worthy master,
which was very interesting. It was voted
Wednesday, March 5-Meeting of Green to postpone the meeting for one week.
possibili? Mountain Pomona with
Bayside grange.

day by day,

BAT.

It is the things which lie nearest to os that
we know least shout, and we are often better
posted on what is going on in darkest Alfrica,
than on the history which is being made in
Qur own back-yard.
Notably is this the case
with the natural or instinctive likes and dislikes of children for particular kindB of food.

when

Boston
came

Delicate Children.
"My fourteen-year-old daughter

LAMOINE, 264.
meeting Jan. 28

The

DATES.
Pomona with

a

MRS. WM. ARCHER

Urnonci ttir (S'raiiQrro.

Tuesday, Feb. IS—Meeting

lnij

—

J

This column is devoted totheOntDge.ee'
to the grange* of Hancock county.
The column is open to all grangers for the
discussion of topics of general interest, and
for reports of grange nieetings. Make letters
short and concise. All communications must
be signed, but names will not be printed exAll comcept by permission of the writer.
munications will be subject to approval by
the editor, but none will be rejected without
good reason.

bruised,

j

pecinlly

P'olks sometimes fails ter note the
ties that lie
In the way yer mouth is curvin' an’ the
twinkle in yer eye;
It ain’t so much whut’s said that hurts, ez
wbat ye think lies hid.
It ain’t so much the doin’ez the way a thing
is did;
An’ many a home's kep' happy an’ contended,

for I believe it true:

■wccording 10
state ot affairs

MARIAVILLK. Ml.

The following

joke;

than

WHAT CHILJIBKN BBALLY LIKE TO

be ashamed of
him.

cut and

a

_

DEER

and held In strict confidence.

j

of

(

hadly

suit for annulment of marriaire from hit
wife, Winifred E. Gage, on the ground
that sbe had a bnsband living. Oaac margrange.
ried hia wife in Boston on Jons 2, isx*
this being her second marriage. At the'
BAST BLCKH1LL, 262.
sbe told Gage that ber first husband
time
East Bluebill grange held its regular
George C. Ames, was dead. BUe married
meeting Saturday evening, Feb. 1, with j ber first husband, whose name was Uecrn
One application was C. Ames, in Bucksport, on Nov. 7, 1888,
small attendance.
received and one candidate instructed in and was living with him there when he
Sbe bad not beard from
deserted ber.
the first and second degrees. Cake and
him for six years when sbe was Informed
coffee will be served at the next meeting, j that be bad cone to sea, fallen from a matt
and was killed. It was not until Aug.!
Members are requested to bring cake.
sbe was told that the man who
It was voted to send the lecturer to the 1012, that
was killed was not her buaband, but a
grange lecturers’ conference at Augusta, man of the same name, and tbat her tint
Feb. 13 and 14; if the lecturer is not able husband was living at bit old home. Sbe
has since then talked the matter over with
to attend, the secretary ‘will go as an
him. Upon telling ber second husband,
alternate.
they agreed to separate and have been liv! inc apart ever since. The bearing will
8KDUWICK, 244.
The couple have no
not be contested.
Sedgwick grange held its regular meet- children.
officer
ing Jan. 31. Pomona was the only
present, with
absent; sixty members
awjrntunnmt
l visitors from South Bluehill, East Bluehill and Brooklin. Ten applications were
4
voted on and elected to membership. The
first and second degrees were conferred
No Drogram was given.
on a class of ten.
; The third and fourth degrees will be given
Tells Mothers What To Do Poe
next Friday evening, with a harvest feast.

(

read and answered

was

general shaking up.
A former seminary atudent has
recently
won
honorJ at Harvard. Thunas 8.
Bridges, 1902, a native of Burksport ends
second year law student at Harvard, last
week won the |2fi0 prise in the contest of
In bis first year
a trial rase before judges.
Mr. Bridges earned 68 per rent.,in'hit
studies. This is considered high, for no
one got above 75 per cent., and many (iron
ont because the coarse is so bard.

members, six of whom were present
from Highland grange and three fiom
Narramisaio grange. Tbe program, w hicb
was postponed until tbe close of the meeting, consisted of a dialogue, “The Minisby Maude
ter’s Mistake;” recitation
Simpson; songs by Ella Gross and a reciLeach, of Highland
tation by Malcolm

ams,James

Street, Elkhart.
Indiana.

Ye’ll find that ye kin fill a place with smiles
instead o’ tears.
An’ keep the sunshine gleamin’ through the
shadows of the years.

book-learning.
The American Magazine, in its new
style, brings very many interesting features and articles worth reading.
Under
“Health and Horse Power”, a department
conducted by Dr. Woods Hutchinson,
several topics are written up which one
cannot fail to enjoy, but one especially
I wish to give yon some quotations from*
more

ought

a woman

impossibility of (Verses
monopoly on knowl- i
the

edge.

thing

by

opened,

j

the

everyone

four letter will lx1

scolding

involved

remark; for whatever estimate aj
person may put on his self-knowledge,

in

ties. The pains in my sides were
increased by walking or standing on
my feet and I had such awful bearing
down feelings, was depressed in
spirits and became' thin and pale
with dull, heavy eyes. I had six
doctors from whom I received only
temporary relief. I decided to give
Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound a fair trial and also the Sanitive Wash. I have now used the
remedies for four months and cannot
express my thanks for what they
have done for me.—Mrs. Sadie Wil-

•Write to LYDIA E.PINKHAM MEDICINE CO. (
(CONFIDENTIAL) LYNX, MASS., torad vice,

the

us

MRS. WILLIAMS SAYS t
Elkhart, Ind. —“ I suffered for 14
years from organic inflammation, female weakness, pain and irregulari-

Li

but be

suffering from

six

by Lydia E. Pinkham’s
Vegetable Compound.

Health

My Mending Basket.

teen

Edward Witbam, while driving to
(,«
mill in Otland Sunday, was thrown from
his wagon by the breaking of some p,rt
of the vehicle, falling heavily on tieNo bones were broken
froaen ground.

ALAMOOSOOK, KAST ORLAND, 409.

Alamoosook grange held a regular meeting Saturday evening. After the various
communications were read and all new
business attended to. Worthy Master
durThompson declared an open session,
ing which the officers, with the exception
of the overseer, who was absent, were installed by Deputy >orris L. Heath, of
Castine, assisted by Sisters Marion Gibbs,
Gertrude Mason, Mabel Herrick and
Maude Simpson, of Alamoosook grange.
During recesa, supper was served to forty-

on

tions has

—

__

comma

all communications

Mrs. Cynthia U Fish, ot
Bucksport
died Jan. 27, at Blanchard, where she
Mra. Fish waa
visiting.
seventy-t»0
yeara of age. She leaves one airier
Jennie Homer, and two brothers
J,m„
Albert and George P. Homer.

turer

“Helpful and Hopeful

Its Motto:

BUCKBPOBT.

tain

fftutual Brtufit Column.

gave a alphabetical rhyme.
will be work in the third and fourth

degrees

at the next

meeting.

SEAQ1BT, 471, SOUTH DBEB ISLE.
The regular meeting of
Seagirt grange
Jan. 25 was well attended. One name was

presented for membership. Reports were
given, which showed tbe grange to be doing well ana still gaining. Quite a lot of
buisness was transacted, after
which
declared and refreshments were
The literary program consisted

UKOOKLEN, 231.
Brooklin grange met Jan. 28, with about
thirty in attendance. The first and second
degrees were conferred on one Candidate.
The committee for county grange was
appointed. No program was presented.

VWtmjjt

LAKE VIEW, 451. HAFPYTOWS.
Lake View grange held a regular meet-

ing Feb. 1,

with

candidates

a

were

A Paint for Every Purpose

large attendance.' Two
instructed In the third

That

and fourth degrees. All enjoyed the harvest feast. The lecturer presented a tine
program.

Weathers all Weathers
Indoorm and Oat.
Vou

RAINBOW, 203, NORTH BROOKRVILLR.
Rainbow grange met Jan. 30, with about
sixty members present; also several
After work, a tine
visitors.
program
was presented by the
lecturer, consisting
of reading by Fausta Perkins, story by
RossGrindie, Bnd an interesting discussion by the members on the
high cost of
living, with suggestions of a remedy.

are sure

QUALITY

this line of

of EXCEPTIONAl
you buy

every time
your dealer.

7

recess was

served.

reading and remarks by a viaitor from
Megunticook grange, and by tbe worthy

of

master.

Seagirt grange held its installation of
officers Tuesday evening, Jan. 28, with
Deputy A. I. Foss as installing officer, Mrs.
Foss and Maynard Stinson acting as marshals. There were forty-five members, ten
visitors and fifty guests present. After the

installation, the lecturer presented the
following program: SoDg, Maggie Small;
recitation, Rosie Steele; duet, Maggie
Small and Louise Bryant; recitation, Ellen
Snowden; Bong, Mamie Stinson and C. M.
Pert; recitation, C. M. Pert; music, Mr.
Pooler and Mamie Stinson; .recitation,
Laura Stinson; songs, C. M. Pert and
Ice-cream and cake were
Anothy Bye.
served. Much credit is due Mr. and Mrs.
Foss for the pleasing manner in which the
officers were installed and a vote of thanks
was

given

them.

476, KLL8WOBTH.
Bayaide grange met Jan. 29, with Master Smith in the chair. It was decided to
send the lecturer to Augusta to the lecturers’ conference Feb. 13 and 14.
Plans
BAY8IDE.

were

made

at this

meeting

to enter-

No N ed to Stop Work.
When the doctor orders you to stop work it
I can’t, you say. You know
staggers you
you are weak, run down and failing iu health
flay by day, but you must work as long as you
cau *t ind.
What you need is Electric Bitters
to give tone, strength uud vigor to your
system,
to prevent breakdown and build you
up.
Don’t be weak, sickly or ailing when Electric
Bitters will benefit you from the first dose.
Thousands bless them for their glorious
health and strength. Try them.
Every bottle
is guaranteed to satisfy. Only 60c. at any
any druggist’s.

ftarprU* Yonr Friend*.
For four weeks regularly use Dr. King's New
Life Pills.
They stimulate the liver, improve digestion, remove blood impurities,
and eruptions disappear from
your
face and body and you feel better.
Begin at
once. Buy at any druggist's.

pimples

we

Ayer’s Sarsaparilla
Oldest, Safest, Strongest, Best
Standard family medicine.
No alcohol. Sold for 60 years.

Doctor._

Pauper Notice.
contracted with the City of Ella
worth to support and care for thoee
wh<
may need aa.i.tance during the
#.«
•*» >«*»1 resident, of
forbid all pereon. tru.tlng them Ell.worth,
on my accoont. aa there I.
of room and accom.
modationa to care plenty
for them at the City Farn
b"u»«-M. J.

HAVING

To the Public
We

Sftjbrrtiartnrntt.

Ash Your

!

nelt

DannVaV

Agents for Parisian Sage, and
Know the Guarantee Is Genuine.

ure

PARISIAN Sage, the quick-acting
hair restorer, is guarantee
To stop falling hair,
To cure dandruff,
To curs itching of the scalp,
To put life into faded hair,
To make harsh hair soft and luxuriant.
To make hair grow, or money back.
It is the most delightful hair dressing made, and it is a great favorite
with ladies who desire beautiful and
luxuriant hair. Large bottle only SO
cents. Giroux Mfg Co., Buffalo, N.
Y American makers.
G. A. Parchbk.
—

The more eue* an advertisement catches
the more dollars it is worth.

FRAGRANT and DELICIOUS
Millions who drink it recommend

UPTON’S TEA
Sustains and Cheers

NEWS,

COUNTY

j

MT. DE8EKT.
h,T® their inaUllation
The Mesons will
be furnished by
Feb. Id. Music will
sfter which there will
Kelley’* orcbestrs,
beadsneeand supper.
Howard Norwood died Saturday night
of three months.
Much
alter an illness
for his wife, left
sympathy is expressed
never had any
alone in her sorrow. They

|

The

Tea—per fc—

News has been received of the death of
William, elder son of Giles Sargent. Mr.
Sargent left here about thirty years ago,
and has since been living in Florida. He
leaves a wife and six children.
Feb. 3.
8.

Ookmg,
Sugar—per lb

community

was

shocked

last Satur-

receiving the sad news ot the
death ot Howard T. Ball, formerly ot this
place, at Eagle island light Friday night.
Mr. Ball's remains will be taken to HanMuch
cock to-day by boat for burial.
sympathy it expressed for the widow and
seven children.
W.
Feb. 3.
on

EAST BLUEH1LL.
was seen in the bay last week.
ladies’ benevolent society will meet
with Mrs. M. D. Cook Friday.

A whale

The

&>,
Onions, B>
Squash,

02 Beets,
Fruit.
35 §60 Lemons, doz
16
Groceries.
06 #08
Rice, per lb
20 #28 Vinegar, gal
20§25
Cracked wheat.
06
88 Oatmeal, per lb
04

Rio.

Java,

Powdered,
Molasses, gal,

Meats and

Beef, lb:

Steak,

Steak,
Lamb,

her

Salt.

Lard,

14

6

Corn, 100lb bag
Corn meal,bag
Cracked corn,

§20
50

visiting

Over is

in

West

Sul-

livan.

and

happy.”

And the other night, in the
wit nesses, be said:

presence of

for

and tired, you do.”
And all because she had trumped
ace, and they needed an extra trick.

Invalids

and

children

bis

should

be

given Magee’s Emulsion to strengthen
the body. Never fails. All druggists

Tested and Proven

08

ing

Feeu.
Oats, bu
and

a

Heap

h

and

wife

their

and

Able to

AMHERST.

Mrs. L. E. Crosby is in Brewer for a visit
days. She will attend the wedding of her brother, Chester Craney.
Mrs. Peter McDonald has returned
of several

NORTH BROOKUN.

Henry Qrindle has
Falls to
Amos

gone

to

Bluehill

lath

a cottage.
Harriman cut his right knee quite

the meadow.
The Brooklin high school gave an enin Bay View hall Friday

tertainment

evening.
athletic

for

the

Spurling

is

bushel of potatoes
weight
good order and fit for shipping, is 60
pounds; of apples. 44 pounds.
The standard weight of a bushel of beans in
good order and fit for shipping, is 60 pounds;
of wheat, beets, ruta-baga turnips and peas,
60 pounds; of corn, 56
pounds; of ouions, 52
of carrots, English turnips, rye and
dian meal,50pounds; of parsnips, 45pounds;
of barley and buckwheat. 48 pounds; of oats,
32 pounds, or even measure as by agreement.
in

Kunda;

TO CARIBOU.

Richard H. Moody, for many years in
the drug business in Belfast, died Friday,
years.

Both schools here close Friday.
Miss Geneva Young, of Corea, is visiting
in Gouldsboro.

Rolfe,

Gladys

Miss

a

student

Sullivan high school, is spending

at

the

a

few

surprise party to Herbert Dunham at his
days at home.
home Thursday evening,
A'
Jan. 30.
Sunday afternoon Rev. Reuben Smith
pleasant evening was passed, with games
commenced a series of gospel services to
and music, after which refreshments were ;
be held in the Methodist church.
served.
The children of the two schools comFeb. 3.
C.
bined
in

OTTKR CREEK.
Wora is still in progress
shore road.
»t

on

the

new

The aid society will serve a clam supper
the church Thursday evening.

George Buirell

and

wile have

returned

from

a visit to his parents.
The ladies' circle will meet with Mrs.
Ella Smith this week.

Guy Small has moved his (amity to Bar
where he has employment with

Harbflr,

Arno Cleaves.

About twelve couples attended the horticultural ball at Bar Harbor last Thursday

night.
Feb. 3.

G.
NORTH SEDGWICK.

School closes this week in this district.
Mr. and Mrs. Hast am have returned
Irons Mariaville.
John

Thurston

Rockland last week.

spent

a

(ew

days

in

George M. Allen & Son purchased a
fine young horse ol
Irving Carter last
week.

giving

in

the

grange

a

pleasing entertainment
Saturday evening.

hall

Proceeds, |7.
Feb. 3.

Andy Partridge la viaitlng Bernard Small

guarantee to refund every
penny paid us for Rexair Orderlies if
they do not give entire satisfaction.
We ask no promises and we in no
way obligate you. Your mere word is
sufficient for us to promptly and
cheerfully refund the money.
We

^jtenceJZJL fyvd&tZiato

Doesn't that prove that RexaJl
Orderlies must be right? You must
know we would not dare make such
a promise unless we were positively
certain that Kexall Orderlies will do
all we claim for them. There is no
money risk attached to a trial of
Kexall Orderlies, and in justice to
yourself, you should not hesitate to
test them.
RexaU Orderlies come in convenient vest-pocket site tin boxes; 13
tablets, 10c; 30 tablets, 25o; 80
tablets, 50c.

Come in tablet form, taste just like
candy and are noted for their easy,
soothing action upon the bowels.
They don’t purge, gripe, cause
nausea, looseness, nor the inconveniences attendant upon the use o!
purgatives. Their action is so pleasant that the taking of Rexall Orderlies almost becomes a desire instead
•f a duty.
Children like Rexall Orderlies.
They are ideal for aged or delicate

MOORE

E. G.

jJgjeoJJ StOH!

GOTT’S ISLAND.
H. Harding and wife went to
Atlantic Jan. 24 to be present at the golden
Charles

wedding

of MrB.

For months American readers have
the

seen

expression ot praise (or
Doan’s Kidney Pills, and read about the
good work they have done in this locality.
What other remedy ever produced such
convincing proof of merit?
Arthur L. Frazier, Hancock St., Ellsworth, Me., says: “Time has not altered
my high regard for Doan’s Kidney Pills,
and I still consider them the best kidney
medicine on the market. The cure they
constant

effected in my

case

has

been

permanent.

could not sit

seventy years.

The Next Telephone
Directory Now Closing
NOW is the time

still.

The

trouble

was

at

telephone

excellent reputation won
Poor’s mustards and spices.

Rank Shown ry Cheese.
The English, the Germans and the Nor
wegians are great consumers of cheese
but the people of Switzerland surpass
them all.
The cheese of Zermatt is so hard that
it or cut off
one is obliged to Bcrape
chunks with a hatchet, and its use is conall
ceresidered most important on
monious occasions.
The rank of a Swiss family is known by
the age of its cheese, and the more affecthe harder
tion or respect a guest
is the cheese wnich is cut in his honor.
It is said that there are families in
Switzerland whose cheeses, date from the
first French revolution, and these are
served only at baptisms, weddings and

In order to allow reasonable time to

plete
order

the

work,

at once.

•t Nlooltn.

Cores
piles,
Itching instantly.
Stops
William Galliaon is at home for a law
ecsems, salt rhsnm, tetter, Itch, hives, herpes,
<l»ya* visit with his family.
At
Ointment.
any
drugDoan's
scabies
Albert Jewett cut hla leg with an axe store.—Adeb
—

we

com-

should have yonr

Then you will be able to

listed in this forthcom-

name

ing book.

New
and

England Telephone
Telegraph Company

by

Poor’s Flavoring Extracts arc highly
concentrated.
On account of their strength they are
the most economical extracts you can use.
Remember to tell your grocer you want Stickney & Poor's
Flavoring Extracts, and your desserts will always
have the fresh, natural, delicate flavor you and your
guests enjoy.
Nearly all grocers sell them In 10c and 25c sixes.
Write for our book of receipts.
It’s worth a lot to
any housekeeper who wants to know how to make
the moat out of what she buys for the table.
Among the other Stlckney & Toor Products are: Mustard, Pepper. Cinnamon, Cloves.
Ginger, Mace, Pimento, Rage, Savorv. Marjoram. Celery
Salt, Curry Powder, Paprika. Tapioca, Nutmeg. Cassia. Allspice. Whole
Mixed Spice, Pastry Spice, Turmeric. Thyme, Soda. Cream of Tartar, Rice
Flour, Potato Flour. Sausage Seasoning and Poultry Seasoning.
If you Just say “Stfokney A Poor’s*' when ordering, your grocer will
give It to you.
Hut—be sure to SAY It.

ST1CKNEY & POOR SPICE CO., 184 State Street, Bo.ton.

THE NATIONAL MUSTARD POT

BETTER FARMING
producing maximum crops with the least
expense and without impairing the fertility of the
soil. Lowell Fertilizers produce a profitable
crop and Increase the fertility of the soil by supplying a reserve for
future seasons. They aro composed of Animal Matter—Bone, Blood
and Meat—to which has been added potash in the proper proportions
to make a perfectly natural plant food that is active all the time.
mciins

“WILL CONTINUE TO USE LOWELL FERTILIZER."
I am very much pleased with Lowell Animal Fertilizers. I had about 4,000
barrels of potatoes on neurly 33 ai'n*s of ground, not as largo this year as I have had in
Foine years, but larger than the average grower has had this
past season, which has been
verv wet and backward.
I expect to use your goods as long as you make them as satisfactory as in the
O.eohge E. Gaktley, Aroostook County, Me.
put.

Write for our new booklet. It's full of information and will be sent
11 we are not represented in your town, write for terms.
upon request.

HUBMARK RUBBERS

Lowell Fertilizer

Co.,

40 North Market St.,

Boston,

Mass.

JOHNSON’S ^ LINIMENT
Used 102 Years lor Internal and External Ills

Are you prepared to relieve sudden cramps and
that may come any time?

inspires,

On such occasions each of the guests
takes a piece of cheese from the bridedrinks to
groom and from the bride and
their felicity, the cheese being held aloft.

next book close

Feb. II, 1913.

In preparing a dessert your main purpose is
give it just the right taste, so unless you flavor
it properly your best efforts are thrown away.
The only way to secure the pure fruit flavor
at its full strength is to use extracts made by a
house whose reputation for quality-products is a
demonstrated fact. Every New England housewife should appreciate the value of

&

your order for

its

to

Stickney & Poor’s
Extracts
Flavoring
share the

give

service.

The forms for the

have your

Dainty Desserts Require
Delicate Flavoring 4 %

&

to

was

Harding’s grandparents,

L. B. Joyce and wife. Many were presThis highly-respected couple reent.
ceived many pretty and useful presents,
among them f41 in cash.
Chips.
Jan. 31. __________

“*,NB

The Rexall Stores are America’s Greatest Drug Stores

Jen.

Charles Cain, of Rockland, spent Satur- after funerals.
day and Suuday at the home of H. H. AlUpon the birth of a new heir a cheese is
made that takes the name given him or
len, returning to Rockland Monday.
her, and that particular cheese is never in
Feb. 3.
A.
any circumstances cut until the boy or
girl grows up and is married.
HANCOCK POINT.
Mrs. C. A. Penny la gaining alowly.

Make Us Prove It

Avoid harsh cathartics and physics.
They give but temporary relief.
They often aggravate the real trouble.
They are particularly bad for children. delicate or aged persons.

Remedy

tation.

1

Stickney

ill.

glands.

AND MEASURES.

They
Stickney

GOULDSBORO.
Earl

The Foresters gave a public installation
hall Saturday evening, Jan.
IS, with a large attendance. Refreshments were served.
The yonng people of the village gave a

are

Xenophon.

Feb. 3.

in Brewer.

st the town

proceeds

The

association.

or

There is a Rexall Store in nearly every town and city in the United States, Canada aad
for nearly every ordinary human HI—
Great Britain. There is a different Rexall
Saak especially designed for the particular ill for which it is recommended.

Well-Earned Repu-

Shorts—bag 1 50 §1 65
Mix feed, bag 1 65@1 75
Middlings.bg 1 65 §2 00

O.

her

weeks with

ciate organs

_

badly while chopping in the woods last
Friday.
O. A. Bowden and wife, of South Bluehill, visited Hawley Dow and family
Wednesday.
John Thurston has a crew cutting mill
both ill
stock on land of Hartwell Candage near

William Orcutt and his wife are
of pneumonia.
The ladies’ aid society met at the home
of Mrs. J. Q. Dunham Thursday Jan. 30.

home, after spending two
brother, Leroy Treadwell,

Feb. 3.

This condition generates
circulate throughout
the body, tending to create coated
tongue, bad breath, headache, dull
brain action, nervousness, biliousness
and other annoyances.

poisons which

ELLSWORTH

Depend Upon

height when I began taking Doan’s Kiddaughter, Mrs. Arthur Young, of Corea,
Dr. A. 8. Fletcher, a prominent young
which were procured for me at
Addison K. Webber, an aged citizen, have been
visiting relatives here the past physician of Waterville, died Friday of ney Pills,
Moore’s Drug Store. The first few doses of
tell Friday and broke the bones in one of week.
penumonia following typhoid fever. Ue this
his hands.
remedy made an improvement, and
Irving Farley and wife have moved into was thirty-two years of age.
continued use cured me.’1.
Owing to the absence of ioe in the cove their new bouse which, is a pretty cottage
The four-masted
schooner
City of
For sale by all dealers. Price 50 cents,
during January, no smelts have been and an added attraction to the village.
Georgetown, of Bath, was in collision Foster-Mil burn Co., Buffalo, New York,
caught.
Mrs. Emily Field and daughter Doris, with the steamer Prinz Oscar off the Dela- sole agents for the United States.
Schooner Lillian discharged freight tor of West
Paris, left the first of the week ware capes Sunday, and sank. The crew
Remember the name—Doan’s—and take
E. C. Long A Bon and K. D. Leach Feb. 1 for Addison to visit friends before return- was taken off by the steamer.
no other.
from the wharf in the cove, which is reing home.
markable for this time of year.
Mrs. Serena Qray, who died Friday, Jan.
IB, had made her home with Henry O.
York for a number of years. The funeral
was held Sunday at the Baptist church, of
which the was a member. She leaves a
daughter-Mra. Flora Trundy, who will
sadly miss her, aa she lived with her
mother at the home of Mr. York.
R.
Feb. 3.

They

lates.

of Solace in Be-

annoyed by sharp, shooting pains in
Mrs. Oeorge W. Allen has been visiting
Mrs. Emma B. Thompson was burned to my back. I paid little attention to the
her mother, Mrs. Louise Wood, of West death Friday night in a fire which de- trouble at first, thinking it would go
Gouldsboro, for the past week.
away as mysteriously as it came, but introyed her home at Freedom.
Ernest Wood has carpenters at work,
William H. Taylor, a well-known in- stead of getting better, I grew worse.
and expects to get his house ready for surance agent of Bangor, and a veteran of My back felt at times as if it were broken,
and at night, after a hard day’s work, 1
the
Civil
occupancy by early spring,
war, died Thursday, aged
Coombs

persons as well as for the most robust.
act toward relieving constipation, and also to overcome its cause
and to make unnecessary the frequent use of laxatives. They serve
to tone and strengthen the nerves
and muscles of the bowels and asso-

Good health is largely dependent

upon the bowels. When they become
waste material that is
thrown off by the system accumu-

sluggish the

CAUTION: Please bear in mind that Rexall Remedies are not aold by all drn^
can buy Rexall Orderlies only at The Rexall Stores.
You can buy Rexall Orderlies in this community only at our store:

Scallops, qt,

00 §6 SO
1 25
1 25
1 25

aged sixty-five

James

In Justice to yourself you should try Rexall Orderlies,—your
money back If you don’t like them. They are a candy con*
fectlon that really do rive easy relief from constipation.

gists. You

There is

Cod,

Grain

KITTKKY

PROSPECT HARBOR.

will I praise. Hand in band we shall
down the lanes of time, smiling

wander

18
24 §25
16
25§30
18
14

Clams, qt,
Smelts, lb.

LAW REGARDING WEIGHTS

Mrs. Ralph Sargent has returned from a
visit to Cherryfleld. She left her little
daughter Vera with her grandmother, for
the remainder of the winter.
Feb. 3.
Tot.

Susie

1 IS
12

Spurling, of Cranberry
A bushel of Liverpool salt shall weigh 60
mother, Mrs. W. A. Rice, pounds, and a bushel of Turk’s Island salt
shall weigh 70 pounds.
The standard
of a

Mrs. Vina! Pierce and three children, of
Mauset, visited her parents, Charles P.
Black and wife recently.

said, enthusiastically, “I

Laxative

Easy

20 §35
Fresh Fish.

Halibut,

George Stanley is spending a few weeks Ojsters, qt,
Haddock,
with his nephew, Earl Stanley.
Miss Edith Young, of Otter Creek, is
floor,
visiting friends and relatives here.
Flour—per bbl—

Millard

Ham, per lb
Shoulaer,
Bacon,

28
18 §18

Roasts,
Lamb:

he

Provisions.
Pork, lb:

28 §45
20 §30
10 §15

Veal:

03

Linseed,
Kerosene,

10

39 #60

Roasts.

ter.

Gran meal, 1b
Oil—per gal—

Granulated, 05^806
06
Yellow. C

Corned,

William Black and wife have gone to
Miami, Fla., to spend the rest of the win-

20
Buckwheat, pkg
04A06
Graham,
Rye meal,
(H<$06

45 §65
30fl65

business

Isles, visited
WedFriday.

II. D. Ball, who went to Dakota early in
November to risit his son Fred, has returned home.

Vegetable*.
20 Carrots,

reported.

Mrs. May Stanley, of Friendship, made
trip here last week.

“Darling,”

The

bis

goodness sake, aren’t you ever
10 #11
16 ! going to learn anything? Are you going
to be a dub all your life? How
many
times have I told you not to do a thing
like that? Use you brains; think of what
you’re doing. You know better than
that, and if you don’t, you ought to. If a
35 840
nine-year-old child acted that way I’d
spank him. You make me tired—good

Baled’.

Coffee—per tb

guide

will go to the ends of the earth for you.
What you say that will 1 do; what you do

“Well,

A large crowd from here and Northeast
Harbor attended the Way Back ball at
Indian Point last week.
A tine time is

his home and

over

destinies.

that

Baled.18§20

Oranges, doz
Cranberries, qt.

Wilbert Rice is visiting in Sullivan and
Steuben.

30

Straw.

Rev. Mr. Rogers, of Northeast Harbor,
a service
Sunday afternoon at the
school house, with a good attendance.

SUTTON.

do*.

Chickens ..20 §22
Hh>
Best loose, per ton.14 $16

held

Mrs.

her to rule

Fowl.18 §20

Potatoes, pk,
Cabbage,
Celery,
Turnips.

a

Ira Colwell went to Lakeview last
nesday (or employment.
Henry Brown, of Bar Harbor, visiied at
C. Y. Wooster’s last week.

day

are

Mr?. Harry Haynes, accompanied by her
little niec*$ Edith Davis, visited her sister,
Mrs. Claude Murphy, recently.

a

A few mouths ago he had sworn that he
couldn’t live without her; that be needed

Creamery per %.40 §45
Dairy.30«av
Fresh laid, per
Pool try*

SOUND.

atibcTteunmu.

The OhHDged Hunhand.
He had called her the light of his life.

E.

Miss Vivienne Havey spent part of
last week at Seal Harbor visiting relatives.
Mrs. Clara Murphy spent last week with
relatives and friends at Southwest Harbor.

|

Mrs. Mar; Smith is in Ellsworth tor

family.

Friends of Mrs. Etta McKusick
sorry to hear of her illness.

Mt Desert chapter, O. E. 8., held its in- j
stsllation Jan. 28. The officers were installed by Mrs. A. J. Babbage, assisted by
>|,ss Anna Berry, marshal, of Bar liarbor, and Bro. Joseph Walker, chaplain.
W. M., Mrs. Kate L.
The officers are:
Pray; W. P-,Charles Bordeux; A.M., Mrs.
Hattie L. Brown; secretary, Mrs. Julia:
Fernald; treasurer, Mrs. Ada Homes; conductress, Mrs. Mattie Richardson; A. C.,
Kn. i-'iorence Gray; marshal. Miss Ada
Richardson; chaplain, Mrs. Myra Richardson; organist, Mrs. Frsnces Leverton;
Adah, Miss Mary B. Somes; Ruth, Mrs.
lets Bordeux; Esther, Mrs. Emma Allen;
Martha, Mrs. Emily Smith; Electa, Mrs.
Mrs. Bertha
warder,
Flora Bordeux;
Smith; sentinel. Lester Pray. During the
installation, there was music by Kelley’s
orchestra snd solos by Miss Wslker snd
Miss Tsrr. A dance and supper followed.
H.
Feb. 3.

few weeks.

children. The

all goes out to bis

;

much alive.

is quite lit.
Miss Alice Wooster is keeping house tor
H. I) Bell.

wife and several

Feb. 3.

The Cbristisn Endeavor day program
out here Fe5. 2, by the junior
f|, carried
C. E. society snd
Endeavor and Y. P. 8.
C. E. society. The parts
the Beech Hill
The societies here are
„ere all taken.

8. K. Merchant

a

sympathy of

children.

SOUTH HANCOCK.

was a bad wound,
KLIjS WORTH M.RKKT8.
being required to close it.
The quotations below give the range o(
The friends of Howard Ball, keeper of
retail prices in Ellsworth:
Ragle Island light, were shocked to bear
Country Prodmw
of his death Friday night of
pneumonia. Hotter.

He leaves

on

very

while chopping wood. It

several stitches

“Standard firat quality" mean* that after 60 yean of experience it is the Standard established by us for fint quality and
•▼cry rubber is branded with the “Hub-Mark."
Hub-Mark Rubbers are constructed and the compound put
together to give the best possible service under all conditions
and still be sold at a price that will permit everyone to wear
them and get the maximum return for his money. They cost
no more than any fint-clsss rubber.
Try them.
Hub-Mark Rubbers are made in all styles and for all purposes.
,The Hub-Mark is your Value-Mark.
If your dealer cannot supply you, write us.

BOSTON RUBBER SHOE CO.,

Malden, Maes.

pains

Johnson’s Anodyne Liniment responds
quickly in relieving coughs, colds, bowel
troubles, bums, cuts, chaps, etc.
25c and 50c everywhere

I. S. JOHNSON k CO.

Bostra, Mass.

■

'

■•In

TfeeUvcr

SHAWMUT
Pills
Ayer’s
RUBBERS
DOUBLE. THE WEAR
WHERE THE wear C0MES

Good health demand* at least one ranra
ment of the bowel* each day. loat oaa
Ayer's PiU at bedtime. Sold ferMyean.
Aafc Yoor Pocfr.
LSJiT^—'

\

1

Big

LOCAL AND POLITICAL JOURNAL

AT

BY THE

HANCOCK COUNTY PUBLISHING CO
F. W. Rollins, Editor and Manager.
W. H. Titus, Associate Editor.
a year; $1.00 lor Ox
months; 50 cents for throe months; if laid
strict!*’ In auvuuets $1 50, 75 and 38 cents i
respectively Single copies 5‘cents. All ar- !
rearages art* reckoned at the rate of #- I>e»

Subscription Prlc*1—$‘200

|

rear.

AdTcrtislng Rates—Are reasonable and will be
made known on application

|

<bnt|td bp ad<!resse»i
and an.... hn«ui*e> orders main pftj
Able to TUP ! UNCOCK COUNTY PUBLISH!NO
Co., Ellsworth. M.tun
40,

i

j
|

edition

EDWIN LITTLEFIELD ROYAL.
tragic death of E. L. Royal,

grown in Hancock
elsewhere in Maine. A

are
as

The recent

Cape

at

piled

Rozier

a

barrel

high

closing

with 178 potatoes.

ELLSWORTH, MAINE.

V

well

as

ho abruptly a faithful and manly
life, deserves more than the dimple notice
thit the exigencies of the occasion alA whale was seen in Bluehill bay last lowed. Mr. Royal was born in Ellsworth
week. Down that way they suggest that on June 28,1872, the fourth son of Bewail
he called to pay his respects to the new Tenney Royal. His entire early life was
commissioner of sea aud shore fisheries, spent in the city of his birth, and his
education and training for his work were
Judge Chase.
received here as well.
Over at West Brooksviile the ladies’ cirHe was graduated from the Ellsworth
cle, meeting at the home of one of its high school in
1891, being at the time of
members, quickly organized into a tire his graduation
president of his class.
which
a
fire
and
brigade
extinguished
The warmth of those early friendships
started about the chimney in the upper
has been well attested in these latter daya.
part of the bouse.
After graduation he spent twro years in
An unusual interest in elecThe Gossiper is just curious enough to teaching.
tricity drew him to the practical study of
wish to know if there is an older corresthAt most interesting subject, and in that
pondent on The American’s list than
work he spent ten years in Bar Harbor.
Capt. George H. Tapley, the venerable and
Returning to Ellsworth, Mr. Royal
efficient town clerk of Brooksviile, and
man

PUBLISHED

SVERY W RDNE8DAY AFTERNOON

Tlii- wn

potatoes

1 county

Ecgtslattor

OBITUARY.

COUNTY GOSSIP.

<£Uswortl) American

of The

j

American is 2.550 copies.

i correspondent of The American f'om pursued bis chosen work, and was rap2,460 ! West Brooksviile for some twenty-five idly rising to a more than local reputation in his held of labor.
He was a quiet
i years.
Capt. Tapley celebrates his
and unassuming man; steadfast in
his
FEBRUARY 5, 1912 j eighty-first birthday anniversary to-day.
friendships; true to the interests of those
! Here’s to him!

Average per week tor 1912,

WEDNESDAY,

_

whom he served

| While eating an early supper recently,
Legislation Affecting Ellsworth.
and wife, of LakeIn spite of the fact that the com- j Alexander Morrison
received a call from a curious
mittee of the legislature, to which was ] wood,
i visitor
at least the visitor appeared
referred She board of registration
A large moose came leisurely
curious.
a
bill, has reported favorably, strong i around the corner of the woodshed,
opposition has developed right here
the well and the
—

house,

walked between

in Ellsworth, which would be the only a few steps from the door, stopped in
only city.in the State affected by the front of the window and looked in, then
bill. A remonstrance very generally walked deliberately across the road,
signed has been sent to Augusta, and through a corn-patch and disappeared
last evening the board of aldermen ; into the woods.
unanimously passed a resolution of 1 It seems there are two sides to this
protest. The main ground of oppo- j scallop-bed pollution argument. Some of
sition seems to be that the work re- j the old
scallop fishermen dow n along the
quired of a board of registration in Hancock
coast are

thoroughly up
proposed law’, argu-

county

Ellsworth can be done without hardship by the municipal officers, and
at a saving of from 8196 to 8480 per

in

ing from experience that failure to return
shells to the beds means destructhe shells

as

form the

nursery of the young scallops. As for the
few of these are
rims of the scallops,
thrown over, they being too valuable for
fish-bait, but what little waste is thrown

eagerly awaited by
always found hanging
about the scallop beds during the fishing
season.
Talk about poisoned scallops from
over

by electing two aldermen-atdeveloping, and a remonsigned by many has been sent

is all

moonshine, declare the
RECORD.

A MILK

Mrs.

Vesta

Clement,

Semi Harbor,

of

sends The American the milk record of
*

Every effort to
Stonington from

her

dairy

at

the

herd for the

year 1912. The herd,
beginning of 1912, numbered
twenty-five cows. Jan. 1, 1913, it numbered twenty-two.
Seventeen of these
were in the herd the whole year.
Their
milk record for the year follows:

set off Deer Isle and

Hancock county'and
annex them to Knox having failed, a
compromise measure has been introduced by

Representative Harmon, Of
Stonington, which provides that the
Spot, 11,011 pounds; Hope. 10,308 pounds;
venue of any action, and ail libels for
Ivy, 9,100 pounds; Lena, 9,102 pounds;
divorce, in which any person residing I Brown Bess, 8,566 pounds; Daisy, 8,433
in the towns of Stonington, Deer Isle, pounds; Surry, 8,249 pounds; Moliie,
Isle au Haut, Swan’s Island, Long 3,085 pounds; Pansy, 8.010 pounds; No. 9,
7,721 pounds; Olive
all islands
Island and
belonging 8,007 pounds; Delia,
(three years old July 9, 1912), 7,369
are
shall
be
the
same
thereto,
parties,
pounds; Helen, 7,235 pounds; Jane (three
as though the person resided in the
years old July 9,1912), 7,102 pounds; Dora,
city of Rockland. This effort is prob- 7,098 pounds; Georgia, 6,101 pounds;
ably based on the theory not that Scrub (a farrow cow fifteen years old),'
parties don’t get justice in Ellsworth, 6,011 pounds.
These cows are of mixed breeding. The !
bnt that they don’t get it qnick
enough, especially those seeking cow Hope is a grade Guernsey, ten years j
The
act further provides old, and her butter-fat test is 6 per cent. !
divorce.
that the judge of probate shall hold Her daughter Jane tests 5.8 per cent, and
bids fair to equal her mother. There are
not less than four terms
at

annually

Stonington.
seems

This featm

two

of the bill

e

The Senate ban passed
(or a single

providing

(Brow

a

testing 6 per

Dora)

and several
in

the

resolution

presidential
specifically

OFF FOR

Several Deer
be in the

respondent

posed by many of the leading newspapers of the country, and, with the
exclusion clause attached, has little
prospect of becoming law.

hailed as a coming governor of Maine.
The Waterville Sentinel remarks that
a man governor at a banquet
board is always an easy and a pleasurable task. The Sentinel might have
added that when Mr. Peters becomes
voters
a
candidate for
governor
enough will be found to join the
Bowdoin alumni to make his elec-

pleasurable.

the constitution passed since the
Oivil war period has been made.

to

Oov. Haines seems to be in grave
danger of becoming hyphenated by

of the

soon

auxiliary-yacht

new

to leave

on

Our

a two-year
Sunset cor-

writes:

I'

her owner. From Bermuda she will sail for a
two-years cruise in the Pacific, going by
Her first
way of the Straits of Magellan.
stop after passing the Straits will be at Valparaiso; thence she will go to Seattle, where
Mr. Borden’s party will join her next summer.
She will fit out at Seattle for a cruise to
the Siberian ccast via Bering Strait and
Wrangell island, where they will spend three
months hunting polar bears and whales.
She will return to Victoria, B. C., to haul
up for the winter. In the spring of 1914 she
will enter an ocean race from San Francisco
to Honolulu, and from Honolulu she will go
to Japan and China, theoce
back to ban
Francisco and home in the fall of 1914 by the
Panama canal.

electing

More than three-fourths of the
states of the Union have ratified the
proposed amendment to the constitution which provides for an income
tax, and thereby the first amendment

Isle yachts men-sailors will

Jasper P. Haskell, engineer of the auxiliary
yacht Adventuress, now building at East
Boothbay, recently spent a few days with his
mother, Mrs. Ruel Judkins, leaving to join
the yacht. The yacht will be launched about
Feb. 1, when Norman (iray, Theron and Jack
Bray will join her as sailors. William RayneB
will go as second mate. She is owued by
John Borden, of Chicago.
The yacht will
be launched practically
ready for sea and will sail for Bermuda with

Union shall have officially approved it.
The proposition is being violently op-

alone

that

can

his

home,

domestic

circle

fond

shattered

of

the full force of this

tragedy be
Royal married, in January,
1902, Miss Grace Raymond, also of Ellsworth, and their married life was very
Mr.

realized.

To them four children

happy.

the eldest is

were born;
ten, and the youngest two and

one-half years. For this little family the
the people of this city has

sympathy of
been
and

stirred to

w

extraordinary degree,
appreciation of the

an

ith the words of

life and charcter of the deceased husband
and father have mingled the outpourings
of sympathetic regard for the living. “A
good name is rather to be chosen than
great riches,” and that heritage this man
left in good measure.
Besides his immediate family Mr. Royal
is survived by his father and step-mother,
who took a mother’s place indeed in his
boyhood, and by three brothers. To his
aged father the blow has been a most
The fellow-feeling of the
heavy one.
community is theirs.

AMHERST.
William G. Orcutt,

highly-esteemed

l>eafi>*»A

for

analysis, the figures of which
parts in 100,000, is as follows:
The

Date of
tion, Jan.

collection, Jan. 20, 1913;

examina-

21.

Appearance
color, 2.4.
Odor—Cold,

—

Turbidity, 0;

none;

sediment,

none;

0;

Cured

We we will give One Hundred Dollars for
any case of Deafness (caused by catarrh! that
cannot be cured by Hall's Catarrh Cure. Send
for circulars, free.
F. J. CHENEY A CO., Toledo, Ohio.
Sold by Druggists, 75c.
Take Hall's Family Pills for constipation.

jfor Salt.

TRF.ES

—

Apple,

plum.

Oak Point, in Trenton. 10 mile;
below Ellsworth, with good-sized lots
fine location for summer residence. Apply to
Ellsworth Loam & Building ass'n, Ellsworth. Me.

T30ST CARDS—30 Maine cards 15c. ValeoJL^ tine and Easters, lc. up. Pennant cards,
name of town printed, 10 for 10c.
(Ca’a
log.) The Art Post Card Uo., Auburn, Me.

with

Lamoine; good poultry place;
good buildings. Will sell cheap for
cash, or on easy terms.
Apply to 6. P.
Torrence, Ellsworth.

IJ^ARM—At

Oiantrti.

>TU

RSES—Opportunity for young

women,

t 20 to 25 years of age. to train for professional nurses. Must be in good health and
with go.-d references. For further information.
Address
The
Hanscom
Hospital.
Rockland, Me.

H*OXES—

Black

or

gray foxes alive.

I will

pay the highest price. If you have any.
correspond with me. W. W. Dunn, 38 Market
st.

Portland, Me.

Jjtlp OLlanttb.
sell onr guaranteed oils
and paints.
Experience unnecessary.
Extremely profitable offer to right party.
The Glbn Repining Co Cleveland, O.

SALESMAN—To

'■'REE AGENT—To

co\er

Hancock county

or travel.
Good time now to start. Pay
1
weekly. Write us for terms. Pbhry Nib-

series,

Rochester, N. Y.

—Used to
office. Good wages.
Advertiser, Calais, Me.

PRINTER

working in country
Write or telephone

URSE— Positiou wanted as nurse.
Mas. J. F. Carpknter,
or write.
_a.n
Chas. W. Dnuuam, Ellsworth Falls.

nitrites,

none.

NOTICK.
arc
persons
hereby notified and
warned not to trespass on the Eben
Merrill property in the towns of Otis and
Dedham, as all trespassing on said property
will be prosecuted to the full extent of the
law.
Ebkn Merrill,
by Marie K. Maddox, his agent.
December 31. 1912.

ALL

CAUTION NOTICE.
L Bowden,

wife, Daisy
having
my
bed and board, notice is hereby given
MY
to trust her
I shall
account
left

on

as
my
pay
of her bills after this date.
Hbrbkbt Q. Bowden.
Orland, Me., January 18,1913.

insurance Statements.

Alkalinity—0.30.

Familiar Story.
in a drunken row at Silver Ridge planId a letter accompanying the analysis,
tation, Aroostook county, Monday night, Ur. Evans says:
St.
John
John Fay was killed, Patrick
The analysis of the water sample of water
two other parwas seriously injured, and
from your public supply shows the water to
but
too
ticipants, somewhat battered
No chemical
be
in its usual good condition.
drunk at the time to tell a connected or bacterioal evidence of contact of the water
are under
story of juat what happened,
with polluting wastes of sewage origin was to
arrest.
be found. Considering the rains of the past
to
sufficient
supply
three
weeks, the water is in normal condition
Dix—Is your inoome
Hix-Yes, but it isn't for this season, and Is both a safe and good
all your needs?
drinking water.
sufficient to supply half my wants.

Call
care

Speiial Kouuh.

not
none

INLAND FIHIIKKIKH AND GAME.
The committee on inland fisheries and
frame, will give a public hearing in ita room
at the Stale Houae in Augusta.
Wednesday,
Feb. 19. at 2 p. m. No. 25. Petitions of C- A.
Judkins and lour others of Kineo. F. L.
Gardner and S7 others of Auburn and Lewiston, H B Capen and 22 others of Augusta,
and K. B. Parks and 41 others of Newport and
and
victnit). asking that *<o much of the
game laws as prohibits the shipment by one
person of more than one box of tish once in 50
nays, without accompanying the same, be
repealed, and that the provisions of law
In force relating to such shipments
previously
be re enacted.
An
Feb. 19, at 2 p. m. No. 15.
act to provide for a clo*e time on bull moose.
Wednesday, Feb. 19, at 2 p.m. No 33. An
| act repealing chap. 1S8 of the public laws of
j 1911. entitled “An act to prohibit the use of
gang hooks, so cant'd, when fishing in the in-'
: land w *ters of this State”,
j Petition of Thos B. Moody and 38 ethers,
asking to repeal chap. 15*. «>f public laws of
lut1, euti'led “An act to prohibit tho use of
gaug hooks.”
Skth F. Clahk. Secretary.
M. H. Hodgdos, Clerk.
1919.
Jan
29,
|

P IA N O 8
VICTOR and

EDISON

Talking Machines

SMALL INSTRUMENTS OF ALL KIND8

Wednesday,

S. J. CLEMENT, MUSIC STORE,

.

--—--t*

legal

iUp.

Xotici*.
|

«».«*

»

ii.

^*>

*>

LOYAL

PROTECTIVE INSURANCE CO.
ASSETS DEC. 81, 1911.
Stocks and bonds.
$291,230 00
Cash in office and bank,
92,729 90
Interest and rents,
3.860 84
Gross assets.
$387310 74
Admitted assets,
887,810 74
LIABILITIES DEC. 81,1912.
Net nnpsld losses,
$ 74,240 61
Unearned premiums,
92,827 88
All other liabilities,
13,946 99
Cash capital,
100.000 00
8nrpl as over all liabilities,
106,796 91
Total liabilities and surplus,
W. P. AMES, Agent,

$387310 74

BUCKSPORT (Hancock Co.), Maine.

-A

__

named defendant, the following «J*»erlboreal estate, t*- wit:
(L. 8.)
Ut
on
First parcel
Thurlo*’# '«i*ad
of our counties.
the
sheriffs
'To
Hsscocx
INLAND FIItKKIKS AND GtKE
formerly homestead of Fannie ». \iirn tvV*
!
GREETING:
or either of their deputies,
acre*
more or
ittniug
thirty-two
and
The committee on inland fisheries
or
the
uooiJs
attach
to
Kither wiih ail buildings and wharvt,
tlfE command you
game, will give a public hearing in its room
\\
»state ot Hen venue Granite Couipanv, on.
at the State
Houae in Augusta. Wednesday.
law and hjiviug an
Second parcel. Lot on Thorlow’s
Feb. 12.2 p. m. No. '?0. Petition of O. D. a corporation existing by
at monington. iu
Hounded
north by
w«'er of Deer |,
Turner and 39others, of isle au Haul, asking office and place of business
aud hUW of Maine, Thoroughfare;
south aud w*m
for a iose time on deer in the town of Isle au the countv of Hancock,
and particular!v and especially the hereinHenv?nue (Irani** Company, containing
Haul for a period of five years.
said
the
owned
by
real estate
ac'e* more or lea*.
Wednesday. Feb. 12. at 2 p. m. No. 40. An after described
Bcnvenue Granite Company, to the value of
Third parcel. Lot of laud on TburloVft !S.
act relating to the powe* a and duties of the
said
two thousand dollars; and summon the
; iitiid bounded north by lard of H.
cornu listeners of inland fisheries and game.
fB
in your precinct; i Granite Company; east by land of
Wednesday, Frh. 12, at 2 p. m. No 37. An defendatu kif it beourfound
kTiq 1
Justice of the supreme ParkerConatruction Co., smith m,i w n
net to regulate fishing
in Upper Hadlock to appear before
Ellsworth,
in
be
holden
to
nest
rail water, containing forty three acre*
nond, so called. In the town of Mount Desert, Judicial court,
on the
within and for our county of Hancock,
in the county of Hancock.
Fourth parcel. Lot of Iat>-1
second Tuesday of April next, then and there
rhnr,,.*»•#
8iftii F. Clark, Secretary.
Asa
O.
Uiiunto
auswer
to
to our said court
land, formerly hoiurMemi of ii.*r,.k!: Otu
M. H. Hododos. Clerk.
ns collector of taxes for the town of
coot Union five acres more or leas
dsgr,
Jan. 30. 1913.
of Hancock, for the
the
in
county
F»fth
Homestead
lot
on Thurloe’i
parcel
Htonington.
isUnd formerly ttxed to Daniel Kyai., C0B.
year 1911.
In a olea of debt, for that the said defend- la in nuf one-half acre more or le«a
INLAND FIM1F.KIKS AND GAM L.
ant on the hi at day of April, 1911. was the
Math parcel. Homestead lot on Thurlowt
The committee on inlacd fisheries and
lands situated in * id Island formerly taxed to Robert
owner of improve!
CU-vrisad.
game will give a public hearing in its room
as follows, vi*.:
con< anting
town of Stonmgton, describe
one acre more or le«*. »nd all
at the Stale House in Auguta, Wednesday,
on
TburloW*
of
land
Lot
First parcel.
bmldlDK* there'll.
Feb. 12, at
No 28. An act to repeal
p. m.
island, formerly homestead of Faunie 8. Allen,
Seventh parcel. Lot of land on Thuriow’i
the bounty on boars.
containing thirty two and one hail acres, Island hounded north by water of Deer Isiaad
Skth F. Clark. Secretary.
more or ie-». together with all buildings and
Thorough! A’ e. east, south and west hr land of
M. H. Hooodon, Clerk.
wharves thereon standing.
Kyau ami P«rker Construction Company
Jan. 81,1913.
Second parcel. Lot of land on Thurlow’s containing thre*r acres more or less.
island, bounded north by salt water of Deer
Kiictitb parcel. Homestead lot on Thor*
Inland Thoroughfare; eaw», south and west by low’s island formerly taxed to John
INLAND FISH Kill KS AND GAM F.
Cleft
land of Hen venue Granite Company, contain- containing one acre more or less
The committee on inland fisheries and
Ninth parcel. Lot ol land on Thurlow'i
ing five acres, more or less.
game will give a public hearing in ita room at
Lot of land on Thudow’s island from John Clen, bounded north
Third parcel
tod
the state house in Augusta. Feb. 5. at 2 p. m.
island, bounded north by land of Benvenuc east by wait water; south and w«t by land of
No 19. Resolve in favor of a fish hatchery Granite
Company; east by Und of Ryan & 8. Clinton Sherwood and Hen venue Graait*
at Tunk Pond.
Seth F. Clark, Sec'v.
Parker Construction Company; south and Company, containing two and one half seres
salt
west by
water, containing forty-three
more or let*.
acres, more or less.
Tenth parcel. Lot of land from Kugrae
SKA AND SffORK F1SBKKIKS.
Fourth parcel. Lot of land on Thnrlow's Cousins on Thurlow'a island bounded north,
The committee on sea and shore fisheries island, formerly homestead of Harlan Gray, cn't and west by laud of lienvenue
Granite
will give a public hearing in room 116, State I containing five acres, mote or less.
Company, containing one-eixth acre more or
House, Thursday, Feb. 13. 1913. at tv«o p. in.
Firth parce-. Homestead lot on Thurlow’s lea*, and ail buildings thereon Rlandiug.
On an act to amend section 1, of chapter 84 of island, formerly taxed to Daniel Ryan.con
Eleventh parcel. Ix»t of land from >in\eoo
the private and special laws of 1896, to prevent [ taming one half acre, more or less.
(ioss on Thurlow’a Island, bontideo cast
by
the destruction of smelts In Union river nud
Sixth paicei. Homestead lot on Thurlow's land of Simeon (toss, north, aouth and wist
by
Morgan’s Day, their harbors, cover aud tnbu- island, formerly taxed to Hubert Cleveland, land of Uenvenue (iranite Company, contain'
cci.taming one acre, more or teas, and aii ic* two acres more or lesa.
An act for the better protection of alewives buildings theron standing.
Twelfth Darrel. Home-tend lot on Thar*
in Patten's bay. in the town of Surry, in the
Lot of land on Thurlow’s low’s island formerly homestead of Wil iam
Hevtnth parcel.
island bounded nortn by salt water oi Deer H < * rant, containing one-half acre more or
county of Hancock.
An act to amend section 5, of chapter 251 of
and
west
ls!e and Thoroughfare; east, south
less, with all buildings thereon standing
the private and special laws of 1907. as amended by Uud of Ryan A Faiker v. Obstruction com
Thirteenth parcel. Lot of iand on Thar*
by chapter 28 of the private and special laws puny, contaiuing tbrte acres, more or less
low’s islaod. *rom 8 B and Pb* be K. Thuriow
of 1909 relating to the piotection of alewives,
Eighth parcel. Homestead lot on Thurlow's hounde>1 north and south by salt water ettt
shati and sturgeon in various rivers In Maine. isUn formerly taxed u* John ciegg, contain- and west by land of lienvenue (iranite ComLkwis B Me Fa doksi,
ing one acre, more or lean.
one-third sere*
pany, containing two and
Ninth parcel. Lot of land from John Clegg more or less.
Secretary.
on Thurlow’s island bounded
north aud ea»t
Fourteenth parcel.
Homestead
lot
oa
west
land
S.
sait
water;
south
and
of
by
Thurlow’a island,
by
formerly occupied by
JL DICIARY.
Clinton Sherwood and Heuveuue G ramie Martha Bobbins. containing three fourths of
The committee on judiciary
give a Cotnpanv, containing two aud one half acres, an acre more or less, with buildings thereon
hearing on Wednesday, February 19. at 2 p. no., more or less.
standing.
in the hall of the House of Representative*, at
Tenth parcel. Loi of laud from Eugene
Fifteenth parcel. Homestead lot on Moose
the state House in Augusta, on the following Cousins on Tuurlow’s island bounded north, island, formerlv occupied by late Clementine
east and west bv land oi Beavtuue Grauiie
Robbins, containing twenty two acres more
No. 80.
To regulate and provide for the use Company, containing one sixth acre, mure or or less, with all buildings thereon standing
of automobiles in the town of Eden, Hancock less, and all buildings thereon atanoing
.sixteenth parcel. Lot of land in school discounty.
Eleventh parcel. Lot of laud from Simon trict number three from homestead of Ute
No. 77. Relating to the use of automo- Goss on Thurlow’s island bounded east byBenjamin Harbour,hounded north and we*t by
biles on the island of Ml. Desert.
laud of Simeon Goss; north, south and west
laud of heirs of Benjamin Barbour; south br
No. 103. Relating to the use of automobiles by land of Btnveuue Granite Company, con- salt water: east
by land of Frank s. Warren.
in the town of Mt. Desert. Hancock coanty. taining two acr«s, more or lest.
Charts Cleveland. Edward C.
Wood sod
Slate of Maine.
Homestead
lot
on
ThurTwelfth parcel.
George A. Brown, containing eight and oneReassigned.
low's island formerly homestead of William fourth acres more or less.
Thursday, Feb. IS, at 2 p. m. On an act to II. Grant containing one halt acre, more or
Seventeenth parcel. On land of Beovrnae
amend the charter of the city of Ellsworth.
less, with all buildings thereon standing.
Granite Company on Thurlow'a island onr
John R. Du*ton. Sec.
Lot vf land on Thur- and one halt miles, more or less, of railroad
Thirteenth parcel
low's island from H. B. and Phoebe E. Thur- bed ties and rails tb« reoo
low bounded north aud south by salt water;
Joskkh T. Snow. Deputy Sheriff.
LEGAL AFFAIRS.
east and west by land of Benvenue Granite
committee on Legal Affairs will give Company, containing two and one-third acres,
Hancock »».:
more or less.
.X public hearings as follows:
March 11,1912.
Fourteenth
Homeetead
lot on
Wednesday, Feb 12, 1913. at 2 o’clock p. m.
parcel.
I this day delivered to Calvin P.
No. 41. An act to amend chapter 39 of the Thurlow's
island
formerly occupied by ageni.for Benvenue Granite Company, s true
Public U«t* of 1911, providing for the weekly Martha Robbins, containing three fourths ana attested
copy of the within writ f->r its
acre, more or less with all buildings tbcieon
payment of wages.
appearance at court as within commanded
Charles P. Connor*. Sec.
standing.
JoARfit
T. Snow, Deputy Sheriff.
Fifteenth parcel.
Albert E. Anderson, Clerk.
Homestead lot on Moose
istaud formerly occupied by lute Clementine
STATE
OF MAINE.
Bobbins. containing twenty- i«o acres, tuore
or less, with all buildings iberton standing.
Hancock s*—Hupreme Judicial Court. OcXotiCfa.
tober term, a. d. 1912.
Sixteenth parcel. Lot of land iu school dis
trici number three from homestead of late
That
Upon the within writ, Ordered:
NOTICE OF FORECLOSURE.
Benjamin Barbour bounded north and west the plaintiff
Rive notice to the Mid
heirs of
Benjamin Barbour; Henvenue Granite
Helen S. Joy, of Kden. in the by land ot
to
ipCompany
south by salt water; east by land of Frank Is.
before the
pear
county of Hancock, and State of
justice ol "our supreme
Maine, by her mortgage deed, dated the.toth Warren. Charles Cleveland, Edward C. Wood judicial court, to be holden at Ellsworth,
and
A.
Brown, containing eight and within and for the
George
day ot September, a. d. 1911, and recorded in
county of Hsnoock. oo the
one-fourth aces, more or less.
the Hancock coanty registry of deeds, book
second Taeaday o» April, a. d 1913, by pub
Seventeenth parcel. On land of Benvenue
4*4. p*ge 64, conveyed to Horace D. Joy. of
an attested copy of said writ and this
llsbing
Granite Company on Thuriow’s island, one order thereon, three weeks
•aid Eden, a certain lot or parcel of land situ
successively in the
ated in the town of Winter Harbor, in said and one half miles, more or leas, of railroad
Ellsworth American, a newspaper print'd i»
ties and rails thereon.
Ellsworth in our county of Hancock the last
county of Hancock, and bounded and de- bed,
And
then and there taxable, and John It.
scribed as follows, to wit:
publication to be thirty days at least prior to
Beginning at an iron bolt set in the ground Small. Thomas Barbour and Joshua Hweetser the second Tuesday of April neat, tbst it
in the western side line of Grindstone avenue, were the duly elected and legal.y qualified asmay there and then in our said court appear
being the public road leading from the vil- sessors of the ssid town of Btoniuglpu. for and answer to said suit
John E. Ucnske.
said year of I9il, aud duly and legally aslage of Winter Harbor to Grindstone Neck, the
Clerk of the Hup. Jnd Court.
sessed
the
said
lands
sa
the
d
upon
against
said post marking also the southeast corner
A
true
of
the
officer's retara sad
writ,
copy
Ou
of the homestead owned or Occupied by defendant the following sums, to wit:
first parcel the sum of seven hundred order of court thereon.
George W Tracy, raid bolt also marking the said
Attest:—John
E.
Bdkkir. Clerk.
and
six
dollars
aud
thirty
seventy
northeast corner of lot No. 4, on plan herein
eight
after referred to; thence in a general south- cents; on »aid second parcel the sum of seven
dollars
aud
tour
on said third
cents,
twenty
Bankrupt's Petition for Discharge.
erly direction, following said western side of parcel the sum of fifty-four dollars aud thirGrindstone avenue uinety-six (96) feet to the
In the matter of
northeast corner of lot No. >, on said plan; ty cents; on said fourth parcel the sum oi five
J. Andrew Wood,
j Jn Bankruptcy.
thence still following said western side of dollars aud iorty-tnree cents; ou said filth
)
the
sum
ot
Bankrupt,
one dollar aud eighty one
said avenue, one hundred and live (10ft) parcel
To the Hon. Clarence Hale, Judge of tbe Disfeet to an iron bolt set in the ground in cents; on ssid sixth parcel the sum of niue
trict Court of the United States for tbe Disdollars
and
five
on
said
cents;
seventh
the northern side of a way marked on said
parcel
trict of Maine.
sum of one d. liar and eighty Ou« cents;
plan as Ocpan avenue; thence in a general the
said eighth pared the sum of two dollars
in the
ANDREW WOOD, of
Eden.
westerly direction following the north side of ou
and
one
ou
said
nintn
seventy
and State ot
cents;
coanty of
said Ocean avenue, three hundred forty-four
parcel
Haucock.
Maine, in said district, respect!u ly repre(344) feet to an iron bolt set in the ground in the sum ol five dollars and forty-three cents;
the eastern side of a way shown on said plan on said tenth paicel the sum of seven dollars sents. that on the liith day of August, ‘s’*
and twenty four ceuta; on said eleventh par
past, he was duly adjudged bankrupt under
as Front street; thence in a general northerly
of Congress relating to bankdirection, following the eastern side of said cel th<- sum of five dollars and seven cents; the Acts
Front street, one huud ed fifty e gbt (IS8) on said twelfth parcel the sum of eight dolruptcy; that he has duly surrendered all hi*
feet to an iron bolt eet in the gr. uud, which lars and four cents; on said thirteenth parcel
property and rights of property, and ba» fully
bolt also marks the southwest corner of said the sum of three dollars aud sixty two cents, complied with all tbe requirements of "aid
lot No. 4. ou said plan; thence still following on said fourteenth parcel the sutn of nine acts and of tbe orders of court touching bis
the eastern side of said Front street, oue hun- dollars and five cents; on said fifteenth parcel bankruptcy.
the sum of thirty-five dollars and eighty-four
Wherefore he prays, that he may be dedred
forty one (141) feet to the northwest cor cents; and on
said sixteenth parcel the sum creed by the court to have a full discharge
ner of said lot No. 4; thence in a general eastnine dollars and eighty-seven from all debts provable against his estate
erly direction following the southern line of of twenty
said Tracy homestead, three hundred eighty- cents; and upon sail seventeenth parcel the under said bankruptcy acta,except each debts
sum of twenty-seven dollars and fifteen cents,
as are excepted by law from such discharge
five (386) feel to the point of beginning, conin all the sum of nine hundred and ninety
Dated this 3d day of October, a. d. 1912
taining two (2) acres, more or less.
Together do
lars and four cents a* Us proportion of the
with tbe buildings thereon. Meaning and in
J. Andikw Wood
taxes and the due
Bankrupt.
proportion of the
tending hereby to convey the a bole of lots town
No. three (.3) and No. four (4) as shown on the State and county taxes allotted to said town
map of Back Bay Park, Grindstone Neck, for the year then current; aud the raid asOrder of Notice Thereon.
sessors
to
wit:
On
afterwards,
the
fifteenth
Winter Harbor, Maine. July 20, 1899. and
recorded in the Hancock county, Maine, day of July, 1911. did make a perfect list of District or Maine sa.
of all the taxes of said town of
On this 1st day of February, a. d. 1913. ox
registry of deeds. August 4, 1899. in book said tax and under
their
hands, and did com2. page 49. to which plan and rtcord thereof Btonington,
reading the for ego D g petition, it is—
the same to the said Asa O Candage, colOrdered by the court, that a hearing be
reference is hereby expressly made.
Togeth- mit
er also, with
rights of way iu common with lector of said town of Stoniugiou as afore- had upon the same on the Hlh day of
a.
others over said Ocean avenue and Front said, with a warrant < f thu dace under their March,
d.
said court
before
1913,
hands in due form of law: and the plaint.ff at
ten
at
district,
Portland, in said
o’clock
And whereas the said Horace D. Joy, by deed avers that afterwards on the fifteenth day of
in
the forenoon; and that noat
of assignment, dated the second day of Octo- February, 1912,
Btonington aforesaid, he tice thereof be published in the Ellsworth
ber, a. d. 1911, and recorded in tbe said Han- gave tbs said defendant notice in writing American, a newspaper printed in said di*'
cock coanty, Maine, registry of deeds, book signed by him, slating the amount of such trict, and that all known creditors, and other
481. page 86, conveyed to me, the undersigned, tax, describing the real rsute on which said persona in interest, may appear at the sal*
said mortgage deed, the note, debt and c aim tax was assessed and demanding the payment
time and place, and show cause, if any they
thereby secured, and whereas the condition of such tax within ten days thereafter and have, why the prayer of said petitioner sbooio
tbal more than ten days have elasped since not be granted.
of said mortgage is broken, now, therefore, by
reason of
And it is further ordered by the court, that
the breach of said condition said notice; that this plaintiff claims a lien
the clerk shall send oy mail to all known
thereof. I claim a foreclosure of said mort- on said lands to secure the sums above men
tioned amounting in all to said sum of nine creditors
and this orgage.
copies of said
hundred and ninety dollars and four cents der. addressed to them petition
John W, Connbrs,
at their places of re<l*
and interest thereon from January first,
dence as stated.
By E. N. Benson, his attorney.
1912,
due
him as collector of taxes of the town of
Dated at Eden this4th day of February, ifctS.
Witness the Honorable Clarence Hale,
Btonington for the year 1911 as aforesaid; Judge of the said Court, and the seal thereof,
whereby and by reason of the statute in such at Portland, in said district, on the 1st day oI
case made and provided, an action has acNOTICK.
a. d. 1913.
crued to tbe plaintiff, to have and to recover February,
Jambs E. Hbwky. Clerk.
[L. 8.]
rHEAEAS, the Island Telephone Com* of the said defendant
the said sum of nine
A true copy of petition and order thereonpanv.acorp ration established by law hundred and
ninety dollars and four c uts
Attest:—Jambs E. Hbwky, Clerk.
and having its principal place of business at and interest
thereon from January first, 1912;
Southwest Harbor in the county of Hancock
though often requested, tbe said defend
and State of Maine, conveyed to Henry Clark, yet,
ant has not paid said sum but
neglects so
Wm. J. Tower, Seth W. Norwood and CJeo. to
do, to the damage of said plaintiff (as he
Harmon, all of Southwest Harbor, county of
two thousand dollars, which
Hancock and State of Maine, and Beoj. B. shall theu
and there be made to appear with
Reed. Lewis S. Springer and Chas. P. Lunt, as other due
trustees, the franchise and equipment of the writ with damages. And have you there this
your doings therein.
Island Telephone Company, situated in the
Witness, Arno W. King, justice of said
towns of Southwest
Harbor and Tromont
court at Ellsworth, this eighth
day of March,
aforesaid; which is fully described in a deed of
l“* y«»r of our Lord one thousand
nine
trust or mortgage to said trustees dated
hundred and twelve.
February 1st, a. d., 1910, and recorded in the
John
E.
Bunkkk. Clerk.
town clerk’s office for the town of Southwest
Harbor, book 1, pages 239 to 287, inclusive; also
in
the town clerk's office for the town
oi'FieM'a unu.
of Tremont boos Q, pages 400 to 407 inclusive.
STATE OF MAINE.
Whereas the condition of said trust deed
or mortgage has been broken and remains so
Hancock, as.
and the said trustees under the power of sale
Stoning ton. Me.. March-*, mi
.,,
in said trust deed or mortgage hereby give ..At
cl°o* in the afternoon by virtue of
notice that said trustees will sell at public the within writ I attached Ml the
title
ahcMon all of the above desciibed propand tntereat. eetate, claim and right,
demand, of
erty at the office of aaid company in South- every name and nature, of the within name*,
west Harbor on Thursday, May 8th, 1918,
Granite Company, a corporation
the
at two o'clock; in
afternoon, un**" *“d h»vinK a place of buaineaa
f
less the conditicta* of said breach are ful- at Stonington
in the county of Hancock, and
filled February 1st. a* d. 1913.
State of Maine, in and to all real
eatate, in
Per order of the trustees,
°* ft»ncock' »»d
particularly and
Qeo.vR.
Fulltr.
attorn
Fuller,
Qeo.v|L
attorney.
cape*tally aa the property of the within
state or

>1A INK.

\.Jr

,...}£

>

tu^

j

FJSHE

Efgal

Bushes:
pear.
Raspberry, blackberry, currant, gooseberry. rose. Shrubbery find ornamental trees.
Maine-grown slock. Prompt attention to orders by mail. Write for particulars. Hancock Co. Nueskky Co.. Surry, Me.

or

Oxygen consumed, 0.50.
Hardness—0.93.
Iron—0.10.
Lead—None.
Colon bacilln8— None.
Bacteria, per c. c.—115.

IU»

constitutional remedies. Deafness is caused
by an inflamed condition of the mucous linof the Eustachian Tube. When this tube
ing
is inflamed you have a rumbling sound or imperfect hearing, and when it ii entirely
closed. Deafness is the result, arid unless the
inflammation can be taken out and this tube
restored to its normal condition, bearing
will be destroyed forever; nine cases out of
ten are caused by Catarrh, which is nothing
but an inflamed condition of the mucous sur-

hot, vegetable.

Residue on evaporation—Total, 2.9; loss
ignition, 0.8; fixed residue, 2.1.
Ammonia—Free, .0030; in solution, .012.
Chlorine—0.30.

Nitrogen—Nitrates,

Cannot

by local applications, as they cannot reach
diseased portion of the ear. There is
only one way to cure deafness, ami that is by
the

Situations CHantrft.

Another Analysis by Director of State
Laboratory of Hygiene.
Another analysis has been made of the
Ellsworth water by H. D. Evans, director
of the Maine laboratory of hygiene at Augusta.

well-known and

a

citizen of this town died

His age was about
a. m. Tuesday.
sixty-three years. He was a prosperous
farmer. Besides a widow, he leaves five
children—Mrs. Harry Rodick, of Marlboro; Mrs. Charles Soper, of Bar Harbor;
Miss Esther, George and Arnasa.
Mrs.
Orcatt is critically ill of pneumonia.
Feb. 5.
Spec.

ELLSWORTH WATER

are

devotedly

was

in

HOUSE—At

LONG CRUISE.

cruise in Pacific waters.

two-thirds vote, it will be submitted
to the state legislatures, and will beeffective when three-fourths
come
of the forty-eight,{states of
the

Bowdoin alumni held a meeting in
last
Portland
evening.
Saturday
Among them was Hon. John A. Peters,
of Ellsworth, speaker of the House,
who in the course of the evening was

crew

Adventuress,

failed. The resolution now goes to
the House.
If ratified there by a

the Lewiston Journal.

Bess and

5 per cent. The lowest test
herd is 3.5 per cent.

not affect past Presidents or the President in office when it may he ratified

tion easy and

n

over

of six years, and
barring President Taft, ex-President
Roosevelt and President-elect Wilson
from eligibility. Every effort so to
change the resolution that it would

term

in the herd

more cows

cent.

reasonabe.

He
and

about 2

fishermen.

to it.

operations,
all his rela-

and punctilously honest in
tions witn his feilowmen.

fish,

this waste

Augusta.
also, at the city meeting last evening,
put themselves on record ; as being

business

with the shells is

schools of

The board of aldermen

opposed

the beds,

tion of

to seven
iarge is
to

the

scallop

year.
As to the proposed amendment to
the city charter, strong opposition to
that portion of it relating to increasing the number of aldermen from five

strance

against

arms

in

ADbrttiftmtntt.

Notice*.

WHEREAS

J

St*

f'“*euu;
Ifafi

ISIiSIi1!*7

a?forrttsnumt*.

at large, now before the legislature, Is
taadviaable.
Voted. That this board also ex presses itwrlf aa opposed to the act changing the law relating to board* of registration, which it is
understood would affect only the city of Ellsworth, and which would require a board of
registration In Ellsworth.
Voted, Thst the city clerk transmit an attested copy of this action to Hon. John A.
Peters, our represeutstive st Augusta.
men

CITY MEKTINtt.
TO PROPOSED

*OAW> OPNM8
ADDITKJItAI. AI.DKRMKN.
.y*.

rrmur a* offmin
KW*
<«*»•*■ m »<>*«» or W»
nunuN law.

HHM)
<

'•pfrtwc Hlar

Hcbailar

M

f

II

»•

mww

*!««'»*.

Joka Lalla**.
Kdwerd Mane j.
town of (IrlMd.
LmJ W*nf«vii.

IB
tl M

BOU

Mil B
M7 t?
l.tM 77
• AMI M

The vote of the January moating bolding up lhe bill of tba Pine Hill Conerrt#
Co. for gravel, |H, waa reconsidered; the
bill via* then approved and added to the
road roll.
The

report of Auditor Jam##
waa

accepted

SUMMARY or

After

ACPITOa'*

Mb*

MMit

charging off roll* and order* paa*ed
Jan. 7.

Fund.

of

Stale road,
Per h’hway.
Per s'waiks,
City seba.
High sch.

Text-books,

house.
Suptof schs,
Polio*.
Fire dept.
.Sch

City library,
Interest.

City water,
Klee lights,

Cem lots.
Rep Ha hall.

Poor.

State tax,

County tax,
Ovrlayiuga

Paid out since last
report.
hand..

92,tea

m

The mayor called attention tocorrespou*
dence he had had with the Htate aealcr of
weights and measures. The city’a aet of
standard weights and measures, not used
for years, have been lost or
destroyed.
No trace of them can be found. The law
in regard to
sealing of weights and tnea*-

rigidly enforced, and

for Ellsworth to have a set.
authorised the mayor to purehase same. The cost will be about
fldO.
On recommendation of
the mayor, it
was
{

oied, That this board of mayor and alderrecommend and respectfully request
1 »t the
incoming board of mayor and aidermen install the
metal culverts on the Surry
road which have been
purchased for said
road, in conformity with specifications of the
«tate highway
department on file in this
0 ce'
The reason for the passage of this
order is to fnlflll
agreement with the State
men

highway commissioner.
Petition for » street light
laid

on

Filth anil
the table.
»t

OPPOSED TO PBOPOSED CHANGES.

Mayor Cunningham

family,

of

North

lust

^week,

Mrs.

Harry

day

one

guests of Miss Etta Lord.
Herman

Mrs.

Gray

and

guests of their sister, Mrs.
Frank E. Cottle. Sunday and Monday.
Leach

{

were

George S. Stanley

was

his way to Machias
w here he has been in

here

Monday

on

Kocky pond,
the woods for M. W.
from

Kalpb Sargent
again

and

George Quinn

are

preening bay ia fcUleworth.

laet
week, returning Sunday to fcis work al
Clifton.
Manvel

Garland

visited

his borne

Lillie Philip Moore, agad eight, esme
bis end while skating on thin ice
recently. He and hia brother Cecil and
cousin Gray ware ekating on the mredow,
when Cecil, who wae tome dietanre from
hie little brother, beard a apiash and
near

tanked up fast ia time to aee hie brother
dieappeanng. Kuehmg to Ihe epot he bad
same dtfleully ia reaching the little fel-

j

low, who waa kicking Vigorously lo keep
He llnally succeeded in palling
afloat.
him out.

home from Bangor
Monday night. His
mother, Mrs. Asa C. Flood, returned to
Bangor with him Monday for a visit of a
few days.

Leon G. Flood

Friday

from

w-as

until

homo of his

parents, Leonard J. Maddocks

and

Mr.

wife.

failing
culoma.

ployed
bis

Maddocks

was a

of

j

flay aide

ball al

a

grange

and

Marion Maddoa, of fluilteaa, epent
few days last week with Mr# floe

a
■

j

j

Capt Shirley Holt, with hia two little
girle, of Porta month, N. H ta visiting bus
parent*, Capt Henry Holt and wife.
I hr (ttvvtr) Ki'btNil I racker.
No other echoed requires of its Ittcbw *
(iwlrr irntlM} Uu bw I hr rural
school. Wktl* th* schawls of thin kind ar*
a
until; smaller tbu nlh|u
nl;
school*. I hr; | run tt a mnca »idsr nan
of class**. UrtMOUiai ah.ill la leaching
children of all *g*»
Thw alotM it a miainaval auf raail;
owl, at nr* method* of lashing lillir
children arr radically diBrrtal from Ihoa*
adapted to older papula. To h* tally perparad fur all the auuprti appearing la th*
daily program of a coeatty arhool call*
for many hoar* of on la id* atady aad peeparation #r*r> day oa th* part of th*
teacher
Th* country teacher do** aot have th*
advantage of roaMaat contact with asaociat* teacher*, with the fiwt help that
come* of each contact, a hit* th* aapaeiateodent and other official adriaar* in aot

often

near

anaiatanoe.

at hand to lead their

Hence,

more

than

ready
other

teacher*, th* moat he prepared to awot
all the emerit*new* »< instruction or of
diaclpline that an likaly to artae. Ka•ourcefulneaa moat be a prominent part of
her equipment.
Little is expected of the city teacher* ia
A
the direction of community aarvtea.
really uucceaeful country teacher, ho*
ia
he
able
and
to
assist
muat
willing
ever,
many of the aocial and other affair* that
engage I he attention of tba people of her
acbool. 8be must be a natural lander aad
director, if ahe ia to make her achool a

Danico,

at

Nicolin,

last week.

Jessie Floyd has returned to her

Miss

Belfast,

home in

after

spending

the

fail

Ellsworth Foundry & Machine Works,

here.

Master Merrill

Patten entertained a
party of schoolmates at his home Saturday, Feb. 1, from 2 to 4 o’clock, it being
his birthday.
Cake, cocoa and candy

Water Street, Ellsworth, Me.

THE BUICK— Five Models

served.

were

by

Bid
Boss Hall is
aa

been

em-

nearly all
trusted employee and

his

KHILL FALLS.
the schooner

on

Minneola

deck hand.

Kd. Hall

has gone

to

Buckle island

fishing.
Henry Wilson, of North Sedgwick, is
the winter.

with Frank Moulton for
i

fell

fifteen feet while

andage
Fugene
working on a staging at the Davidson cottage, spraining his ankle badly.
Crumbs.
Feb. 3.

MARINE LIST.
HisiM-oek

iftmcrtianncnts

THE GENERAL MOTOR CO.’S
Trucks from 1,000 lbs. to 5 tons.

Rheumatism
Is A Constitutional Disease.
It manifests itself in local aches and
pains,—inflamed joints and stiff mu.;cles.—but it cannot be -cured by local

Models of Above Cars carried in Stock
!j

applications.

It requires constitutional treatment
and the best is a course of the great
blood purifying and tonic medicine

Hood’s

FINDING MONEY

LIKE

Doiinlf Forts.

'••uthwest Harbor—Hid Jan 28, tug Gypsum
Km« v*uh Hr barges Gloosesp and .1 B King
•> N«* 21, Windsor. N 8. for New York.
Jan 29. I h, revenue steamer Woodbury,
cruising
Hi'" Harbor—la port Feb 1, Br sch Klondike, lumber laden. Farraboro, N 8, for Boston

HORN
ol'HINH At Htnnington, Jan 3, to Mr and
Mr.4 Lrntan Cousins, a daughter.
[Ethel
Elm wood, j
l-ol <. I. v?*.4—At Little Deer Isle, Jan 31, to
Mr and Mrs John A Douglass, a daughter.
<•11.Kb At Itedham. Jan 25, to Mr and Mrs
Harry Giles, s daughter.
M\R<»KNT -At Kllsw«>rth, Feb 1, to Mraud
Mrs Ernest K Sargent, a son.
**< oTT
At Deer Isle, Jan 18, to Mr and Mrs
John O Scott, s son.
*l kIN«.KK-At Lamoine. Jan 23, to Mr and
Mrs
Edgar T Hpriuger, a son.
[Albert

FOR SALE

SarsapariSL

which corrects the acid condition »
the blood and builds up the system
o
Get it today in usual liquidator'
hocolated tablets called Sarsatabb.

in

Offers Popular MediPrice.

G. A. Parcher

cines at Half

G. A. Parcher, the popular druggist, is
an offer that is just like finding
money, for he is selling a regular 50-cent

making

specific
dyspepsia

One Large Safe
0. W. Tapley,
IVlaine

Ell Is worth,

bottle of Dr. Howard’s celebrated

for the
at half

cure

of

price.

constipation

and

to this large
discount, he agrees to return the money to
any

In addition

purchaser

whom the

specific

does not

cure.

It is quite unusual to be able
flfty-cent pieces for a quarter, but

to

buy

that is

Get on the Safe Side of the Fence,
Before it is too Late

what this offer really means, for it is only
recently, through the solicitation of Druggist Parcher, that this medicine could be
bought for less than fifty cents. He

Insure with companies that

ately.

urged the proprietors to allow him to sell
it at this reduced price for a little while,
agreeing to sell a certain amount. The
result has justified his good judgment,
for the sale has been something remarkable.
Anyone who suffers with headache,

dyspepsia, dizziness,

sour

Insure with only the best companies—and the
best companies are handled by

C. W. & F. L. MASON,
Property

stomach, specks

before

the eyes, or any liver trouble,
should take advantage of this opportunDr.
for
Howard’s specific will cure all
ity,
these troubles. But if by any chance it
should not, Mr. Parcher will return your
money.

owners

Insurance

Fire

WALSH, ELLSWORTH.

CotnmiBSion fflcrrijanta.
The advertisements b«iow represent some ol
England. Our
the leading houses of New
readers will doubtless find them of value.

MARMI rlRAY —At Bangor, Jan 23, by Kev
A H IIyds. Mi*» Lillian B Marsh to Shirley
L (Jrajr, both of Mariavtlle.
'I U'K
If AK n X
At lawrence, Mum, Jan 25.
by I. v li W Lovejoy, MIih Margaret MilU
Martin. >>f Bangor, to Carroll V Mace,
el Aurora
K*i*.kK-* -H DOK-At Brooklyn. N Y. Feb
I.
Re\ Jr»ba P Donaldson, Miaa Florence
M Rogers. «.f
Brooklyn, to Arthur I Studor,
formerly of KilswnrthTH>»klw»N LATUN At North Deer Isle.
J*a M, bjr KUIer k J Kbeliag. .Mlsa Gertrude
omoeua. of
Deer Isle, to Edward M
ItaAo*. of Stout n(tou
WtIKFK 1*
Brookftvi lie, Feb !•
by Me* « Har es V Atkina. Miaa Satan J
I Hruoksvtile, to Thomas A TenWalker.
VUl'KU Jk.AKINA—At North Sullivan. Jan
ft, bv tlareme W Haver, eaq. Miss Bessie
M Yonaf. of Sortb Suilivau, to Jamie U
Jen bias, of Stoatagtoa.

ELI.SWORTH,

^

COMMISSION MERCHANT

Midway between New City

Veals and Lambs
Ask

Dr.

A. U.

Young,

Augusta, Maine, how to
comply with new law, and
then ship to us.

ME.

days
Dies-At Leach's Point, Oriand. Jnn 81,
tts A Bowden, aged 74 years, 2b days.
Kftirxifc* At Wes! Brookila, Jan tl, Mra
Sanaa Bridges.
Dh LA MO At Varona. Feb 2. Miaa Lillian M
Iwsss. aged t« years, 7 days.
KaVOV-AI Deer Isle. Jan It, Otis L baton,
A

Wi

FOWLKK At Laa« teach. Cal. Jan 21. Mary
|. Jofeasua a native of lliurhili. wife of
lltsj K Fowler, la the Aid year of her ace.
At Oriand. Jnn tl. Mnmnel W Gray,
OftAl
aa>d M yea a.
HA-kKI.l. -Al dioatagtoa. Jau «. Mra L
ir.nte Haskell, aged t< years, « months, &

daya
J AK Via
James

O

At Brooklyn N T. Jaa tl. Capt
Jar*u». formerly of Surry, need 85

I-KAt H -At or land Feb 2. Oay H Leach.
need It years tl months. • days.
HADDOCKS—At Kite worth. Jnn tl. Korrent L
Haddocks. a#ed tl years, t months. 2 days.
H KMKMKY At Sorry. Jaa tl. Mra Job a Melts assy, need t* year*. • months. 4 days
NORWOOD At Mt Desert. Feh 1. Howard
Bernard, seed U yearn, a mo at ha.
OW. ITT-At Amherst. Feh t, William « Ores tt, a«ed tt years
FIO-At Kj la worth. Jaa tl. Harry L. aoa of
Mr and Mra Harry Flo. need t mo a tbs.
BAK4JKNT
At Kant ball lean. Feh I, Mra
Mary Oar feat, of Franklin afsd it years
TURKKA—At Madtaoa, Jaa M, Mra Mary
Turner, formerly of Dedham. a*e1 N years.
WITH MR—At Bangor
Feb t. Mra Flora T
Wither, el harry, aged IB years

ALL MODERN

CONVENIENCES

TRANSIENT RATES
ROOMS I ONLY $1.00 PER DAY AMO UP.
ROOM AND BOARD $2 00 PER DAY ANO UP.

H. E. THURSTON.

Munjoy

R. F. HIMMELE1N,

PROPRIETORS
Hill Cars pass the door

Fruit and Produce Commission Merchants

Help Wanted
AT THE

Blood

Apples, Potatoes, Cranberries

THE—

Specialties.
Send for stencils and weekly market report.
100'i02 Faneuil Hall Market,
BosUm, Mass.

CLARION.

our

Whether it’s a

Knitting

Mills,
ELLSWORTH.

refused* POULTRY

S.

I_

Ship To
&
BURR

Boston,
and girls wanted;
Fifty (50)
average wages, after from 3 to 4 weeks’
instruction, from $1 to $1.75 per day.
women

Apply to Mr. John Blood at the
office of the company, cor. Church and
School Streets.

PLUMBING,
hot Water heating, Furnace
Work and Jobbing.
HONEST WORK; HONEST PRICES

Twenty Years' Experience.
Peraonal attention to all d<*** a.
Telephone
or mail order* promptly attended to.

EDWARD F. BRADY,
Grant St, Ellsworth, Me.

range or a fnr-

“Clarion”, it is
sure to meet every requirement.
Made by the Wood Bishop Co..
Bangor. Sold by
a

CO.,

Mass.

J. P. ELDRIDG E,

Stencils and Cards Furnished.

Main Street.

Ellsworth

atmmisrinnufc

ELECTRICAL

ELLSWORTH

Steam Laundry and Baih Rooms
NO PAY, NO WASRWR
All kinds of laundry work done at short
Goodbcalled tor and delivered.

■

notice

H. B. ESTEY A CO.
Ellsworth. Me
Hstey Building. State St..

Pul

Lines ot

ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES
AND FIXTURES.
Estimate* on wirlot anil Sup.llu CftMrtall. Oivn
ANDREW M. MOOR.
Kstey Building. Slate St..
Klinwnrth

|3toftsBional (Tarn*.

Dr.H.W.OSGOOD J)R
New Location Manning Blk.
Office Day
FRIDAY

office:

:

Bangor Office

:

12 drove St.

C H.

GIBBS,

PHYSICIAN.
mooue'n drugstore,
10 central ht.
Telephone Connectioa.

over

residence:

Ellsworth,

IRA B. HAGAN, Jr.,

Telephoue 6—5.

Civil
Land

SEVEN PREMIUMS

Engineer,
Surveyor.

Corrossoodenco Solicited.

Dining (.'hairs and Rocker
given with one *10 order of ELLSWORTH FALLS, ME.

8

eoapa,
teas,
spices, toilet
articles and groceries. Send
for catalogue of premiums.
1
HUNK SUPPLY CO.,
ADept. Marsnsoook, He.

nace—if it is

APPLES
D

...

h

Hali
Monument Square
Only Fireproof Hotel in the State
Conveniently Located for
people Attending Conventions.
Every courtesy and attention shown
ladies travelling alone
and

WANT

HALL & COLE.

IlIKD.
b
hill. Feb l. Mrs Catherine
Dlbary. t«v4 W years 1 mouth, 21 days.
BALL At Ragle Island light-station. Jan 81,
Howard T Kadi, formerly of Hancock.
vt dloaingtoa. Jan 21, Mrs VicHtHhKiM
toria Harboar, aged 7t years, h months, 27

STOP AT

CHASE HOUSE

ftfUmr,BOSTON

factory yard.

ELLSWORTH HARDWOOD COMPANY,

WHEN IN PORTLAND
“The Homelike House for Maine Folks"

Yellow Blreh, White Birch,
Hock Maple and some Poplar Holts, cut 4U in. Prices
to be in proportion to the
quality, as our previous
prices have been $8 to $8.50
per curd for the hard wood
and $4.50 to $5 per cord for
the poplar, delivered in our

For further information call
at the office of the

Insurance, Real Estate.

will|be protected from fire by placing their

with E. J.

WANTED

reliable.

are

Insure with companies that are safe and sound.
Insure with companies that pay losses immedi

Sec’v State board of health,
M \ ICICI M>

pillow earn
hall February JO.

a keel

Mrs.

tuber-

He
fellow-workmen.
was a member of Lejok lodge, I. O. O. F.
Il« leaves, besides his parents, one sister—
M ■** Mabel F. Maddocks, and two brother*
Fred J. and Sidney J. Maddocks,
who have the sympathy of their many
friends. Funeral services were held at
the house Monday at 10 o’clock, Rev. O. J.
Interment was at
QnpiUI officiating.
Jumper cemetery.
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NORTH KLLSWOKTII.
Louise Moore visited her daughter, I

Mrs.

mills

in and about the

life, and

been

had

for a year past
Mr. Maddocks had

health
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THE COLE—Three Models

C. W. Clough, who went to the Eastern
Maine general hospital at Bangor on
Thursday, Jan. 23, for the removal of an
injured eye, returned home Saturday.

Miae Alta Qoinn ia al Kllawortb Palls
for a tew day*.
Nelson Garland ia at work with George
A. Moore at Green Lake.

in

are

Haslam.

Sunday.

read a communication from Hon. John A.
Peters, asking for
aa
expression of the board on the proposed
amendment to the city charter providing
or the
increase of the board to seven
members by the election of two aldermenarge, and also on the proposed amend- aucceaa.
A country teacher cannot ataad at ill
ment to the board of
registration law, professionally.
8hc must grow. The rural
b matters now
pending in the legisla- teacher who faila to read profeaaiooal
ture. it was:
books and papers, or to attend te*cb*re'
soon loas* bar
* °ted'
That in the opinion of this hoard of institutes and convention*,
strength as a teacher The rery isolation
yor and
aldermen, that part of the pro- of her work requires that she take advanamendment to the city charter of Ella- tage of every possible opportunity for
h
p,ovi<Ni»i for the election of two alder- self-improvement.

ven

and

here
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baby, id gar It. Campball,

Ida Katry, of Ktlsaortb.
baby, Anita K. Tiedir, Kits worth.
All-round hnby, Gladys l*. Colson, of
I Kdcn.
Parry I tala Iftewer, of liar Harbor, aaa
aaarded a apodal prtae aa baby coming
the lougaat diatance lo the fair.
Hr Mr
I,. Waal, preaident and O. J.
Ibcbay, aerretnry of tba Helfaat Nerd of
I trade, ware among t be v let tore at tba food
fair Wednesday. fir. Weal made a abort
address la the evening.
daturday afternoon the food fair management entertained grand army men,
end pee rented pi Win H. M. Rice poet a
Mate of Maine Hag. Kev f. A. A. Kiltam
reeponded on behalf of the poet.
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laet a<*k, tba name of Auatin if. Joy waa Wednesday, spending the day with Mrs.
inadvertantly omitted. Mr. Joy iaoneof Mary Robertson and Earl Jellison, his
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Jordan, of Bangor, was
here part of last wvek, the guest* of iher
istor, Mrs. Asa C. Flood.
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Saturday evening

largest evening attendauee of the
week.
A pi ssing spectacular feature introi'-t«*»*d was the lantern parade which pre-

Jobs M Hreei.

TKU’MKM

closed

*i f'n

the food (air h-ld
good throughout the weak. and U K«ca on

Oeorge A W*»*oi,
('banes P. laiU,
Rdaortl tl Moore.
Ira B Hagan. |r.
J T McDonald
C I. Moran*.

Gown

»

I

re-

Miss Marcia Burrill and Miss Cowen, of
Mrs. Fred E. Grace was down from the Dedham,
spent the week-end here.
Green lake hatchery last week to attend
Mrs. C. Cross man and daughter Gladys
the food fair.
✓
have gone to Bangor for the food fair.
William Fernald and family have rented
The ice is only about eight inches thick,
the house of William Wentworth, and are
but varies in some parts of the lake.
moving in this week.
Jules Crocker and Irving Sweet, of BanJoseph Lyman and wife, of Brewer, have gor, landed a large salmon and several
rented the Finn house on Mill street, and
pickerel Feb. 1.

(he

applause
Tin attendance at

N K Tel * r*»i’o.
Austin M Ja».
Smith A Hat*riby.
T R Hnie.
C W Orlndal.
L 0 Patten.
Chaney W fladlrr
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Ml** Riieelir
N Alls Framer*’
lab.
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Hancock Co Fab Co,
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with his

Garland.

of

dsn-tog of the evening, and in
m
winch about seventy-fivt young ladies in
m
light draaaes participated. Each carried
a lighted
lantern, and during
n» it
Mtk th<- pa rad** all other light* in the hall
MM arere turn tf off. The popular hippodrome
Me \Vh**re the Lanterns
MM
horua,
■ a U$ *sr,
w**
sung during the parade,
MM t onfetti was showered
freely.
ia
(hiring tb»* evening little Doris Evelyn
MM
a»*rib«af, the six-year-old daughter ot
HM
Herbert K rtcribner and wife was again
ia
ia heard in sofas*, and received well-merited

Arthur bdfkrh.li.
dl.kaot 1 f»ra»a*.».
Mot.
lirtL IHttl Powor <■«,
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Sargent, of Bluehlll, spent
mother, Mrs. William

Herman
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School is closed

pairs.

Winifred B. Joy is home from Boston,

Fourth Aniitti*I Exhibition.
rt*e fourth annual food fair under the
suspires of the Ellsworth Merchants’oh-

Tk* board «»«l
aawad.n-.
•Stbat part <*t »ba bo^oaid
»MrtM *lwrl pro* Ido* for itw
10IM •'>«v
Ian iMoatl ll law to I In*
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tba propaaaal <*bau«* la
^,,,1. tod alaa
at rr*i*lratio" law.
im laird
follow*
gull. Of arvoaata aar* paaaadaa

a

where he has been for several months.

Tuesday

SHrtmtiacmrata.

GKKKN LAKIC.

Walter Carter is here from Belfast for
days with relatives.
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losing
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few

Adjourned.

in« at tw board .it aU
Tba tall
aa Ik Id Mat
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ELLSWORTH

P. 0 Box 7.
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Advertising is like learning to swim
Bare confidence, strike out and you will
surely

win.

Maine.

II.
ALICE
SPECIALTY

SCOTT

MADE OP

TYPEWRITING. ACCOUNTING AND
GENERAL CLERICAL WORK.
Agent Union Safe Deposit A Trust C©.. of Portland, for furnishing Probate and Surety Bonds
Agent Oliver Typewriter; typewriter supplies
Cor. Main aud Water Sts. (over Moore's Dnac
Store). Ellsworth. Me.

Subscribe for Tax Ajckbicah

painstaking care by both
COUNTY NEWS
pupils. The program follows: Singing, school; recitation, Louise
WEST HANCOCK.
FRANKLIN.
Michaud, Ruth Tripp, Albert Christie;
Miss Mildred Worcester was a visitor at song, Mae Kittredge, Florence Higgibs,
Henry Mites and family have moved
Millinocket last week.
Louise
Beulah into tbe Butler bouse.
recitations,
Michaud;
The sextette met with Miss Majorie Young, Carlton Higgins, Chester SalisMrs. Irvin* Peaslee has closed a term of
bury, Lester Salisbury, Burton Gray; song, school at Killkaney, and is at home.
Bragdon Saturday afternoon.
Louise Michaud; reading, Langdon HodgThe ladies’ aid society will meet at the
Clifford Tinker and wife, of Northeast
kins; recitation, Maurice Michaud; song, Harbor, were recent visitors in town.
West-Biaisdell home Tuesday.
Mae Kittredge; dialogue, “Christmas at
Mrs. Carrie Achorn, of Boston, is visitMrs. Phoebe Havey is visiting her
Skeeter Corner,” school.
ing her sister, Mrs. Sherman McFarland.
daughter, Mrs. Esther Donnell.
Y.
Feb. 3.
Miss Gertrude Bragdon is visiting Miss
Jesse Brown and wife, who have been in
Julia Higgins at Ellsworth Falls.
Northeast Harbor tbe past year, are at
CRANBERRY’ ISLES.

BOUNTY NEWS

Miss

Muriel

DeBeck

left

for

Orono

after

work in the

few

a

after

most of the winter.

wife,

Frank Workman and

of

Bangor,

guests of Eben Smith and wife

Seth and Leslie Rice

few

a

motor boat for

last week.

all the work

Edgar Gay, who has been working at
Macornber’s mill, was unfortunate in cutting his foot recently.

A whist

[

Kev. A. G. Brown and wife were in EllsWednesday and Miss Evelyn Brown

they

Bangor Thursday.
|
Mrs. A. C. Hooper has returned to her
|
home at Georges pond, after spending a
few weeks at Winslow and Fairfield.
Mrs. James E. Parsons, of Lubec, was
guest of her sister, Mrs. Lena Clark,
Sunday, leaving for Ellsworth Monday.
the

were

Mrs. L. C. Bragdon, who goes to Boston
week, will be accompanied by her
daughter, Mrs. Percy Hanscom, on her

visit friends.

home

Little Emily McFarland fell last week,
receiving a bad cut on her forehead, requiring the attendance of a physician.
Feb. 3.
Sumac.

of

Monday evening.

FRANKLIN ROAD.
W. E. Foss went to Bangor last 8atur-

day.

Millard Spurling, George Spurting and
Rosebrook have just finished a
new motor-boat for Dr. J. D. Phillips, of
Southwest Harbor. They are now building a thirty-foot motor-boat for L. W.
Tabbut, of Bar Harbor.
Feb. 3.
Rooney.

C. E. Scribner visited friends here last

Gilbert

Q. A. Gray and son Walter
relatives in Boston.

are

Atmmisnnnut

EAST LAMOINE.

ESTABLISHED 1880

Irving: Young was in Bar Harbor a few
days last week.
Ezra Higgins, of Hull's Cove, visited
friends bore l*st week.

Mattie Realties,

Mrs.

who

has

been

visiting in Bar Harbor, is home.
Hoyt Smith and wife went to Bar Harbor Monday to attend the Way Back ball.
Arthur Brown and wife, of Bar Harbor,
visited Agnes Boynton a few days last
Stephen Leland
by William

cated

is

ALWAYS RELIABLE

Tbs OntySoccsssfulTreatmeDt

tilling the place vacoaling

Cousins at the

For. Liquor

station.

Miss

Helen Hodgkins has gone to
Dover, N. H., to spend the remainder of
Mrs. Fred
the winter with her siater,

Drug Using

Reynolds.
Natalie Gilman and Lena Dealsles, who
employed in Bangor, are home for a

It Destroys the Craving
No Nausea or Sickness
No Confinement
No Prostration or Collapse

are

few weeks.

N.

Feb. 3.
HEAL COVE.

C.

Jan. 36.

Some members of tbe Episcopal society,
J. T. Barter returned home from Rock- assisted by tbe members of tbe Baptist
society, gave an entertainment and sapper
land Tuesday.
at tbe ball Thursday evening, Jan. 30.
|
have
had
The lobster fishermen
good
Dancing was enjoyed by tbe young people
weather this winter.
after tbe sapper. The proceeds, about |26,
Mr. Willis arrived from Bath Friday. are
for tbe benefit of the Episcopal church
Hs is staying at Elmer Lufkin’s.
building fund.
N.
Jan. 31.
Rev. F. W. Snell, of Oxford, arrived
_

General health improve* from the
beginning. Healthful surround-

Friday.

occupy the pulpit of
|
Miss Bernice Marshall was home from the union church for the rest of the winHancock Sunday.
j ter and spring.
John A. McKay, of Washington JuncThe ladies’ aid society
of the union
tion, was the guest of his parents, J. W. church served supper at Revere memorial
hall Saturday evening.
It was a great
McKay and wife, Sunday.
Mrs. Fred McCarthy, Mrs. Q. L. Stewart, financial success. During the evening a
Mrs. W. E. Foas, Mrs. J. W. McKay, Q. L. quilt was guessed on, Charles L. Collins

visiting Stewart,

Emerson
Nelson
Stewart,
Stewart, Carlton Stewart, Leon Stewart,

being

He

the

will

lucky

guesser.

Feb. 1.

C.

stilled

ings,

physicians,

ra-

tional and honest methods
and a comfortable home

The KEELEY Institute
T. B. MORRISSEY. M.D.. Mae.

_

Thursday.

DEDHAM.

COUNTY NEWS.

February.

new

have

Delicious represent.
served and a good time

were

this

Pennsylvania.
Alice V. Bunker,

gone down east to

do.

given at the

Kiisba Bunker and wife
freshments

here

enjoyed.

in

way to

can

was

|

Friday. She has had a successful
The minister who was to preach here
term, with good attendance.
this winter was taken suddenly ill in
returned
Mrs. Ferrin, who has been with her Boston some weeks
been the
ago, and will not be
granddaughter, Mrs. Arthur Graves, has able to attend here until some time in

are building a
Parley Stanley. They

party

Forty-two

worth
was

Johnson and wife have
where they have

Boston,

from

relatives.

days

was

Frank

week’s visit with

a

cold,

able to be out Sunday.
Fred Tingley left for Massachusetts
Monday to visit his family. He will be

Bragdon returned Saturday

Cherryfield,

a

Rev.

absent two weeks.

Mrs. W. E.

guests of

been ill of

Mrs. Leslie Rice has

but

are

ISLE AC HAUT.
Charles Dodge has gone to Liberty to
visit friends.

been

wife.

and

U»y called to see her. Funeral service*
will be held at tne Methodist church,
East Franklin, Tuesday afternoon, Feb. 4Mrs. Sargent was a good neighbor, and
! had many friends who will miss her.
j She leaves one daughter—Mrs. George L.
Hooper, and two sons—J^hn and Edward,
ail of Franklin; also two brothers-George
Hooper, of Sullivan, and Dr. John K.
Hooper, of Camden.
Feb. 3.
B.
as

Miss. Carrie Gross has gone to BucksMinnie Willard, of Steep Falls, has j
port to visit friends.
visiting her daughter, Mrs. Frank
William 8. Rich is building a bouse at
Miles, U»e past week.
j the cove. Luking & Eaton, of StoningMrs. Herman Sinclair and son Leon
j ton, are at work on the job.
spent last week in Ellsworth, the guest of
j Mrs. Thompson, of New* York, is havher aunt, Mrs. Stella Shaw.
ing an addition built on her cottage
Miss Sadie Mullen closed her school here. C. D. Turner is
doing the work.
Miss

Bennie Marshall and wife

knitting mill at Ellsworth.

home.

the whist

Friday evening.

Leslie Rice

Dyer.

were

and

club

Miss Beulah Paine, of Bar Harbor, is
the guest of her cousin, Miss Frances

from

much

teacher

Mrs. 8eth Rice entertained

days at her home.
closed a tenMiss Geneva Bragdon
weeks’ term of b uool at Egypt Friday.
Miss Helen Phillips left Monday to
Monday,

showed

151

Tbe social and entertainment at tbe ball
Jan. 30 was tbe most successful of tbe
season.
It was in charge of Mrs. Lucy
Pervear, Mrs. Minnie A. Harper, Mrs.
Cbestena Lunt. Tbe entertainment was
highly appreciated, especially the manic by
Mrs. Alice Gray. Kev. H. B. Smith gave a
interesting recitation on “The Island of
the Scott". The net proceeds, |30, are
tor tbe building fund of St. Andrew's
mission.
Feb. 3.
Spec.

Coopou Stmt

Portland, Maine
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and Nervousness
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Miss Marcia Burrill went to Groen Lake Orman
MAINE CENTRAL
Sabans, Lester Sabans, Celia Foss,
CENTER
ployed for several years at the pension Saturday to visit friends.
Martha Marshall and Edith Marshall atoffice, Augusta, has been transferred to
Mrs. A. J. Butler is ill.
Miss Ethel Fog* went to Bangor Thurs- tended the food fair in Ellsworth last
Maine
In Effect
the pension office in Washington, D. C.
The merchant who does not advertise in
week.
Little Dorothy Reed is quite ill.
Central
day to attend the convocation.
Nov.
20. 1912.
The senior sociable Friday evening was
a dull season makes it more profitable fo*
News has been received here of the
Mrs. Elva Stanley is in Boston tor a few
School'closed here last Friday, after a
well attended and a good time is reported.
those who do advertise.
bar
HARBOR TO BANGOR
death in
Madison on Jan. 29 of Mrs. profitable term of nine weeks, taught by weeks.
Ice-cream, cake and home-made candy
Mary Turner. Mra. Turner was the widow Mrs. Emogene Peaslee. The following
LL 4
Mrs. Hannah Harper, who has been, at
were on sale.
The proceeds were over f7.
BAR HARBOR
IV.
For Rheomatism use PNEUMAT- Sorrento..1.
of Isaiah Turner, and for many years pupils
were
4 45.
perfect in attendance: Marlboro several months, is home.
Miss Julia Guptill, of Gouldsboro, is
Sullivan..
ICA.
RELIEVES
IN
TWENTY
was a resident
of
Dedham.
Oi late Sumner McKay, Christie L. McKay, Lucy
Mt Desert Ferry.
Oscar Austin and Frank Harper, of
fll 20 ? 6 1ft » 9 Jl
assisting in the care of her aunt, Miss she had made her home with
MINUTES. All druggist* 25c.
Watikeag, Sullivn Fy
11 27
ft 21
daughters Stewart, Kenneth Stewart, Earl Sabans ; Rockland, were in town
9 SI
recently.
Pherson, who is rallying slowly from her in Madison.
Hancock.
II %
5 3ft 10 a
she had reached and Merle Sabans.
Mrs. Peaslee is a
Although
Franklin Road.
40 : 5 33 10 14
til
Mrs.
shock, which was complicated by an the advanced
Everett
who
has
been
Murphy,
isniuiiu
age of ninety-four years, she teacher of unusual ability, and all hope
ru 00 :il AO t ft 41 10 45
Wash'gt'n June.
attack of pleurisy.
ELLSWORTH.
away a few weeks visiting friends, is
11 06 II ft? ft IT 10 SI
retained her faculties to a remarkable ex- she will teach here another year.
Ellsworth
Falls11 10 13 02 ft 52 :i0 5?
home.
Fred Blaisdell and wife, Mrs. Minnie tent, and was able to do fine
Feb. 3.
M.
Nicolin.
« 07 ;il II
11 22 J12 1ft
needlework,
Oreen Ukc.
II SO 12 14
C 17 tU 1»
Wentworth, Mrs. J. W. Hardison, Mrs. attend church and take a keen interest in
George Butler, who bad his face severely
!ak«
ke.
11
17
31 ? 6 2ft ;u 21
i
J12
Phillips
MARIA VILLE.
SCHOOL
Morgan, Mrs. Lottie Gay, Miss Hallie current events, She is survived by three
injured on board a motor-boat last week,
Fgery’s Mill..
.t 6 ».
Holden..
Young, Mrs. Helen Worcester, Mrs. Wal- daughters
fll 4.1 12 39 1 9 111 94
Samuel Frost has been ill this week.
is slowly inproving.
Mrs. Nancy Morrill, Mrs.
Brewer
Jane.....
00
« 69 11 SI
12
12 69
ter Lawrie, Miss Theresa Lawrie, Mrs. Eben
Ireland, of Madison, and Mrs. Jane
BANGOR.
ar.
Willie Clary has been working for C. R.
It 06
1 0ft 7 00 11 J|
Mias Lottie Stewart and Edwin Stewart,
Nettie Dyer, Miss Frances Dyer, Mrs. Smith, of
r
and
one
son-Julian
Bucksport,
Goodwin on his farm.
of Bayside, spent Tuesday evening with
Portland.ar..
4 ftO
Collins and daughter Virginia, Mrs. Boyd
5 SO *12 50
E. Turner, of Brewer. The funeral was
Boston via Dover ar
7 ftft
A. Blaisdell, Emery Smith aDd Fred BunAtwood Ed geo mb, of Otis, visited his Miss Marion Hodgdon, at her home here.
Boston
via
held
in
Ptsmth
ar
Madison
Jan.
9
06 ft 1ft
31.
in
ker were among the Ellsworth food fair
Interment
8.
Jan. SO.
sister, Mrs. Jed Salisbury Sunday.
BANGOR TO BAR HARBOR.
visitors from here.
Central cemetery, Dedham.
C. R. Goodwin has been employed by
Feb. 3.
B.
Feb. 1.
SUNSET.
B.
Boston via Dover Iv
t too|rV!»
George Brimmer running lines in Clifton
Boston*via Ptsmth lv
Mrs. Clara Pierce bag gone to a hoepitai
BLUEHUX.
;«
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week.
Miss

w

ho has been

em-
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CHILDREN

—

f
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days

in town last week

few

a

George W. Sargent is ill.
A. F. Hooper recently visited his son
Edmond in Bangor.
Leigh Coffin, of the steamer Sappho, is
visiting friends here.

business.

on

Miss Myrtle Pills bury has returned from

Bangor,

where she has been

visiting.

Miss Marion Parker has returned from

Stonington,

where she has been

viaiting.

Miss Edith Chaae is in Orange, N. J.,
for a visit, the guest of E. J. Brooks and

William Cook and wife are entertaining
guests from Deer Island, N. B.

family.

Everett Coleweli and wife are visiting
Mrs. Colewell’s parents at Pigeon hill.

Pearl Emerson is in Bangor having

operation performed on
injured some time ago.

an

Judge E.
and

E. Chase,

commissioner of

fisheries, and Frank p,
Merrill are spending a few days in Augusta
and Bangor on business.
shore

The Deer Isle basket-ball team defeated
the local team

on

Feb. 1

by

the

score

of

|

and wife

to visit her

Fred

re-

F. T. Hodgkins eixl wife spent two days
da tighter, Mrs. Rael
Bartlett, at Ellsworth.
last week with their

Melvin
in

the

Wilbur,
woods

who has

at

been working
M.

Mena field tor F.

of Milo, is borne.
Feb. 3.

St rout,

Duffy

cousin,

Bridges

have

Mr*. W. 1. Ford and her tour children
■pent lest week with her tether et North
Hancock.

Jan. 29.

Miss Alice

him,

MARLBORO.

born to Parker Bridges

was

for

Min Audrey .Hodgkin* spent last week
In Bar Harbor.

WEST BROOKUN.

daughter

care

Mrs. Haslam has been an
invalid many years.
Frank Frost, while at work in the woods
at Lead Mountain pond, slipped and fell,
striking bis back on a stomp, and receiving severe injuries. He was brought home.
Mrs. Rush ton, who has been seriously
ill, is improving.
Feb. 3.
F.

Mrs. Arolean Jacobs, with her son and
two granddaughters, of Iron bound Isle,
are spending a few weeks at their home
here.
Feb. 3.
H.

A

helping

turned home.

Friends of Miss Jessie Bunker, a former
resident here, bat now a trained nurse in
Boston, are sorry to hear of her illness.

Mias Marvel Pills bury is in New York
for a short stay as the guest of Mrs. Donald 8. MacKey and family.
Edward G. Williams is able to be at his
place of business again after being confined to the house for several days on account of illness.

have been

Mrs. Abbie Banker has returned from
North Sullivan, lafter spending a week
with her sister, Mrs. Arvilla Banker.

his eye which he

Mrs. Max Abram and son James were in
Ellsworth last week calling on friends
and attending the food fair.

sea

past
William Has lam is in very poor health
His son Alonso and
his
wife, who

SOUTH GOULDSBORO.

Fred L. Kent, of Ellsworth, spent

has gone to Brooklin
Mrs. Myrtle Powers.

was

in

town

Aw

Mrs. Sarah Reed is ill of grip.
The W. T. 1. S. will meet next week
with Mrs. Katie Walls.

by the death of his mother,
Bridges.
Mrs. Susan Bridges died Friday night.
Bernard lodge, installed officers Friday
H. W. Grindle has added a new depart- She was the widow of Benjamin Bridges.
evening, Jan. 31, as follows: C. C., B. B.
ment to his mill, and is inanfacturing She leaves five sons and three daughters;
Reed; V. C., W. H. Lant; prelate, C. D.
lobster buoys, rolling pins, whiffle trees also three sisters and one brother. The
Thurston; M. W., R. Smith; K. R. S., A.
and bat sticks. He intends to enlarge as funeral was held at the chapel Sunday.
A. Lopaus; M. F., R. M. Rumill; M. A.,
last as the business calls for it.
Several friends of Benjamin Fogg and
Eugene Gordins; 8. G„ Henry Thurston;
In making a lew repairs on Kane’s hall, wife gathered at their home Wednesday
O. G.. W. H. Webster.
Frank Tower found this inscription on evening and gave them a party. They
Feb. 3.
Thelma.
the window casing:
“This piece finishes left quite a number of presents. A treat
was
served
and
the house built by Daniel Osgood. Cost
games were played. A
PRETTY MARSH.
to build between (1,200 snd (1,250, built good time was enjoyed by all.
Miss Sylvia Gray is visiting Miss Adeli
Feb.
3.
for (1,100, July 18, 1831.” This building
B.
Garter.
37-27.

This

was

the fastest game this

plays

; many fine
teams.

son

was

were

sea-

made by both

called here

Mrs. Susan

the old town hall.

Feb. 3.

Edgar

DAM OISE.

H.

are

EDEN.
O. L.
week

calling

Miss
Mrs.

Flye, of Brooklin,
on

was

in town

last

friends.

Josephine

Deland visited her

sister,

Mitchell, at Bar Harbor last week.

J. H. Farrell, of Bar Harbor, was the
guest of Prin. Edgar Paulson

week-end

last week.

to

who

has

been

past four months, has returned

New York, where he is employed on
yacht Thetis.
Feb. 3.
V.

the

special

Newell Tripp has returned home from
Waterville.

Roy Smith,

who has

been

employed

in

the woods at Union siding, has returned

and

son

Mrs. Julia M. Hardison has been quite
ill again.
Mrs. Mary G. West is spending a few
weeks with Mrs. Wailland West.

Shepard will

Mrs. Daniel Card, of

week for a visit in Waterville.
Before returning Mrs. Holt will attend
the Maine grange lecturers’ conference in
Augusta.
Feb. 3.
R. H.

Everett Parker and bride, of Southwest
Harbor, were recent guests of Mrs. Hollis
Austin.
Mrs. Walter Murray and little daughter
Isabel, who have been visiting here, retoned to Philadelphia last week.

George Christie, who recently undera surgical operation at Bar Harbor
h<wpi»»i, went to Bangor last week and
had a second operation performed on
Thursday. He was doing well at last aowent

Ths school la this precinct gave a pleassatsrtsinmmt Friday evening. It

two little sons, is

I.

E. Lufkin and wife

are

visiting

Ellsworth, witb
at ber old borne.

Frank H. Jordan and wife are receiving
congratulations on the birth of a son
Jan. 36.
Feb. 3.
M.

WE8T SURRY.

home.

ing

Shirley Holt

EAST PKANKUN.

ill.

Paul Blaisdell it visiting
Irvin Ursnn, st Egypt.

Mrs. Lizzie Trundy, who has been ill of
grip, is ont again.

his

cousin,

F. E. Blaisdell and wife and Mrs. Minnie Wentworth were in Ellsworth Friday
attending the food fair.

James D. Patter, of Ellsworth, who has
been boa. ding in Or land, is now at R. S.
Leach’s.

The oommanity was saddened Saturday
A box sociable was held at district S morning by the death of Mrs.
Mary E.
echoolhouse Saturday evening. Ice-cream
Sargent, who, as reported last week, rewas sold.
Proceeds, |6. In addition, |4.2S ceived a severe shook as she stepped from
has been eontribnted. The mouey will be her
carriage at the home of Mrs. Edward
used towards purchasing an organ for the Johnson, at East Sullivan. Mrs.
Sargent
school use and other purposes. In spite of became unconscious soon after
being
the oold evening, about forty attended.
taken into the house, and was never again
Feb. 3.
L
able to speak to her relatives and friends

|

j

Low

Dow died

should have rich, red blood
and sturdy, healthy bodies to
withstand cold rains, changing
seasons and winter storms.

suddenly

If your child is weary when
rising—lacks energy and am-

bition—has

at

no appetite or
possibly sallow skin or a pinched
face—it is for want of vital bodynourishment; this growing
period demands special, concentrated, easily digested food
for body-development—mental
strain—physical changes.

years.

He leaves a wife and four children. Mr.
Dow has been in the employ of Dr. B. L.
Noyes five years. He went to the stable
on the morning of bis death.groomed the
horse, and returned home, complaining of
his head. He laid down cm the lounge and
soon

expired.

Jan. 30.

Sadis.

Scoff’s Emulsion is the

PARTRIDGE COVE.

greatest body builder

known—it
nature’s wholesome strengthmaker—without alcohol or
stimulant—mmktt rosy ekmmkm,
mctiom blood, shady frmmn mad
tomad bodim.
Bat yam matt kmw SCOTT'S.

John Preble spent the week-end at Wilson Eaton’s.

is

Mrs. Alice Young spent a law days in
Ellsworth last week, visiting her brother,
Ruel Bartlett.

Henry Bartlett,

who

goes to Ellsworth

every Saturday, remained over to attend
the food fair, returning Sunday.

Scott a Bowks.

“Aa ounce of prevention
is worth a pood of care”
Do not let another dav pass withgetting a bottle of Tuttle’s
Family Elixir.
Bathe the limbs well after hard work
or violent exercise, and you will be rewarded by a healthy, natural circulation. You little realixe how much
better you will feel.

IA
CASTOR
For Infant* and Children.
Always Bought

Tuttle's
Family Elixir

Bears the

Signature of
Throw hot water
Use
PNEUMATICA.
25c.

keeps the muscles pliable and reliable
produces a quick, speedy and permanent
relief from rheumatism, sprains, bruises,
—

bottles;'away.
All druggists,

throat, toothache,
and many similar drawbacks which deprive you of good health.
Guaranteed under the
Compure food laws.
posed of gums, oils and
vegetable extracts.
Ask your druggist. If he
cannot supply you, send us
60 cento in stamps, together
with his name, and we will
send you promptly, prepaid,
a large size bottle.
Money
back if unsatisfactory.

sore

How to Be Well.

est

^/v. <JaAAj*_

organs in jour

are

the

larg-

body.

And the easiest part of you to be abused.
eat all kinds of different foods, you
don't chew enough, you bolt your food
too fast.
Then you neglect your bowels.

In my practice l found so many people
whose sickness came from bad stomach
and bowels that I had a prescription put
up and waiting for them.
This prescription became famous as a
health giver, so I put it op, naming it Dr.
True’s Elixir, and you can buy it moat
everywhere. All druggists and dealers in
medicine sell it for 35c, 50c and $1.00, I
know n lot of doctors and druggists who
use it in their own families, so you see
what they think of it! Just remember the
name, Dr. True’s Elixir. It brings health)
to men, women and children.

•
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tDaily except Sunday.

Corporation.
Far* Reduced.
Bar Harbor (and Boston *3.80.
BluehtU* and Boston $3.80.
Jit

Sedgwick

IT Bevtriv It., last on.

and Boston $8.

Steamer Booth bar leaver Bar Harbor Mondays and Thursdays it 10 Ota m (or Seal Harbor. Northeast Harbor, Southwest Harbor,
StontngtoQ, North Haves and Rockland, too*
ncctlng with steamer for Hoetos.
Steamer

Mlneola

leaves

Bluehlll Mond.rt

Thursdays at 900 am (or South Bluehlll.
Brooklln, Sedgwick, Deer Isle, Sargenlrllle,
South Brooksrllle, Dark Harbor asd Boekland.
and

connecting with
Sedgwick Use

steamer

for Boston.

discontinue! tor the

season

EETU&NIN0
Turbine Steel
Leaves Boston 5 p

Steamship Belfast

Tuesday asd Ertday (or
Rockland, connecting with steamer leering
Bockland;h.i5 a m. Wednesday and Saturday
for Bar Harbor, Bluehlll, Sedgwick and Inter,
mediate landings.
E. L. 8wth, Agent, Bar Harbor.
A. M. Hrniuck, Agent. Bluehlll
E. J. Eaton, Agent, Hedrwlek.

Tuttle's Elixir Co.

You

Consequence is you get a stomach full
of sour, half-digested food and the bowels
choked full of filthy waste matter, giving
poisons off into the blood and body. Is it
any wonder you feel badly?

r«

0Dally except Monday.
Trains leaving Ellsworth at 7.1S a as and 4.14
p m. and arriving at Ellsworth 1UM a m, 10 M
p m connect with Waahington County trains.
I Stops on signal to conductor,
fStops only to leave passengers from points
esst of Washington Junction.
Passengers are earnestly reqn
In acted io procare tickets before
entering th<le trains, sad
Ellsworth to Falls and Falls to
especially
Ellsworth
H. D. WALDRON.
General Passenger Agent.
morris McDonald.
Vice-President A General Manager.
Portland. Maine.

lumbago

Shbcrtisanmi*

By

m

a m

BANGOR.lv.
Brewer Jane.
Holden
Bgsry's Mill...
Phillips Lake.
Green Lake
Nicolin.
Ellsworth Falls.
ELLSWORTH.
Wash’gt'n Jonc.
Franklin Road.
Hancock.
Waukeag. fulllvn Fy
Mt Desert Ferry.
Sullivsn.
Sorrento.
BAR HARBOR.... ar

Eastern Steamship

out

The Kind You Haw

Portland.lv-.....

Bloomfield. N J. is-ft

Hubbard.

Dr King’s N*-w Discovery
Boothes irritated throat and longs, stops
chronic and hacking cough, relieves tickling
throat, tastes nice. Take no other; once used,
always used. Buy it at any druggist's.

Your stomach and bowels

EGYPT.

Mrs. A. W. Reynolds and her aunt,
Mrs. Sallie Preble, are expected to-day,
called here by the illness of Mrs. Reynold’s mother- Mrs. W. F. Hutchings.
Mrs.

Simeon

Stonington Jan. 19, aged forty-six

Sunday evening,

program

leave this

NORTH LAMOINE.

WalU and wife, of Otter Greek,
cottage here fora few weeks.

Miss Marion Hodgkins is visiting her
Mrs. Ida Norwood, of A est Tremont. ia
aunt, Miss Jennie M. Hodgkins.
Mrs. Hopkins, of Trenton, is with her i spending a few days with her daughter,
sister, Mrs. Howard, at the home of her Mrs. Winfield Ober.
Harvey P. Freeman, mate of the steamer
daughter, Mrs. Stephen Young.
The thirty-second anniversary of the j Boothbay, spent the week-end witb Allen
Christian Endeavor society was observed Smith.
Feb. 3.
G.
by a
Feb. 2.

Oapt. H. W. Jellison,
home the

N.

at their

Portland.

Wesley Robes and wife are visiting Mra.
Pokes’ mother, Mrs. Clara Lofkin.
The drama, ‘'Hie Last Chance,” given
by the members of the Sunset athletic
association Jan. 18, was a decided success.
It was repeated at Stonington Jan. 31.

Feb. 3.

WEST TREMONT.

.Sunday,

in

st

Banking.

Mom.

V

E*u IJISUUSI IN(i
Is what your money will
Invested In shares of the

CATARRH
Money Back From G. A. Parcher if CATARRAL
Misery

Does Not Leave Yon.
Breathe Booth’s
wa?:
®Ter
the sore, germ-inkl11 the*®1-111* and

Hvffii'”™
*w£!njil!>2!lira,1<.
Heal the sore
spots.

earn

It

A NEW SERIES
la

BOW

open.

Share., II sack.. esontM* P*»
■sewn, II per sAare.

WHT PAT RENT
Use the little inhaler that comes
with
when you een borrow wo yew
flTe times through the
shares, give a Brat mortgage aad
reduce it
“ightjuse the vapor-breathevery month f Moothly
paymenu and interest together
ln? treatment as directed.
will amount to hut little moss
Booth’s HYOMEI does not contain
than you are cow
paying Iv
uni tn about tenyears yea
*® Au*tralian
dr»f' with
j»«f.
Eucalyptus combined
effective OWN
Listerian antiseptics.
TOUR OWN HOI
When the bottle of HYOMEI that
Et>»
"ttb your outfit is gone
partMmlara Inquire o<
can
get another for to cents. Just yon
breath
it
no stomach
dosing.

d«h *At°ni®^r
EucjU^n?lful

—

^UKTY

NEWS.

son; song, Howard boys and Mrs. Orin
Roberts. Ice-cream and cake were served.

F,rnb.mJ»n.lSbas

leaves this mornFneineer George Arey
he baa emMilo Junction, where
(or

in

machine shop.

a

Fits Henry Smith, ot Sedgwick,
here last week by the illness ot
Mrs. Lucy S. Tapley.
mother.
bft
F. Atkins and Mrs. Charles
Charles
djv
were in Bangor last week st-

who has been emMiss Leons Farnham,
SewaU Tapley’
ss housekeeper at
nlored
her ankle badly last week, and
to her home.

ladies’ circle was enUst Thursday the
Durtertained by Mrs. Maggie Blodgett.
afternoon the smell ot smoke was
ing the
the stairs Mrs.
Mticed. and upon going up
a brisk lire around
Blodgett found quite
In one ot the chambers. Givme Chimney
ot Are, the ladies below
ing the alarm
starting the kitchen
responded,
quickly
and pansot waterpomp and passing pails
in short order. It
yns dm was subdued
from a serious Are.
vss a narrow escapee

ployed

Mrs/ E. 11. Bridges went to Portland
Mooday tor treatment ot her eyea.
It L Smith has returned from a vacaand Boston.
tion spent in New York
was

the

j

UOrUJ.

April.

j

PENOBSCOT.

E.

wife

are

i.-

bis

of

ii.

ha.u.

daughter,
All

Mrs.

Harry

Edwin Marshall, of the threeJeremiah Smith, with a load of
aboard, is in tbe harbor for a few
days, on her way to southern ports.
The common schools in town closed Friday after a successful term. Every school

w*b taught by home teachers, and of the
the
eighteen teachers employed outside
school, sixteen graduated from the

high

Deer Iale

high school.

Rex.

F'eb. 3.
TRENTON.

The next church social will be held with
I. Foes, of Hancock, installed
12.
officers of Seagirt grange Tueaday evening, j Mrs. Stanley Feb.
Mrs. Amelia Leland, who has had emWrs. Foss was installing marshal, assisted
Dloyment in Concord, N. H., several
Maynard Stinson.
months, is home.
J*n. 30.
K.
Leland B. Hopkins and sister, Mrs.
MonHarry L. Davis, were in BarolHarbor
SOUTH BROOKS VULLE.
their greatday to attend the funeral
School No. 5, taught by Mies Beatrice aunt, Mrs. Jane Gordon.
London, cloaca Jan. 23. Saturday evenMrs. Lonnie Woodworth and little son
iQK there was an entertainment by the
been
Harold, ol Bar Harbor, who have
teacher and pupils. The program: Ad- visiting her parents, B. F. Jordan and
returned home.
dreaa of
welcome, Herman Austin; reci- wife, have
MatFeb. 3.
tation, Perry Smith; dialogue, Ethel Gray,
Smith and Levi Ladd; recitations,
NORTH BROOKSVILLE.
^ftha Smith, Maurice Austin; song, Eva
Clarence Young has sold his sheep to
8®»th, Bertha Smith and Ethel Gray;
Almon Gray.
Stations, Ruth Perkins, Olive Austin;
Mrs. Alice McHenon, of Minturn, is
drogue, Bert Hutchinson and Leon boarding with Nellie Pierce.
recitation, Henry Perkin1*; song,
Mrs. C. B. Nichols is visiting her daughathleen and Beth Condon; recitations, ter, Mrs. Lyman Curtis, at Bluehill.
tffie
Mrs. Conner has been in South BrooksHutchinson, Bertha Smith, Perry
relatives.
^itb; song, Herbert Howard; recita- ville the past two weeks visiting
cFeb. 3.
t»°na, Maurice Austin, Robert Ladd;
__
Irving Howard; song, Condon girls;
a
the
bowels,
of
action
For a mild, easy
‘alogue, Joe Austin aud Bert Hutchin- single dose of Doan’s Reguleta is enough.
*00; recitation,
Ellen Austin; song, Treatment cures habitual constipation. 25 cU.
uward boys;
recitation, Willie Uutcbin- 1 a box. Ask your druggist for them.—Arte■!.

Justin;

Arn Vuu

h

Coni 8uff«i«r?

J'
coi,»k
at4 anv

K

-uke il

VVeil**
,a' New
a

c°ld.

a°y !«ua
druggist's.

our

rih“

First dose

Fioydaiia, Texas, writes:
Discovery cured my terrible
1 gained i5 pouuds.” buy it

one

other well-known

^^^H

^HHHnGj|

^HSHSHSH

A

next

supply, specify

M

Mothers t »u Safe'y Boy
it to the
Dr. King's New Discovery and give
with
ittle ones when ailing and suffering tastes
troubles:
jolds. conghs, throat or lung
Mrs.
used,
once
iice, harmlers;
Dr.
Crawford. Niagra, Mo., writes.
Uruce
our hoy from
King’s New Discovery changed
health
totbe
pietureof
vale aeak.sics boy
Boy it at any druggist s.
Al ways helps.

^waysused.

A Professor of Chemistry
of National Reputation

|

must see that her medicine chest has
PURE mustard. It is of the utmost consequence to have the genuine article when it is to be used as an active remedy in sudden illness.
The balance of life and death may depend on the quality of mustard
used for emetic, bath or plaster.”

wrote:

“Every housekeeper

Ask For

Stickney & Poor’s

Mustard
Make sure that you get it, because
you’ll always be able to count on its efficiency in time of need. For nearly a

I

Mustard p
1, '■>

'iUMfe'in

century it has possessed an earned reputation
for
unsurpassed purity and
strength. It is being made today under
conditions that insure the maintenance
of its high standard of quality.

Nearly every grocer sells It In 14 and
Writ©
V4-lb. cans at 10 cents and 20 cents.
for our book of receipts; you will be dengnteu

wun

u.

__

Poor
&
Stlckney
the
other
Among
Product* are: Pepper, Cinnamon, Cloves,
Mace,
Pimento, Sage, Savory, Marjoram, Celery Salt, Curry.
Ginger,
Powder, Paprika, Tapioca, Nutmeg. Cassia, Allspice, Whole Mixed Spice,
Pastry Spice, Turmeric, Thyme. Soda, Cream of Tartar, Rice Flour, Potato
Flour, Sausage Seasoning, Poultry Seasoning and Flavoring Extracts.
If you Just say “Stlckney & Poor's" when ordering, your grocer will give
It to you. Ilut—be sure to SAY It.

coca*

STATE OF MAINE.
Supreme Judicial Court.
October Term. a. d. 1912.
the
Upon
foregoing writ, Ordered: That
the plain:iff give notice to all persons interested in the propertv described in the writ to
appear before the justice of our supreme judicial court, to be holden at Ellsworth, within
and for the coun y oi Hancock, on the second
Tuesday of April, a. d. 1913, by pub.isbing
an attested copy of said writ and this order
tbereon, three weeks successively in the Ellsworth American, a newspaper printed in Ellsworth in out county of Hancock, the last publication to be thirty days at least prior to the
second Tuesday of April next, that he may
there and then Id our said court appear ana
answer to said suit.
John E. Bunker,
Clerk of the Sup. Jud. Court.
A true copy of the writ and order of court
thereon.
Attest:—John E. Bunker, Clerk.
Hancock

as.

—

W. Hooper,
^PHE subscribers, Frederic
X James F. Hooper and 8. H. Whitney,
hereby give notice that they have been duly
appointed executors of the last will and testament of
CHARLES H. HOOPER, late of CASTINE,
in the county of Hancock deceased, no bonds
being required by tbe terms of said will.
Frecerie W. Hboper and James F. Hooper,
both residing out of the State of Maine, bare
appointed Edward E. Chase, of Bluehill, iu
said county and State as their agent in said
State, under and incompliance with tbe
of section 43 of chapter 66 of the
provisions
Maine.
Revised Statutes ot said State of
All persons having demands against the estate of said deceased are desired to present
the same for settlement, and all indebted
thereto are requested to make payment imFkederic W. Hooper.
mediately.
James F. Hooper.
S. H. Whitney.
January 22,1913.
subsciiber hereby gives notice that
he has been duly appointed executor
of the last will and testament of
HANNAH SNOW MAN, late of BUCKSPOBT,
in the county of Hancock, deceased, no bonds
being required by the terms of said will. All
persons having demands against the estate of
said deceased are desired to present the same
or settlement, and
all indebted thereto are
requested to make payment immediately.
William Snowman.
*
Bucksport, Jan. IS, 1913.

THE NATIONAL MUSTARD POT

THE

known the taate of It.”—Part of the letter of a
man whom we freed in THREE DAYS from

DRINK HABIT
by the NEAL 3-DAY TREATMENT. Ho
hypodermics need. BeeuIts absolutely certain.
All dealings confidential. DRUG HABITS
Call

THE NEAL INSTITUTE,
147 Pi-

A.

Take Dr. Kiug’* New
Discovery. The best
M Kn.coid, throat and luug xueutciue made.
it
fails
if
to cure >\u.
Do
.re,uoded
mu*

I had taken

SUCCESSFULLY TREATED.
address or telephone

Capt.

1

"

H. A. Small left for Everett Monday.
He returned Wednesday, accompanied by
Mrs. Small.

master
lumber

Methodist church Sunday.
0»pt* Ed. Carman and wife, who have

10c., 25c.

show at

Deer Isle A. A. basket ball team played
Bluehill Saturday at Bluehill, winning by
a score of 37-27.

the

Al. Welch.

^^k

twice, and although it took els weeks eaA
time to fix me up, there waa always that terrible burning deni re for drink. 1 now have no
craving or appetite any more than if 1 hail never

j

in town.

school, taught by Miss Ethel

DEER ISLE.

came home with g new horse.
E*v. Mr. Joclyn, of Portland, preached

^•Pt-

^

STOPS THAT GRAVING

Charles, of Rock-

Fred Greene and wife, of Atkinson, are
visiting relatives here.
George D. Carman and wife gave a party
Saturday evening, which was greatly enjoyed by all present.

and

Mrs. Auuie Stinson came home Monday
from Prospect Harbor, where she has been
for the last two mouths with her sister,

son

_

Charles Saunders is confined to the
house by a lame knee.
Austin Smith went to Rockland Wednes-

A

Happy Families

STICKNEY & POOR SPICE CO., 184 State Street, Bo.ton.

Sunday.

Mrs. Parker Bridges, of Haven, is with
Mm.
her mother, Mrs. H. H. Candage.
Bridges recently gave birth to a daughter.
H.
Feb. 3.

SOUTH DEER ISLE.

been ill of the
grip, are better.
C®»«ifc Stinson is home from Unity,
vbere she has been teaching, to spend her
▼•cation.

of its

There will be the usual moving-picture
Riverside ball Thursday evening.

rtfrettii.i.t-ms were terved and a program
of vocm sud instrumental music and read•ugs Was presented.
F«b. 3.
WOOD LOCKE.

day

meet-

Stover, of Bluehill, closed Friday.
Mrs. 1. S. Candage went to Southwest
Harbor Saturday for a short visit.

evening,

of the

friends here

Lincoln

hope for his speedy

the business

11

|;J. M. Hutchins was at home Friday and
Saturday for the first time since tbe openlie will return
ing of tbe legislature,
Monday, accompanied by Mrs. Hutchins,
who will attend tbe governor’s reception

land, spent Sunday

uti^t.ded the meeting of Penobscot chapter Saturday evening report an
lne degrees were conferred upon Maurice E. Gray and wife,
lur iic * officer* are to be congratulated
upiu Uic manner in which they did the
A.iir

been very

interesting program. Tbe usual forms of
municipal meetings will be observi d.

Yetts Cain and

A1

work.

bas

Imioi

Stomach,
Send
vmir
name and address
to
Booth’s MI-O-NA, Buffalo, X. Y.; a
postil card will do. Say: “Send me
sample of MI-O-NA”, and you will
have an opportunity to try for yourself a remedy for" Indigestion, Dyspepsia, Gastritis or Catarrh of the
Stomach that has relieved and cured
thousands upon thousands of people
throughout America.
So certain are MI-O-NA Stomach
Tablets in any case of disordered stomach that G. A. I'archer will supply
you. with the distinct understanding
that if you are dissatisfied with results
he will refund the purchase price.
Could anything be fairer? MI O-NA
Stomach Tablets are highly recommended by leading pharmacists everywhere, 50c.

stomach trouble, is improving.

on

ny iiiends hereof John Little*
ny to learn of his illness at

n.e

Make

A good supply of real old-fashioned home-baked bread
and cake and pies means the best of good living and
a row of smiling faces three times a day.
Use William Tell Flour and make home bakHA ing easy—no such thing as failure.
Goes farthest, too, more loaves to the
sack, helping you keep down the cost
of living. Milled only from Ohio
Ked Winter Wheat by our own
>est in
special process, it is richest
nutritive value.
Your grocer will have it—
wuen
ur Mk*
you order your

Splendid For Gas, Sourness, Fermentation, Heaviness an<l Upset

C. A. Holden recently returned from a
trip to Portland.
Mies Annie Dollard, of Brooklin, called

Perkins left Friday for Cambridge,
Mass., where he will resumed his work as
ni^iii nail iniiHC after an extended visit
her » tui Mb brother James.

bum

are

_

who

IB

FREE SAMPLE, STOMACH
REMEDY

the winter

SEDGWICK.

Krtd

tt»e

through

3._H.

Bernice Yarnum is able to be at
work «t;ain after being confined to the
house several days ill of bronchitis.

--

day.

spending

Perkins.

u.

Sold t»«jrwher«

Feb. 4 and visit trieuds in Hallowell and
Guilford.
Feb.

Miss

Tu
tie

term.

their daughter, Mrs. H.

ith

BEECHNUTS
PILLS

such

Mrs. Sarah Ward well returned Saturday
from an extended visit in Belfast.
w

in attendance

Highland grange will bold a town
ing next briday evening as a part

Use Femme.

Dodge and

Well-Filled Pantries

And that you may, profit by
the health-restoring, strengthgiving properties of the timetested famous family remedy

died

short

Those not absent lor two terms

George Shedd,

welfare.

winter

a

perfect

of

k own as house No. 2 and the lot of land on
which it atanas situated in Bar Harbor, in
said Eden and bounded and described as follows, to wit:
A certain lot or parcel of land situated at
Bar Harbor, in the town of Eden, Maine, and
bounded and described as follows, via.: On
the north by land now or formerly of the
estate of Mary 8. Newbold; on the east by a
right of way leading from Hancock street
to taid land of the estate of Mary 0. Newbold; on the south by Hancock street; on the
wtsi by land of John H. Stalford. formerly of
the estate of J. M. Sears, to the Tame of one
thousand dollars; and summon the said defendant (if he may be found in your precinct)
to appear before our Justice of the supreme
Judicial court,'next to be bolden in Ellsworth
within and tor our county of Hancock, on the
second Tuesday of October next, then and
there in our said court to answer unte W.
Orindle of said Eden.
In a plea of the case, for that the said defendant at said Eden, to wit, Ellsworth, on
the day of the purchase of this writ, being indebted to the plaintiff in ;h- sum of flee
hundred forty-one uou»ia
»nd o.xty oenta
according to the account annexed, then and
there in consideration thereof, promised the
plaintiff to pay him the same sum on demand,
which account the plaintiff avers is for
labor by him performed and furnished and
for materials by him furnished in erection of
said bnilding
under a contract by him
made with the aaid defendant, the owner of
said building and land, the last of which
labor was performed and the last of said
materials furnished within ninety days before the purchase of this writ; and this suit is
brought to enforce the plaintiff’s lien for the
same upon said building and land above described.
Here is inserted in the original writ a detailed statement of the items composing the
account annexed amounting in all to the sum
of •544.HU upon which a credit is given of $S-90,
leaving a balance due of $541.60.
Yet, through often requested, the said defendant has not paid said sum bnt neglects
so to so, to the damage of said plaintiff (ai he
says) the sum of one thousand dollars,
which shall then and there be madeto appear
with other due damages. And have you
there this writ with your doings therein.
Witness, Arno W. King, Justice of said court
at Ellsworth, this 10th day of September in
the year of onr Lord one thousand nine banhundred and twelve.
John E. Bunkbb, Clerk.

in

Act Well !

Mrs. August* Cousins bts been quite ill.

Kev. John Msckay, pastor of the Baptist
church, has resigned, bis resignation to

Eastman

Alien,

aCbtrUamitUB.

Celia Leacb, Laura Gray and Bernice
Cousins. Evelyn Hutchins has not been
absent for three terms.
An interesting
program was presented on the closing

The Eastern Steamship Co. baa a crew at
repairing its wharf at Weet End.

The many friends of Eugene Freethey,
of Lawrence, Mass., sympathize with him
in the loss of a part of his left band. Mr.
Preethy is a native of this town, and has
always taken an active interest in its

Lloyd

son,

Mrs. Ellen Hayes, of North Deer Isle
spent the past week with S T. Lowe
wife.

School closed Jan. 24; Miss Lida Perkins,
of South Penobscot, teacher. Laura Gray,
Celia Leach and Evelyn Hutcbina were

work

take effect not later than the last of

her

has
and

NORTH PENOBSCOT.

seek-end guest ot Misa Helen Mayo..
Eaton wont to RockCapt. George W.
laud Monday, returning Wednesday.

Mitt Musa Dollard spent the week-end
Koekland, the guest of Miss Annie

WE

Hoses Barbour, who is employed by C.
Austin, bus moved into D. \V. Torrey’s
cottage.

illness.
Mrs.
Barbour was noted for her kindness and
benevolence to the sick and needy. She
leaves three sons. The funeral was held
Thursday afternoon at the home, conducted by Rev. J. Jackson. Interment
was in the family lot.
Mrs. Barbour was
about eighty years of age.
Feb. 3.
Nihil.

Miss Helen McFarland visited friends
Sedg« ick last week.
Miss Grace Nutter, who has been emin Bangor, is home.

the

F.

Victoria, widow of Stephen Barbour,

H. M. i’oaso has been appointed deputy-

Feb. 3.

William II. Goss and wife are visiting
In Lynn and Dorchester, Mass.

at her home after

Alice Cain, of Rockland,

with

Boston.

Stinson, were taken to Portland, where
her husband is buried, for interment.

__Tombon.

■beriB.

is

weeks

Arthur Spofford is visiting friends in
Portland and Biddeford.

The remains of Mrs. Henry Haskell,
who died|at the home of her brother, R. G,

James E. Gray is very ill.

Miss

(L. S.)
Hancock., an.—To the sheriffs of our counties,
or either of tbelr deputies.
GREETING:
COMMAND you to attach the goods
or estate of Clifton E.
Dolliver, of
Eden, in the county of Hancock, State of
Maine, and more particularly and especially
the two story laundry and tenement bouse

a

for C. F. Austin.

lodge.

BKOOKUN.

in

building

Frank Marshall, who is in the employ of
Mrs. Lluie Grtenlaw and daughter
the Eggemoggin Co., has moved his family
Doris are guests of friends in Medford, to.part of Madison
Torrey’s house.
Mass.
Feb. 1.
L.
John Tyler and wife are at Hardwick,
FRENCHBORO.
Vt., visiting their daughter, Mrs. Herbert
Miss Cassis. Lunt spent the week-end
Phillips.
with Mrs. Jessie Perkins.
John snd Almon Billings sre in Bangor,
A pleasant entertainment was given at
called there by the illness of their father,
the church Jan. 24. Proceeds, fit.
Leman Billings.
Mias Sturgis, who has spent two months
Timothy Barbour and wife, of Portland, with Mrs. John Mclntire, has gone to
North
Ellsworth.
were in town to attend the funeral of
^Irs.
Rev. A. P. MacDonald, in the Sunbeam,
Victoria Barbour.
was here Thursday and
preached a fine
Mrs. Delilah Cunningham, of Vinal- sermon. He had a fine
singer with him.
in
was
town
and
haven,
Tuesday evening
Feb. 1.
G.
installed the officers of Rockland Rebekah

Bsobidge
meetings.
anding the convocation

Feb. a.

Bhed

ment.

,^led

hss returned

8TONINGTON.

ia

Ralph Seekins is visiting his old home
Harry C. Annie and F. D. Eaton bare
in Mattawamkeag.
hauled up tbeir motor-boats until spring.
John Bowen has gone to Barre, Vt.,
Mra. A. F. Holden ia spending a few

Reuben Cousins and wife are in Bangor.
Mrs. Cousins is at the hospital for treat-

Mrs

sprsined

Harry Joyce, of Deer Isle,

where he will cut stone.

to Mr. and Harold
been named Evelyn

jenness-

ployment

Urgal IToticn.

REACH.

c.

home

Blodaett

born

0

STATE OP MAINE.

Feb. 1.

returned

Fr,nklin Furrow
Mere., Thursd.y.
from Winchester,
daughter ot Barker
little
Parker,
„n,
U1 ot pneu- I
.nd wile, is seriously

C^hter

ti.'

Proceeds, f4,6fi.

WEST BROOKS'! ILL®.
I)r

SbOtn u

COUNTY NEWS.

subscriber Mrs. Pauline

Nordlinger,

THE gives
Stuttgart in tbe empire of Germany,
notice that
has been duly
of

she
hereby
appointed executrix of the last will and test-

of
ERNEST

rnent

Telephone 4111.

Hay’s Hair-Health

Never r«ue to K retore Gray Helr te He
Natural Color at Beauty. Slope 1*0 falUng
cet, and positively removes DaodraH. la Bat a
11 •ubetitutes.
aubatitntea. >1.00_and_50c.
Reiuee all
fl.00 and SBC.
Dye.
Bettiae by Mail or
10c
lor
Send
large
Phils Bay Spec. Co., Newark, N. J* D. & A.
~

31 (gal Nonets.
subscriber hereby gives notice thal
she has been duly appointed administratrix of the estate of
BEDFORD E. TRACY, late of WINTER
HARBOR,
in the county of Hancock, deceased,and given
as
law
directs.
All persona having
bonds
the
demands against the estate of said deceased
are desired f-o present the same for settlement
and all indebted thereto are requested to
make payment immediately.
Ruby J. Tbacy.
Winter Harbor, Jan. 15, 19lh.

THE

Endurance &ta entente
BOTH ANNUAL STATEMENT
AOK1CULTIHAL INSURANCE CO.,
OP WATBHTOWN, N. Y.
J. Q. Adams, Sec.
W. H. Stbvkns, Pres.
January 1, 1913.
Reserve for reinsurance.
$1,833,081 45
Reserve for losses, taxes and all
170,580 48
other claims.
Reserve as a conflagration sur200,000 00
500,000 00
Capital,
1,480,005 25
Net surplus,

$4,189,817 18

Total assets,

$2,130,005 25

Surplus to policy-holders,
GAINS DUHING

1912.

$189,188 45
In assets,
15,153 02
In reserves,
In surplus,
174,036 43
C. W. A F. I.. MASON, Agents,
ELLSWORTH ME.
AUK1CULTUBAL INS. COMPANY,
WATBHTOWN, N. Y.

DEC. 31. 1912.

Real estate,
Mortgage loans,
Collateral loaus,
Stocks and bonds,
Cash iu offioe and bank.
Agents’ balances,
Interest and rents.
All other assets.
Gross assets.
Deduet items not

is the most valuable asset of the successful farmer.

FREE

£

ASSETS

AN INVESTMENT IN SOIL FERTILITY

admitted,

Admitted assets,
$1,189,017 18
LIABILITIES DEC. 81, 1912.
$ 120,412 00
Net unpaid losses.
Unearned premiums,
1,833,031 45
All other liabilities,
261,168 4*
6CU 000 IU
Cash capital.
l,480,0t 5 25
Surplus over all liabilities.
Total liabilities and surplus,
$ l,189.6i7 18
C. W. A F L. MASON, Agents,
ELLSWORTH, MAINE.

if

New England Animal Fertilizers
properly applied will add more fertility to a given soil than

ROSENSTBIN, late of said
STUTTGART,
deceased, and given bonds as the law directs.
And not being a resident of the ntuie ot Maine
she has appointed John A. Peters esq., of
Ellswo th, Hancock county, Maine, her sgeDt
as required by section 43 of chapter 66 of the
statutes of Ma>ne.
All persons having de! mands against tbe estate of said deceased are
desired to present the same for settlement,
;

any

strictly chemical or mineral fertilizer.
The guaranteed analyses of these fertilizers show them to be composed
of substances recognized as the most valuable of plant foods and in
quantities best adapted to the needs of the crops for which they are

j

aud all indebted thereto are
make payment immediately.
Aug. 22d, 1912.

requested

to

|Pauline Nobdlingrr.

* h
OF FUKECLOSUKK.
Setb W. Norwood, trustee of
the Union Improvement society of
Southwest Harbor, in the county of Hancock
intended. To obtain the best results, be careful to select the proper
and Slate of Maine, by hit mortgage deed in
the demands of the
that will
in
brand and
his said capacity as trustee aforesaid, dated
April 16th a. d. 1907, and recorded in Hancock
crop.
,
bend
for
new
Book,
one
county registry of deeds book 495, page 210,
Crop
All this information is given in our
conveyed to Henry Clark, of Southwest Harit.
and make your
bor, county ot Hancock and State of Maine, a
certain lot or parcel of land situated in
We went an agent In every town. Write us about It.
Bchool district No. 2, formerly town of Tremont, now Southwest Harbor, countv of Hancock and State of Maine, bounded and described as follows, to wit: Beginning at the
northwest corner of the schoolhouse lot in
district No. 2, aforesaid and fol.owing the
eastern side
of the county road northerly
three rods and twelve feet to a stake; thence
Notices.
easterly four rods and six feet to a stake;
thence southerly three rods and twelve feet
to the northeast corner of
Baid schoolNOTICE OP FOKECLOSURK.
house lot; thence following the north line of
Enoch A. Leland, of Bucks* said schoolhouse lot westerly to the first
seventeen
Hancock. State of mentioned
bound, containing
port county of
Maine, by bis mortgage oeed dated August square rods more or less.
17th a. d.. 1900, and recorded in Hancock
Being the same premises conveyed to ma
county, registry ot deeds, in book S-^. page 34, by Kate J. Stevens, of Mount Desert, county
conveyed to Hattie Leach, of Bucksport, of Hancock, by her detd dated December 7,
aforesaid a certain lot or parcel of land situ1888. and recorded in the Hancock registry of
ated in said Bucksport on the westerly side deeds, book 285. page 648
of Bridge street ana bounded as follows, viz.:
Whereas the condition of said mortgage is
Begiuning at the southeast corner of land of oroken, now therefore by reason of the bieach
C. M Fitield and the northeast corner of land of said condition I claim a foreclosure of said
and
from
Rheumatism
If you suffer
of Reuben Smith In the westerly lines of mortgage, and give this notice for that purBridge s> teet; thence westerly five and one- half pose.
don’t read this advice, then the terrible rods to an iron bolt at the southwesterly cot
Dated at Southwest Harbor, Maine, Januuer of said C. M Fifield’s lot; then northerly
Hen by Clark,
ary 27th a. d. 1918.
robbed
of
must
have
disease
you
your
said
Fifield’s
land
five
and
one half rods to
by
by his attorney, Oeo. R. Puller.
I
an iron
rod; thence easterly and parallel
power to be fair to yourself. Read it:
with the first line five and one*half rods to the
NOTICK OF FORECLOSURE.
of
street; thence
Bridge
“I, John barhorst, Justice of the Peace, westerly line
Hattie M. Cousins, of Bluehill,
southerly by the westerly line of Bridge street
of McLean Township, Ft. Loraroie, Ohio, five aud one-half rods to the point begun at
in the county of Hancock, and Harry
containing 80^ square rods and being the M. Coutins, of Portland, in the county of
do certify that after treatment by three same premises conveyed by Lenora T. Leach, Cumberland, both m the State of Maine,
sole
heirs at law of S. Watson Cousins, deceased,
doctors without result, I have been cured guardian to Enoch A. Leland and Edith 1.
Leland and their survivor and his or her heirs by their mortgage deed dated
1, 1912.
January
of
bad
case
Rheumatism
a
of
by and assigns and recorded in Hancock county and recorded in Hancock county registry of
very
in book 266. page 135, and, whereas deeds, book 485. page 419, conveyed in mortusing two bottles of RHEUMA. It is now registry
the said Hattie Leacn by the name of Hattie
to the undersigned, Norman True, of said
and
I
used
the
I J. Leland by her deed of assignment dated gage
since
two years
remedy,
Portland, a certain lot or parcel of land situa. d., 1911, and recorded in Hancock
March
15,
ated
in Bluehill aforesaid, and bounded and
as
as
welt
ever.
Previous
to
am still
com ty registry of deeds in book 477
page 425, described as follows, viz.: Beginning on the
using RHEUMA I was a cripple, walking a-sgned and transferred said mortgage deed northerly side of the highway
leading past
with crutches, and I feel it my duty to let and the debt thereby secured to H Ideu Morin, Charles Cunis’house at a stone bound about
of Boston, county of Buff ck, s ate of Massaten feet easterly of a well; thence noith 2° E.
other sufferers from Rheumatism know chusetts, and Abbie C. Waining, of Horner
fifty three rods and twelve feet to a bolt in »
rock in an old wall and to land
what it will do. The result seems almost ! ville. c> unty of Middlesex, state of Massa
formerly of
whereas the said Abbie C. the Collins (Jranite Company; thence
! chuseits, and
by said
I have advised Waining in ber own right and alto in her
to me.
miraculous
land south 83° 80' E. sixty four
company's
as
administratrix
of
the
estate
of
rods
and
fifteen
'capacity
feet
to
a
corner and land of
RHEUMA to at least a dozen persons, and
sad Elden Morin by detd of assigunvnt Ella Adams; thence by land of said Adams
each one speaks as highly of it as I. 1 d »'ed November 4. 1912. and recorded in Han- south 40° 30' W. eighteen rods snd twelve
feet
1
will answer any one suffering from the cock county registry of deeds in book 492. to the highway; thence by the highway north
page 257, did assign and convey the s.>nie to 60° 15' W. twenty-nine rods and eight feet to
disease if a two-cent stamp is enclosed.J me, the s id Hattie J. Leland. and whereas the the place or beginning,
containing etsht
of said mortgage has been and now acres, more or le^s. Ana whereas the condi|! condition
—May 31,1912.
is broken, now thereiore.
by reason of tion of said mortgage has been and is
You can secure a bottle of RHEUMA | the breach of the condition thereof, I row therefore. 1, t he said Norman Trut,broken,
hereby
for only 59 cents at G. A. Parcher’s and ! claim a foreclosure of sai mortgage aud give claim a foreclosure of said mortgage by reathis no ice for that purpose.
son
of the breach of condition thereof as
he says if not as advertised, money back. ; Dated at
and
I
this
notice
for
give
that purBucksport, Maine, this twenty* aforesaid,
pose.
Norman Tuck.
It’s just as good for Gout, Arthritis, Lum- eighth day of January, a. d., 191'.
Dated at said.Portland this 16th day of Januj
Battik J. Leland.
bago and Sciatica.
a.
d.
1918.
ary,

apply

growing

quantities

...

NOT I

WHEREAS,

satisfy

~

plans by

New

England Fertilizer Co., Boston, Mass.
ILegal

JUDGE BARHORST
DOES HIS DUTY TO

WHEREAS,

RHEUMATIC
SUFFERERS

WHEREAS,

Sfcbrrtisnnmts.

Render*,

cock rounty
i

i

ROYAL

|

years 1913 and 1914, and all appropriations
Gova re to be pared to bare necessity.
ernor Haines, the finance committee and

Callahan, the

State Auditor

I

BAKING POWDER

behind

meo

the puns, are not out in belligerent spirit,
but the word has gone the round* that
they mean business.
In the House last
Wednesday, Rep.
Hutchins, of Penobscot, presented blit
and petition for the protection of alewivea
in Pattens bay, Surry; also bill and petition to prevent destruction of amelt* in
Union River bay and Morgans bay.
On Wednesday, Rep. Harmon, of 8tonington, presented bill to divorce Isle au
Haul from Hancock county and annex it

Absolutely Pure
The only Baking Powder made
from Royal Grape Cream of Tartar
UME PHOSPHATE

ALUM, HO

gone forth, according to
the Kennebec Journal^ that the tax rate
most not exceed four mill# for each of the
The edict has

to Knox.

the House Thursday, Rep. McBride
presented bill to regulate fishing in Upper
Hadlock pond, Mt. Desert, by closing pond
to all fishing except during February,
March and April.
The board of registration bill was favorably reported by a committee Thursday. A remonstrance to this bill, quite
In

TARIFF TO

PLIMKS.

B!KI>

BAX

this fact »nd oecorfiinfflj »re adding td
liabilities of those seeking credit the
mount for which they have bocotne liable

use

the

Farmers, Fishermen, Women Unite—
Only Bir<l Butchers Object.
Backed by
farmers, sportsmen and
every section of the
of the national associa-

dobs in

women’s

country, officers

tion of Audubon societies have demanded
of the ways and means committee of Conto urge

gress

an

opportunity

tariff

on

egret feathers.

prohibitive

a

the monied interests of the
millinery wholesalers, whose inroads on
the valuable bird life of New York, Louisiana. Missouri, New Jersey, Oregon and
California have already forced these states
to pass laws making contraband the sales
of these plumes, the national Audubon
delegation will ask that they be excluded

Opposing

from the whole

country in the interest of
upon its

dependent
prosperity.

everyone

as

sureties.

vie*- of this tact, it can be readily
that the individuals who signed the
bonds now on file in the county court
have unwittingly reduced the credit basis
of the county to the extent of $191,300.
Of course, in thns accommodating their
friends or acquaintances they did not
were
realise they
handicapping local
In

seen

left

Gipbs

xere presented
Rep. McBride.

Mt.

extinction will be

presented by representa-

tives of these interests.

Following

introduction

the recent

Senator Root of

resolution

a

the President of the

by

empowering

United States to call

international congress on bird protection, representatives of the world powers
actively engaged in saving the rare species
an

that is

being

massacred .for their

aigrette

plumes are now expressing to the Audubon organization their support of to is
movement. While the whole globe is at
present scoured for these trophies, taken
from butchered mother birds for market
here, a tariff ban would do much toward
saving the beautiful heron from worldwide destruction, it is asserted.
“With the people of the United States of
almost every class united to support us in
asking Congress to bar from our country
the aigrettes of the unfortunate heron, we

expect to meet the big millinery interests
in sole

opposition

before the

congressional
Gilbert Pearson, sec-

committee,” says T.
retary of the national

association

of

Audabon societies.
“The

slaughter

beautiful

of

birds is

these

useful

commercial

a

only to the men who sell their
those states where the shameful
not already forbidden by law.
should

and

matter

scalps

in

traffic is

Congress

certainly recognize the sentiment
people, who ask

and interest of the whole
it to end this importation

humanity

as

well

as

cultural benefit.”

INDIVIDUALS

as

a

matter

economic and

AS

of

Records of Hancock Co. Show Larue
Liability Assumed by Citizens.
The shrewder professions! and business
men of Hancock
county are fast coming to
the conclusion that one
practice noticeable in the local courts is a serious detriment to the business interests of the

in the House

yesterday by

Creek Bridge Co.
Hep. Ricker, of Castine, has presented
bill for close time on fishing in Douglass
or Williams pond, Bock sport; also resolve

screening

Toddy ppnd.

outlet of

A bill for a close time on deer on I«r!e a a
Haut fora period of five years, was prerented by Kep. Harmon Monday.

for

In the

House

Monday

passed directing

fisheries and game to
pediency of making

; time

on

an

the committee

order

inquire in
uniform

was

inland

on

the

ex*

the close

deer in several of the counties and

having special acta, including Mt.
Desert island, Isle au Haut and swan's
Island.
towns

After several

unsuccessful

attempts to
Stonington from
Hancock county and annex them to Knox,
a compromise
measure has been
introduced by Rep. Harmon, of Stonington.
The act provides that the venue of any
divorce

Deer Isle

and

action, and all libels for divorce, in which
any person residing in the towns of Stonington, Deer Isle, Isle au Haut, Swan's
Island, Long Island and all islands belong-

ing thereto,
though the

are

parties, shall be the

same

person resided in the city of
The act further provides that

a-*

Rockland.

sister, Mrs. Carrie Leach.

the judge of probate shall hold not less
Eugene Simpson and wife, of Millvale, than four terms annually in the town of
spent Sunday with their daughters, Mrs. Stonington. The bill was tabled for
Ralph Lowell and Miss Maud Simpson.
printing, pending reference to committee

Misses Dora and Alberta Dunbar returned Monday morning to Bucksport.
where they are attending the seminary.
Miss Gertrude Mason left Monday for
West Pownal, where she has employment
in the Maine school for feeble-minded.

on

petitions

sadness

o%’er

the entire

was

yesterday,

of the town

presented by
with

several

the

same.

House

individuals asking for State aid in
building a road around Chick hill in the
town of Amherst; also petition of George
W. Rodick, of Amherst, and seventy-three
and

others, for same.
Rep. McBride also presented an act to
regulate the carrying of firearms in the
town of Me. Desert, with petition for

resume

The death of Guy H. Leach, which orcurred at his home here Sunday, Feb. 2,
a

name

yesterday Rep. McBride
presented petition of Bangor Chamber of
Commerce and thirty-three other firms
In

their studies.

cast

for

the

Harbor

Sherman

Rep.

Misses Helen and Persia Pickering; spent
the week-end at their home, returning to
to

change

of Eden to Bar

Mrs. Pyam Gilkey, of Germantown, Pa.,
town, called here by the serious
illness of
her
Mrs. Loeine
mother,
Pendleton.

Bucksport seminary Monday

legal affairs.

An act to

is in

same.

community.

Rep. Sherman, of Eden, yesterday preHe had been ill of tuberculosis of tne
spine since August last, and in September sented petition of Dr. George A. Phillips

taken
to
the
Eastern
Maine
general
hospital at Bangor, but received
no
benefit.
During his illness
be had been especially missed at
Alamoosook grange, of which order he
was an active member,
having held the
office of steward the past year.
He was
also a member of Fort Knox lodge, I. O.
O. F. By his gentle manner and kind
disposition he won a wide circle of friends,
by whom he will be long remembered, and
w hose hearts
go out in sympathy to his!
sorrowing mother and grandparents. He'
was in the twenty-sixth
year of his age.
Feb. 3.
M.
was

agri-

SUKKTIKS.

two

remonstrances

urumd.

Monday

Bangor.

Beale’s

These

House

ii favor of

zoological society,
l#ong
Mrs. Arthur Dunbar, who has been ill of
sportsmen’s association, lb# Ameri- grip, is improving.
and
other
can game protective association
Norris Heath, of West Penobscot, was at
bodies of sportsmen, have pledged their
Charles uibbs’ over Sunday.
support to this movement.
Dr. Gilley Candage, of Bluehili Falls,
Data, compiled from scientific observation of a flock of the few herons that still was at Rodick Dunbar’s Monday night.
survive the wholesale butchery of profesFred Gross and wife spent Saturday
Audubon night and Sunday with Mrs. Florence
sional plume-hunters in an
breeding rookery in Florida, is being per- Stanley.
pared to demonstrate to Congress that
Mrs. Carrie Jordan, who has been emthese rare birds are a considerable factor
ployed as nurse at Harold BurriU’s in
in the destruction of field mice, gophers Brewer, is at home.
grasshoppers and other agricultural pests
Koscoe Patten, who is teaching in
While in some few instances they have
visited
Alamoosook
Mattawamkeag,
b?en found to devour an occasional trout,
grange Saturday evening.
their regular diet is proved to consist
John W. Gray left Thursday for Bufprincipal)}' of minnows, sockers and
N. Y., where he has a position at the
other useless fish, as well as water snakes falo,
G rat wick cancer laboratory.
that are known to destroy great quantities
Frank Beale and wife, of Bucksport,
of trout eggs and valuable young tisb.
Other proof of the natural need of farmers spent Saturday and Sunday with Mrs.
the milliners have have almost driven to

by electing

seven

charter of Otter

Island

and fishermen for the beautiful birds that

10

number of aider-

Friday, Rep. McBride, of
Desert* presented bill to amend

In the

the

New York

from five

men

Homer H. Dunbar is ill.
Marion

been sent to Au-

the

aldertnen-at-large.

EAST ORLAND.
Mrs.

increasing

charter

i

Miss

has

also a remongusta from Kits worth;
strance against that section of the proposed amendment to the Ellsworth city

COUNTY NKWS.J

women’s clubs and

of

generally signed,

pr- »greS8.
However, many others appreciate the
fact, and are not only declining to assume
such obligations themselves, but also adviidng their friends to leave that risky
business to the incorporated surety companies who shoulder the liability with
eyes open and are paid for doing so.

agricultural

organizations
state,

as

of grangers in almost every
well as the Campfire club, the

federation

The

■

NORTHEAST HARBOR.

N. B. Rogers preached at Seal Harbor Sunday afternoon.
Rev.

several

weeks,

has

Ellsworth, asking

for the

repeal

of

the

gang-hook law, was presented yesterday.
Rep. McBride, of Mount Desert, yesterday persented ten remonstrances, carrying
about 300 names, against any cuange in
the law excluding automobiles from the
town of Eden.
MATTERS

day

been away

when

withdraw

OP GENERAL INTERR8T.

is home.

asked for

ing

William Dolliverand wife, of Bar Harbor, were in town last week.

the
to a

committee

gave

leave

to

number of

special

in towns in

laws

various

sections

of the

State.

The employee’s compensation act was
There will be a “joy dance” at the
introduced in the Senate Monday. The
Neighborhood house Thursday night.
The monthly business meeting of the act provides that in an action of an emrecover damages for injuries reBaptist church was held Saturday even- ployee to
ceived, it shall not be a defense that the
ing.
was negligent or that a fellow
Mrs. Marion McNulty, of Bangor, is employee
employee was negligent or that the emher
i
L.
A.
Wilson
and
parents,
guardians visiting
ployee had assumed the risk of injury.
wife.

administrators,
minors

executors and
and
incompetent

persons.

Surety companies signed ten bonds for a
total of $312,000.
Property-owning citizens of the county
pledged their possessions for $191,300 on the other 131 bonds.
The average

man

considers the act of

signing a bond an empty ceremony, a
trifling service for a friend, to be forgoiieu
over night.
As a matter of fact, be is
signing without compensation a contract
to pay the amount of the
bond, or bis

B. W. Dyer has returned from
and resumed his duties in V. R
store.
Charles
who

are

town

Bunker

employed

George Sargent,
Town Hill, were in

and
at

Sunday.
Miss Irene Seavey

bor

Boston
Smith's

over

hospital

was

taken to Bar Har-

!

FOR

PROTECTION

OF

acting hie bank

is

about

endorsements, and
such entanglements

bow
is

accommodation

freedom from

essential if be
from bis bank;

ex-

pects a line of credit
in
fact, an obligation not to endorse paper
appears in almost every partnership agree-

gave

an

treatment

excellent concert.

About seventy books of fiction, bistory
reference nave been added to the
Neighborhood house library. They were
presented by W. W. Frazier.

and

tent in

our

city.

There is

gambling

alarming

an
a

Whereat, There has been introduced into
Congress a bill known as the McLean bill.

Resolved, That the legislatures of al< other
states of the United States now in session or
when next convened, be and they hereby are

respectfully requested to join in this request
by the adoption of this, or any equivalent

spot.

Malonson

Margaret Dolliver

were

the

first to hi«

The Delta Alphas met at the
hotne0f
Julia Hancock Tuesday* Jan. 28. On
Pet,
11 they will meet at Mr.
Richardson’,
home.

Florence Homer returned to Boston Monday, bavin# attended tbe funeral
of her aunt, Mrs. Fiah.
Mias

Jay Lee, of Elisabeth,
last

ex-

week to

Jay Lee,

well-defined

hia

see

who is

N. J. vaa in town
grandfather, John

town

first

Saturday

In the past two weeks

to attend tbe

in

was

a good time.
Wednesday evening
Jan. 22, Mrs. Rimer Stanley entertained
number of relatives.
Feb. 3.
Lilac.

her

Every lottery, policy, policy lottery, policy
shop, scheme or device of chance, of whatever name or description, whether at fairs or
public gatherings. or elsewhere, and whether

Frank Ducott, who

in the interests of churches, benevolent object* or otherwise, is prohibited: and whoaver fs concerned therein, directly or indirectly, by making, writing, printing, advertis-

operated

was

on

___

t

j

for

appendicitis at the Eastern Maine general i
hospital Mondav of last week, is recover- j
ing rapidly.
offering

ing. purchasing, receiving, selling,
for sale giving away, disposing of, or having
in possession with intent to sell or dispose
of. any tieket, certificate, share or interest
therein, alip, bill, token or other device parporting or designed to guarantee or assure to

I>r.

H. E. Snow entertained the local

phyacians

at dinner Thursday evening.
Those present were Drs. C. W. Brown, O.
H. Emerson, Frank Webster ami Ralph
Foster.

any person or to entitle any person to a chance
of drawing or obtaining any prize or thing of
value to be drawn iu any lottery, policy,
shop, scheme or
policy lottery, policy
or
name
device of chance of whatever

parti**

j report

funeral of

aunt, Mrs. Cynthia Fish.
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Sheehan announce
of
their
the
daughter
engagement
.Margaret to Allen A. Turner, of Brocklog, Maes.

birthday

have been in vogue.
Relativesand friend*
who called upon Mrs. Katie Smith Jan.
y,

ill.

Mrs, Jere Bulduc, of Brewer,

upon this evil, and we wish
of atl to quote the statute that deals
with this vice:

law that bear*

Hancock.
The annual masquerade ball wt})
^
given at the town hall Thursday
evening,
Fe». 20. Kelley's orchestra will furm«bthe
music.

All are requested to wear cosTwo prises will be given for tbe
most striking costumes* one for tbe
Udy
and one for the gentleman.
The ftr^
eight dnnees will he for those in costume
{ A supper will be served at
: This dance is
given under the management of Herbert S. Young.
tumes.

intermission!

The many friends of Mrs. Owen Wil- I
BAY81DE.
hams, of Brownville, learned with much!
Mrs. Horace Marks is ill of grip.
regret of the death of Mr. Williams,
Mrs. Williams was Miss Augusta Me- j
Whitcomb, Haynes & Co. have bought
description; by printing, publishing or circu- Aliister, of Bucksport.
Frank McAllister all the real estate in Trenton owned
by K.
lating the same, or any handbill, adeertise- went to Brownville
Saturday to attend | E. Brady A Co. and John Brady. They
mentor notice thereof, or by knowingly suftbe funeral, which was held Sunday.
are putting in a crew to lumber for
them
fering the same to be published in any newsThe sudden death of Mrs. Cynthia Fish, on the place formerly owned by Capt. H.
paper or periodical under hia charge, or
Brownville Jan. 27, W. Jordan. The crew will occupy the
ou
any cover or paper attached thereto: which occurred in
j house on tbe Albion Jordan
or who in any manner aids therein, or is conwas a great shock to her many friends
pla<v. N0
nected therewith, shall be punished by fine here, where she had been a
resi! lumber has yet been hauled to their Bay.
lifelong
of not less than ten, nor more than one thous- dent. The funeral was held at tbe
family < side mill for want of snow.
and dollars, to be recovered by eosuplaiRta
Feb. 3.
residence on Main street Saturday after- i
K.
indictment or action of debt, half to the
noon at 2 o’clock. Rev. William Forsyth
prosecutor and haif to the town where the
NORTH BLUE HILL.
The
bearers
were
J. A. j
offence i* committed; and if by action of officiating.
brothers; Horace j Mrs. D. P. Dunbar is recovering from «
debt, he shall not be entitled to the benefit of Homer, G. P. Homer,
of bronchitis.
chapter oue hundred aud fourteen, and if by Homer, a nephew, and Augustus Hey- j severe attack
indictment, he aball farther be puui&hed by wood, a cousin.
Interment was at Silver s
Eunice H. Dunbar closed her actual at
imprisonment for thirty days on the first Lake cemetery. Mrs. Fish is survived by j North Sedgwick Jan. 24, and Icit
Saturday
couvictiou; sixty on the second; and ninety two brothers
J.'Albert Homer, and1 for Castine, where she will attend tbe
on the third.—Reriaeti .Statutes of Maine, 190$*
George P. Homer, of Bucksport, and one normal school.
chapter 1X9, reel ion 'JO.
sister—Miss Jennie Homer.
Feb. 3.
D.
What does it mean? Just w hat it says.
Feb. 3.
J.
The evident intent of the legislature in
BAK HARBOR.
NORTH CASTINE.
passing this law was to curb as much as
Word nm received here Saturday afterpossible the prosperity to gamble, and it
Mrs. Lucy Mixer, who has been ill, is noon of the death of John I. Kane, one of
is so construed in the cine of Lang 8.
biller.
Bar Harbor's most prominent summer
Merwin (Maine 99, page 4S6) in an opinion
residents, which occurred Saturday mornMiss Adele Weacott is recovering from a
drawn by our own eminent townsman,
ing at his home in New York, following
severe attack of asthma.
former Chief-Justice Emery.
an operation for an intestinal trouble.
is catting cord wood
Webster
Grayson
You will note that “any scheme or defor M. C. Devereux.
vice of chance of whatever name or deVERONA.
The Hooper & Dunbar creamery has
scription”, it matters not, in w hat or w hose
Lillian
M.,
daughter of George H.
been
sold
Portland
to
interest
it is conducted, is prohibited.
parties.
Delano and wife, died Sunday afternoon,
You w ill also note that not only the dealer
Chester Webster is making repairs on
aged sixteen years, after an illness of a
or operator of such game
or
device is the bouse which he recently purchased.
few weeks of typhoid fever. She leaves a
violating the law, but also those who may
Miss Annie B. Conner was a guest last' father and two younger sisters-Dora and
Julia.
have tickets, who are playing the game,
week at W. 8. Bridges’ in Penobscot.
or “taking a chance'’, are equally liable
Capt. C. M. Perkins is home for the reunder the provisions of the law.
ittTim:anium*,
It is a
mainder of the winter.
His vessel, the
law that has teeth, and on the whole it
Carrie Buckman, is hauled up in New
would
be difficult to draft a law that
York.

|

—

would be

specific

more

or

drastic than

Dr. Hartman Says:

the

Grindle and wife, of Penobguests of Gilbert Leach and

George

above statute.

A.

were
duty? It often happens scot,
wife last week.
community like ours, certain
Ivan Perkins, a student of Bucksport
schemes or practices gel a start that are
seemingly harmless, but which in their seminary, accompanied by a friend, redevelopment are apt to bring con- cently visited his parents, Capt. C. M.

What is
in

that

our

a

sequences that will be regretted.
craze to get ecmetbmg for nothing,
to it

near

as

possible,

is

one

of

Perkins and wife.

The
or

Miss

as

the banes

our

of

to habits that

us

that this

was

unwittingly

to

W.

did

Obviously

the time has

come

for

us

to

house-cleaning in this matter.
It is the duty of every good citizen, by
influence and example, to put himself on
the right side of this question, and we apmoral

A. Ricker and wife

on

two

L.

are

week

spending the
party at

Tuesday evening.

Penobscot.
Feb. 3.

G.

welfare

BKOOKSV1LLE.

community at heart to stand for
the things that are lawful and right. Certainly every father and every mother
of the

John Bowden and wile have been ill the
past week.
William Chatto is employed in Sedgwick for E. E. Nevells.

ought to bave a vital interest in this matter for the sake of the boys and girls that
are theirs.
The responsibility is great.
Are

a

Capt. William Mayo, who haa recently
undergone an operation, ia reported as
being very comfortable.
Capt. Smallidge, of the steamer Golden
Rod, is coufined to his home with a
severe cold.
His place on the boat is supplied by Capt. W. E. York, of West

some

to those who have the

for

Alamoosook.

so

without any thought of breaking any law
or
doing anything detrimental to the
moral welfare of the community.
do

Friday

Capt. R. O. Parker spent last week in
Newburyport, the guest of bis two sons.
Bert Parker, of Parker & W’escott, attended the food fair in Bangor this week.
Mrs. Laun Nickerson, of Booth bay Harbor, arrived Saturday, called by the illness
of her mother, Mra. Fannie Noyes.
Mrs. William F. Jude, who has spent several weeks in Ellsworth, returned to Castine Saturday.
J. M. Vogell and F. W. Vogell are
spending a few days at Camp Winona,

gambling

schemes

home

2.__

their ball

realizing how insidious an evil it was.
We feel, also, that many of those who
such

vacation.

present week in Augusts.
The Kebekahs held a whist

nothing reprehensible*
participate in it, not

operated

arrived

months’

George Weeks ia spending this
with relatives in Lowell, Mass.

grown to alarming proportions
in the last year. On every hand there are
certain devices
that make a bid for
patronage, and the thing has become so
common that too many of our people have
come to look upon it as a matter of course
and

Penobscot,

CA8TINE.

has

in which there

Perkins, of

Albans,
Feb.

arodemoralizing.

It has seemed to
craze

Wilma

spent the past week with her grandmother, Mrs. Mary Perkins *
Miss Carrie Witham, who teaches in St.

civilization. And when, by means
adhie raffle or lottery or device of
cbance, people—young: people especially—
seem to think that they can get somefor almost
the appeal is
j thing for them to nothing,
take such a chance.
, strong
j Let it be remembered that in these
schemes where chance is the deciding
;
j factor, the big majority are not getting
something for nothing, but are giving
something for nothing, that the so-called
lucky one may win at their expense. The
danger is that it gives a false view of life
and may lead young people to expect that
luck is the great thing in life rather than
pluck and work. And too often it leads
of

Mias Alice

j'ou with us?

employed

A. A. KIllam,
Edwin 1). Kizek,
Orville j. Uuptill.
P.

at

Manson,

ol

Cape Rosier, is

Jane Walker’s.

Pearl Atherton and wile, of Blnehill, are
guests of their sister, Mrs. Jane Walter.
Mrs. Hattie Cousins was called to South

BIROS.

In the House Thursday, under suspension
of rules, Rep. Harmon presented the following joint resolution, which was passed
and sent to the Senate for concurrence,
where it was also passed:

Friday. Her Senate document No. 6,497, to afford federal
many friends hope for a speedy recovery. protection to migratory game and insectivorThe Northeast Harbor juniors defeated ous birds, and
share of the amount, under circumstancea
Whereat, There is a general sentiment in
He is not only the Bar Harbor juniors 23 to 7 at basket
carefully stipulated.
favor of such protection, and an urgent regranting a mortgage on bis property col- ball in the Neighborhood bouse Saturday quest for the enactment of such a law has
lectible under the terms of that contract -evening.
been made, now, therefore,
but also creating a present charge against
Jess Pugh & Co., a trio of real artists,
Resolved, That Congress be and is hereby
•
bis credit.
appeared before a large audience in the requested to enact a law, giving ample protection to migratory game and insectivorous
Almost every merchant knows how ex- Neighborhood house last
evening, and
for

to the

it has developed to

a?

petitioners who
relating to ioe fish- peal

county.
Judicial bonds filed in the Hancock
county probate court between Feb. 1, 1912,
and Feb. 1, 1913, were for a total
liability
of $603,300. The bonds were filed
b> 141
for

evil

to tbe

and Hazel
rescue.

of recent events, it has seemed

call attention

may have

That the fish and game committee will
report a bill providing for a general law
for ice fishing, making the conditions the
same on all lakes and ponds throughout
the State, was indicated in the House Fri-

Mrs. Hattie Graves is visiting relatives
in Boston.

Mrs. Lucy Bain, who

others, residents of Bar Harbor
Ellsworth and vicinity, in relation to fishing in Branch Pond stream, Eli >worth.
A bunch of petitions, including one from

and 23

In view

sever*!

BUC&SPOHT.

To the Editor of The American:

wise to

NEWS,

olJXTY

(iumllim: in Kllsworth.
Ellsworth, Mb., Feb. 4,1913.

*»f Interest to Han-

Lfglslatlvf

HO

ComBponornrt.

STATE SOU)XS.

Brooksville Monday by the illness of her
sister, Mrs. Vesta L. Wescott.

BLUE HILL.
OBITUARY.

Jan. 21 occurred the death of Mrs.
Olin and Norman Closson, who have
at Long Beach, Cal.
been employed cutting wood in
Sedgwick,
She was ill but a few days of typhoid are at home.
Feb. 3.
pneumonia. She had a large circle of
friends both in California and Maine.
MAN8ET.
Mrs. Fowler was born in Bluehill in j
1859; her maiden name was Mary L. John- ; Capt. Charles Stanley and wife are visitson, and she resided in Bluehill until her ing their dau4hter at Northeast Harbor.
Sbe then resided for
marriage in 1879.
Lyle Newman and wife and Leslie King
nearly twenty years in Bath. Six years and wife returned home from
Bermuda
she
in
Mr.
Fowler
Los
ago
joined
Angeles; Jan. 26.
On

Benjamin E. Fowler,

he had gone

there

for his

health

a

year

Prof. Knowlton, the Manset
grammar
school teacher, will
preach at the union
daughters church
Sunday evening, Feb. 9.
Mrs. E. W. Carmichael, of Orosi, Cal.,
All are glad to see E. G.
and Mrs. \V. L. Miller, of Long Beach;
Stauley out
also a brother
George S. Johnson, of again after his serious illness of grip.
Mrs. Ferguson is
Mass.
Easton,
gaining slowly, but not

before.

She leaves

a

husband and two

—

—

BA US BURY

yet able to be out.
Mrs. J. L. Stanley is better from the
falj
Bhe received Christmas night, but is still
suffering terribly with inflammatory rheumatism.

COVE.

resolution.
Irving McFarland left a few days ago for
Clarence Lurvey, James Bunker, John
Resolved, Further, that the secretary of
Walter Jordan, Shirley Rey- State be and hereby is directed to transmit Smyrna Mills, where he has employment
Manchester,
Dangerous as is accommodation endorse- nolds and
Kenneth Iveny will leave Fri- copies of this resolution to the Senate and in a store.
ment, tbe signing of a bond is even more
for Portland to attend the boys* con- House of Representatives of the United
Charles Emery, a student at the U. of
day
so because
bonds are usually in much
States, and to the several members of said
ference under the leadership of R. F. LurM., who has been at borne ill of grip, has
larger amounts than any note a mao would
body representing this .state therein, also to returned to school.
transmit copies hereof to the legislatures of
endorse. Credit men are beginning to realFeb. 4.
X.
Feb. 3.
allfother states of the United States.
K.
ment.

Little Wendell Fernald, while
Hopkins’ pond, fell through
in water above his
shoulders.
from other children with him
Mr.

i

crossing
the ice,
Screams

brought

Writ* to Peruna Testimonials If Yot
Want to Know the Truth.
The following letter was received by
through hi* regular cor*
respondenee:
**I notice the testimonial of Mrs.
Alice Dogle, which you give in youi
last article.
If I should write her dc
you suppose she would give me furthet
I have beard it said
particulars?
many times that such testimonials are
fakes; that they are either absolutely
fictitious or else the people have been
h(,*d to write them. I have been Inclined to write you a great many times
but these stories about patent medi*
tine advertisements have discouraged
me from doing so.
I am afflicted with
catarrh and should like very much tc
find a remedy such as your article describes."
To the above letter Dr. Hartman
made the following reply:
My dear Madam:—I do not wondet
that you are confused and have lost
all
in
faith
remedies.
advertised
There has been so much said against
so much controversy concernthem,
ing them. I am not surprised that
some
people have lost confidence in
Dr. Hartman

them.
I wish you would write Mrs. Bogle,
one woman to another.
I wish you
would ask her whether she has been
hired to write such a testimonial
whether her testimonial represents tht
truth.
as

nope you

will

remember

mat am*

**

housewife, like yourself, that ahe hat
something to do besides write letters*
that she
la
a woman
of moderate
a

and cannot afford to write the*
1
letters and pay her own postage.
hope you will enclose stamp so she can
answer
you without loss to herself
Mrs. Bogle is a very estimable lady
and no doubt you will both profit by
being acquainted with each other.
Should you conclude to try reruns
for your catarrh I would be very' glad
to hear of the result. I can assure you
that no use will be made of your letmeans

ter, except by your written consent.
Mrs. Bogle very kindly consented to
have me
use her letter, which is my
reason for doing so. and you will be
treated exactly as she has been.
People recover from chronic catarrh
who take Parana.
There is no doubt

about that.

Some surprising recoveries

are reported almost dally.
I have thousands of them In my files.
PERLTNA
IS FOR SALE AT ALL DRUG STORES*
SPECIAL NOTICE— Many person*
are
making inquiries for the oldtime
To such would •*>'»
Parana.
this formula is now put out under tha
name
of KA-TAR-NO, manufactured

by KA-TAR-NO Company. Columbus.
Ohio.
Write them and they will bs
pleased to send you a free booklet.
Ask Your Druggist for Free Peruna Al*
manse

for i9IJ.

THOUSANDS OF BOTTLES
Sold In New England
every year prove the popularity of
this old and reliable remedy. Head
some of the letters praising its merits.
“L. K.” Atwood’s Medicine has always been used in my father’s family'
and now in my own. It has saved
and prevented many cases of serious
sickuess.” Mrs. Edgar Crocket.
St. Albans, Me.
Miss Ituth E. Anderson, Augusta,
Maine, writes: “A grand old medicine.”
‘‘1 have used vour “I,. F.” Atwood’s
Medicine for years and think it is not
safe for any family t< be without it in
the house
Mv opinion in brief is:
’Once tried, alw ays used.’
Mrs. C. M. Pert, Stonington, Me.
Large bottle 35 cents at ail dealers
or sample free by mail.

“L. T.
Me.

MEDICINE CO., Portland

